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Abstract  
 
 
The aim  of this thesis is to study the energy perform ance of a building integrated 
heat ing and cooling system . The research obj ect ives are to invest igate the system  
operat ing characters, to develop m athem at ical m odels for  the heat ing and cooling 
system s, t o dem onst rate the technologies experim entally, to ident ify the best  
designs for a com bined system  and to invest igate the cost  effect iveness of the 
system . The m ain com ponents of the system s are the alum inium  plate façade and 
the building wall behind it , these form  a plenum  between them  and the air is then 
heated or cooled as it  flows through this plenum .  Mathem at ical m odels were 
developed based on the energy balance equat ions and solved by m at rix inversion 
m ethod. These m odels were then validated with experim ental results. The 
experim ents were carried out  in the laboratory with a facade area of 2m 2. Two 
designs of facade were tested, i.e. flat  and t ranspired plates. Results showed that  
the t ranspired design gave bet ter therm al perform ance;  the system  efficiency for  
the flat  plate was only about  30% , whereas it  was about  85%  for the t ranspired 
plate. On the other hand, a cooling system  with double plenum s was found to be 
bet ter than a single plenum . Thus, a t ranspired plate with two plenum s was 
ident ified as the best  design for space heat ing and cooling. The cooling efficiency 
was nearly 2.0 even at  low solar radiat ion intensity. A sim ulat ion study was 
carried out  by assum ing a 40m 2 of façade was installed on an office building in 
London. The yearly energy saving was est im ated as 10,877kWh, which is 
equivalent  to 5,874kgCO2/ year of em ission avoidance. The system  is calculated to 
cost  about  £70/ m 2, and for a discount  rate of 5%  and 30 years of lifet im e, the 
payback period for this system  would be less than a years. 
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1 . I nt roduct ion 
 
 
1 .1  Background  
Heat ing, vent ilat ing, and air-condit ioning (HVAC)  are indoor clim ate cont rols that  
regulate hum idity and tem perature to provide therm al com fort  and indoor air 
qualit y. Hence, HVAC is part  of the m ajor energy consum pt ion in buildings. 
Generally, energy use in resident ial, com m ercial and public buildings account  for  
35%  of total global final energy consum pt ion ( I EA, 2008a) , which is equivalent  to 
about  2,754Mtonnes of CO2 em issions ( IEA, 2009) .  Space heat ing is the m ost  
im portant  building energy user in cold count r ies, whereas, air condit ioning is a 
m ajor cont r ibutor to peak elect r icit y dem and in hot  count r ies or during sum m er.  
For instance, in the United Kingdom , energy used for space heat ing was about  
50%  of the service sector energy consum pt ion in 2004 ( IEA, 2007a, 2008b) .  On 
the other hand, air-condit ioning accounts for  40%  of peak load during the 
sum m er in Shanghai. These heat ing and cooling loads are having an im pact  on 
CO2 em issions, as well as on security of supply ( IEA, 2007a, b) . I n addit ion, CO2 
em issions could raise global tem peratures by up to 6°C by the end of t his century 
and UK will have 3°C hot ter sum m ers by 2080 (HM Governm ent ,  2009) . Thus, the 
air-condit ioning dem and in the UK is expected to increase, especially in urban 
areas such as London due to urban heat  island effects (Kolokot roni, 2010) . Apart  
from  the im pact  on CO2 em issions, the working fluids of convent ional air-
condit ioning system  such as CFCs and HCFCs are potent ially causing ozone 
deplet ion too.  
The Internat ional Energy Agency ( IEA)  has ident ified the building sector as 
one of the m ost  cost -effect ive sectors for  reducing energy consum pt ion, with 
est im ated possible energy savings of 1,509 m illion tonnes of oil equivalent  (Mtoe)  
by 2050. Moreover, by reducing overall energy dem and, im proving energy 
efficiency in buildings can significant ly reduce CO2 em issions from  the building 
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sector by 12Gtonnes of CO2 em issions by 2050 ( I EA, 2010) . For exam ple, energy 
efficient  space heat ing could potent ially save energy up to 50%  in the resident ial 
sector and 40%  in the com m ercial sector;  whereas energy eff icient  air-
condit ioning system s would be able to save 13%  of the energy consum pt ion in 
the com m ercial sector and 6%  in the resident ial sector ( I EA, 2008a) . Therefore, 
environm ental fr iendly and low energy technologies are crucial in achieving 
energy and carbon saving targets.  I n this regard, renewable energy has becom e 
vital for heat ing and cooling;  for instance, solar energy that  ut ilises cost - free solar 
radiat ion from  the sun. Our research aim s to develop a com bined heat ing and 
cooling system  in buildings by using the façade as the solar collector.   
 
1 .2  Research problem    
1 .2 .1  Building integrat ion of solar therm al t echnology  
I ntegrat ing the solar heat ing and cooling system s in the building envelope is a 
necessity if the system s are to be econom ically feasible. Typically, it  can be roof 
or façade integrat ions such as wall, balcony, awning or shade of the building. The 
integrat ion is only possible if the design of the solar technology is included in the 
design of the building. The m ajor com ponent  of any such technology is the solar 
collector. Solar therm al collectors are often considered as separate elem ents and 
thus building integrat ion is st ill relat ively rare (Orel, 2005;  Tripanagnostopoulos, 
2000) . They are usually installed separately from  the building or confined to the 
roof t op so that  they are less visible, to m inim ise the building aesthet ic im pact  
(Matuska, 2006;  Probst , 2007) . Consequent ly, the installat ion cost  of an act ive 
solar heat ing or cooling system  m ight  be considered as an addit ional init ial cost  of 
the building.  
Generally, architects and engineers have the greatest  influence on linkage 
between the therm al shell of building and the HVAC system  size. Two elem ents 
need to be considered when establishing the architectural therm al design:  1)  
significant  effect  on the therm al response of the building;  2)  param eters that  are 
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direct ly influenced by architectural design decisions. I n m ost  cases architects 
design a building shell that  m eets with the client ’s requirem ents. The therm al 
characterist ics of a building are largely influenced by design decisions during the 
prelim inary design phase. With regard to low energy consum pt ion, architects 
usually consider solar passive or energy efficiency features rather than solar 
act ive technology.  These designs are then passed on to HVAC engineers to 
perform  a therm al analysis and design the appropriate heat ing and/ or cooling 
system s. Nevertheless, as the m aj or building design decisions have already been 
m ade, it  is often too late and difficult  for the architect  to change the design based 
on the therm al analysis results. Consequent ly, this lim its building integrated with 
solar energy system s (Ellis, 2002, 2001;  Hestnes, 1999) .  
According to a survey reported by Probst  et  al. (2007) , solar system s 
should be integrated within the com posit ion logic of the whole building with the 
following criteria:  
1)  The use of the solar energy system  as a const ruct ion elem ent  ( facade cladding, 
roof covering etc.)  should great ly ease the integrat ion design work;   
2)  The posit ion and the dim ension of the collector field should be defined 
considering the building as a whole (not  j ust  within a facade or the roof) ;   
3)  The colours and m aterials of the system  should be chosen together with the 
colours and m aterials characterizing the building and the context  and finally  
4)  Module size and shape should be chosen considering the building and the 
facades/ roof com posit ion grids (or vice versa) .  
I t  short , the collector should be conceived as part  of a const ruct ion system  which 
provides act ive and non act ive com ponents, flexible enough to interface with the 
other building elem ents and able to adapt  to different  buildings. 
 
1 .2 .2  System  com plicat ion 
The technologies that  use solar energy as an alternat ive energy source for  
heat ing and cooling are being intensively developed. However, the exist ing act ive 
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solar heat ing and cooling system s are usually separated. I t  is not  only difficult  to 
add solar air- condit ioning to an air heat ing system , it  also produces higher costs 
and noisier operat ion (Soteris, 2009) .  
Som e of the solar act ive heat ing system s do not  allow direct  heat ing from  
a solar collector to heat  the building but  always t ransfer heat  from  the collector to 
storage, then to the load. Such system s are designed for t otal building therm al 
load requirem ents during cold m onths;  they would be oversized for m ost  of the 
year in m oderate clim ate count ries and thus not  econom ically viable. While 
passive solar designs can funct ion as heat ing and cooling system s, the cooling 
part  in m ost  of these designs is usually due to natural air vent ilat ion rather than 
the product ion of cold air, like in an air-condit ioning system . Research is needed 
on developm ent  of a user- fr iendly operat ing prototype of a com bined system  
which is able to provide heat  during the cold days and produce cold during hot  
days and that  fully ut ilises solar energy throughout  the year.  
 
1 .3  Aim  and object ives 
Due to the above m ent ioned problem s, a sim ple, environm entally fr iendly, low 
cost  and building integrated system  that  can be used for  heat ing and cooling 
throughout  the year is needed to reduce the energy consum pt ion and CO2 
em issions. Our system  will use the sam e concept  of an act ive solar air heater 
whereby solar heat  is collected by an absorber and used to heat  t he air that  
passing through it . However, instead of confining it  to the roof top as a separated 
elem ent  of the building, it  will ut ilise the building facade as a solar collector to 
warm  the air for  heat ing in the winter, and cool the air in the sum m er. The 
system  design is sim ilar to the Trom be wall and vert ical solar chim ney, where the 
heat  t ransfer of the air  occurs between the façade and the building’s wall. The 
differences of the present  system  and these two system s are:  
1)  The façade is m ade of black painted alum inium  plate, instead of glazed 
m aterials. Black colour is selected to m axim ise the absorpt ivit y of the plate 
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and alum inium  is because of bet ter corrosion resistant  characterist ic (See 
Sect ion 3.4.1) .  
2)  I t  is a fan-driven system  instead of natural vent ilat ion.  
3)  The cooling effects are not  only because of air m ovem ent  but  also by the use 
of a wet ted wall.  
 
The overall object ives of the study are as follows:   
1 . To invest igate the solar  facades perform ance for heat ing and cooling  
Five system  designs were tested and two types of facades were invest igated, i.e.  
flat  (without  holes)  and t ranspired alum inium  plates. For the heat ing, the system s 
consisted of a single plenum , whereas the cooling system s involved single and 
double plenum s (Table 1-1) . Configurat ions of t he system s are as shown in Figure 
1-1. 
 
Table 1-1. I nvest igated system  designs for present  research.  
 Flat  plate Transpired plate 
Heat ing 1)  Single plenum , dry wall 2)  Single plenum , dry wall 
Cooling 3)  Single plenum , wet  wall 4)  Two plenum s, dry wall 
5)  Two plenum s, wet  wall 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  (a)                                                               (b)  
Figure 1-1. Configurat ions of (a)  single and (b)  double plenum s of the system s. 
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2 . To develop m athem at ical m odels for  the heat ing and cooling 
perform ances  
Models were developed for each system  design. The m odels were developed 
by establishing energy balance equat ions and solved by m at rix inversion 
m ethod. The m odels were then validated with experim ents results.  
3 . To dem onst rate the system s exper im enta lly 
Experim ents were carried out  for all the system  designs. A cham ber was built  
in the laboratory to serve as a building, and the alum inium  plate was installed 
on one of the side walls of the cham ber as the façade. The experim ents were 
carried out  under different  operat ion condit ions, e.g. solar radiat ion 
intensit ies, airflow rates and plenum  depths.  
4 . To invest igate the best  system  design for a com bined heat ing and 
cooling system  
The heat ing and cooling perform ances of different  designs were com pared, 
and thus a design with com bined system  was developed. Apart  from  the sm all 
scale experim ents, the perform ance of this com bined system  was sim ulated 
by using the UK weather data and assum ing it  was installed as the south-
facing façade of an office building. 
5 . To invest igate the cost  effect iveness of the com bined system  
The init ial cost  for a 40m 2 of solar façade was est im ated and com pared to the 
act ive solar system . Energy and CO2 savings from  the com bined system  were 
est im ated, too. Finally the total system  cost  and the payback period of the 
investm ent  were calculated.    
 
1 .4  Out line of thesis 
This thesis consists of seven chapters and the contents of the rem aining chapters 
are sum m arised as follows:  
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Chapter  2 : Literature  Review : Building I ntegrated Air  heat ing and Cooling 
Designs 
This chapter reviews the exist ing building integrated system s for heat ing and 
cooling in buildings. The review focuses on system  designs and perform ances. I n 
addit ion, the advantages and barriers of these technologies are addressed. 
Finally, the chapter concludes by ident ifying the need for com bined heat ing and 
cooling with the hybrid of act ive and passive solar technologies.  
 
Chapter  3 : Methodology 
This chapter illust rates the concepts of system  designs and out lines the research 
approach m ethods.  The general developm ent  steps for the m athem at ical m odel 
are explained. I n addit ion, experim ental steps for  heat ing and cooling system s are 
included and sensor calibrat ion curves are provided, t oo.  
 
Chapter  4 : Solar  façade for space heat ing 
The working m echanism s of the heat ing system s are illust rated. This is followed 
by establishm ent  of energy balance equat ions and hence the m at rix inversions 
equat ions for the m odel. The sim ulat ion and experim ent  results are com pared to 
validate the m odel accuracy. Moreover, the effects of operat ion param eters on 
the system s perform ance are discussed. Apart  from  that , for the t ranspired plate 
design, heat  t ransfer coefficients are invest igated too. Finally, the therm al 
perform ances of flat  and t ranspired system s are com pared and the heat  losses 
are analysed.  
 
Chapter  5 : Solar  façade for space cooling 
This chapter illust rates the working m echanism s of the cooling system s and 
explains the approach for system s with one and two plenum s. Energy balance 
equat ions are established for the m athem at ical m odels. Then, the accuracies of 
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the m odels are validated with the experim ent  results. This is followed by 
param et ric analyses and discussions on system  perform ances.  
 
Chapter  6 : Solar  facade for the com bined heat ing and cooling system  
The final design of a com bined heat ing and cooling system  is ident ified and the 
working m echanism s with dam pers cont rol for heat ing and cooling m odes are 
explained. Sim ulat ion on real building installat ion is carried out  by using the 
developed m odel from  the previous chapter. The façade perform ance is m odelled 
by assum ing the façade is installed on an office building in London. Energy saving, 
CO2 em ission reduct ion and cost  effect iveness of the system  are analysed.  
 
Chapter  7 : Conclusions and future w orks 
This chapter includes the sum m ary and conclusions of the thesis and 
cont r ibut ions of the research work. I t  also provides som e recom m endat ions for  
future work.  
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2 . Literature Review :  
Building I ntegrated Air  heat ing and Cooling Designs 
 
 
2 .1  I nt roduct ion  
I n order to m ake the technologies m ore econom ic feasible, building integrated 
designs are one of the focuses of present  research. I n this chapter, several 
passive solar designs and the perform ances are reviewed. Furtherm ore, the 
im portance of passive solar designs in filling the gaps of act ive solar technologies 
is highlighted, and the barriers of passive solar are addressed. The chapter is 
concluded with ident ifying the need of a com bined heat ing and cooling system , 
which integrates both passive and act ive solar technologies that  can overcom e 
each other lim itat ions and benefit  throughout  t he year.   
 
2 .2  Exist ing designs of passive solar air  heat ing and natural vent ilat ion 
via  buoyancy effect  
Solar passive heat ing and natural vent ilat ion technologies share sim ilar working 
m echanism . The driving force which cont rols the airflow rate is the buoyancy 
effect , whereby the airflow is due to the air tem perature difference and so as the 
density difference at  t he inlet  and out let . Usually, the facades are designed in 
flexible funct ions basis whether to t rap or store the heat ;  or create air m ovem ent  
that  causes vent ilat ion thus cooling effect . Table 2-1 sum m arises som e of the 
selected literature reviews of passive solar facade and roof designs which includes 
the studies of collector perform ance, cost  and energy analysis, m ain findings and 
recom m endat ions.  
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Table 2-1. Sum m ary of som e of the selected previous researches.  
Facade/  
roof 
designs 
Special Features  Performance Cost  and Energy 
analysis 
Benefits/  f indings Lim itat ions/  
recom mendat ions 
Ref.   
Given condit ions Temperatures 
( I nstantaneous 
eff iciency,  % )  
Flow rate 
Solar  
chimney 
Vert ical,  sim ilar t o 
Trombe wall 
I =  650W/ m 2;  air  gap 
depth=  0.1-0.3m  
Exhaust  air= 38-40oC;  
I ndoor air= 30oC 
(40-41% )  
 N.A x Temperature r ise 
and air  velocit y 
increased with solar 
radiat ion.  
x Temperature r ise 
decreased with air  
gap depth.  
x No reverse air  f low 
circulat ion was 
observed even at  
large gap of 0.3m  
N.A (Ong, 
2003)  
Solar  wall Sim ilar to Trombe wall, 
consists of glass cover, 
air  gap, black metallic 
plate,  insulator 
I =  406W/ m 2;  Ta=  30oC;  
height=  1m ;  air  gap 
depth=  0.145m  
Exhaust  air  = 42oC;   
I ndoor air= 28oC 
Mass flow rate=  0.016kg/ s N.A x Temperatures 
increased with 
increased wall 
height  and 
decreased gap.  
x I n very hot  season, 
providing residents’ 
comfort  is 
insuff icient  by 
natural vent ilat ion 
but  it  is able to 
reduce the heat  
gain which in turn 
reduces the cooling 
load.  
(Hirunlabh, 
1999)  
Double 
facades 
i)   Outer sk in:  glaze;  
inner sk in:  glaze  
ii)  Outer sk in:  PV 
panel;  inner sk in:  
glaze  
Cavit y width=  0.8m;  in let  
area=  out let  area  
N.A i)    Air f low rate= 0.27m 3/ m-s 
ii)  Air f low rate=  0.36m 3/ m -s 
PV facade 
increased 
elect r icit y 
conversion 
eff iciency by 
reducing the cell 
temperature. 
x PV facade increased 
the eff iciency of PV 
cells when outdoor  
air  temperature is 
higher than the 
indoor.   
x The outer sk in 
temperature of PV 
panel increased 
depending on the 
degree of 
t ransparency.  
 
(Gan, 
2006)  
Single-
sided 
heated 
solar 
chimney 
Adjacent  walls are 
insulated 
Length=  1m ;  
breath/ height=  0.1;  in let  
temperature=  20oC 
Exhaust  air= 33oC Air f low rate=  0.5kg/ s N.A x The air f low rate 
reaches maximum  
when 
breath/ height= 0.1 
x The opt im ised 
height  can be 
determ ined 
according t o the 
opt im ised sect ion 
rat io of breath to 
height  and 
available pract ical 
f ield condit ions.   
(Li,  2004)  
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Solar  
chimney  
Under hot  and hum id 
climate condit ions,  
studies included dur ing 
clear  sky,  part ly cloudy 
and cloudy days 
i)  Clear sky:  Ta=  35oC;  I =  
800W/ m 2;  wind 
velocit y=  2.6m/ s 
ii)  Part ly cloudy:  Ta=  
34oC;  I =  594W/ m 2;  
wind velocity=  2.5m/ s 
iii)  Cloudy day:  Ta=  32oC;  
I =  509W/ m 2;  wind 
velocit y=  1.8m/ s 
i)  Exhaust  air= 38oC;  
I ndoor air= 33oC;  
 
ii)  Exhaust  air= 36oC;  
I ndoor air= 32oC;  
 
 
iii)  Exhaust  air= 33oC;  
I ndoor air= 32oC 
N.A N.A x Solar  chimney can 
reduce indoor 
temperature by 1.0-
3.5oC compared to 
the ambient  
temperature of 32-
40oC. 
x I ndoor temperature 
can be further 
reduced by 2.0-
6.2oC with 
combinat ion of 
spraying of water 
on the roof.  
(Chungloo, 
2007)  
Roof solar  
collector   
Air  gap and openings of 
roof solar collector  
N.A N.A 10-100m 3/ hr  I nsignif icant  
ext ra cost  of 
const ruct ion 
x Larger air  gap 
larger and equal 
size of openings 
induced higher  
rate of air f low 
rate.  
x I nsuff icient  
natural 
vent ilat ion to 
sat isfy residents’ 
comfort .  
x Another device 
such as Trombe 
wall m ight  be 
needed to 
improve comfort  
performance.  
(Khedar i,  
2000)  
Roof-
integrated 
water 
solar 
collector  
Roof integrated, 
combining the 
convent ional roof and 
flat  plat  solar collector 
by replacing water -coil 
and internal insulat ion 
with water pond and 
metallic sheet .  
N.A N.A N.A 150-200 USD 
/ m 2 compare to 
160-220USD/ m 2 
of convent ional 
air- condit ioner;  
tak ing one- third 
of const ruct ion 
t ime that  
represents 
15USD/ m 2;  
 Average daily  
energy 
absorbed=  
0.68GJ;  
Annual energy=  
247GJ 
x Able t o cont rol 
heat  delivery to 
adapt  with the 
environmental 
condit ions.  
x Able t o create 
heat ing or cooling 
effects  
x Provide hot  
domest ic hot  
water dur ing 
winter 
x Large area of 
roof is needed 
(Juanico, 
2008)  
Roof solar  
collector  
Single and double pass 
designs  
I =  500W/ m 2;  Ta=  0oC;  
mass flow rate 2000kg/ h;     
i)  Single pass:  
Supply air= 12oC;  
I ndoor air= 8oC;  
(27% )  
ii)Double pass:   
Supply air= 18oC;  
I ndoor air= 13oC 
(39% )  
N.A Choosing 
suitable fan is 
important  to 
reduce in it ial 
investment  and 
operat ing cost .  
x I nstantaneous 
eff iciency of  
double pass  was 
10%  higher than 
single pass 
collector  whether 
spacing heat ing 
or natural 
vent ilat ion.  
x Two or m ore 
shorter collectors 
in parallel are 
recom mended 
instead of one 
longer collector.  
(Zhai, 
2005)  
I =  solar intensity;  Ta =  am bient  air  t em perature;  N.A=  Not  applicable;  Ref. =  references 
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2 .2 .1  Trom be W all 
The classical Trom be wall is a m assive wall that  covered by an exter ior glazing 
with an air channel in between (without  Dam pers A and B in Figure 2-1) . The 
m assive wall absorbs and stores the solar energy through the glazing. Part  of the 
energy is t ransferred into the indoor of the building ( the room )  through the wall 
by conduct ion. Meanwhile, the lower t em perature air enters the channel from  the 
room  through the lower vent  of the wall, heated up by the wall and flows upward 
due to buoyancy effect . The heated air then returns to the room  through the 
upper vent  of the wall.  
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
Figure 2-1. Schem at ic diagram  of classical Trom be wall (without  dam pers) .  
 
 Som e of the challenges with this classical Trom be wall design are as follows:  
1)  Low therm al resistance. When sm all am ount  of the solar energy absorbed by 
the wall, e.g. during the night  or prolonged cloudy periods, som e heat  flux is 
t ransferred from  the inside to the outside, which results in excessive heat  loss 
from  the building (Shen, 2007) . 
2)  I nverse therm o-siphon phenom ena occur during winter, at  night  or non-sunny 
day. When the wall is colder than the indoor tem perature, reverse air 
circulat ion from  the upper vent  to the lower vent  causes the air being cooled 
and hence decrease the room  tem perature (Onbasioglu, 2002;  Shen, 2007) . 
3)  The uncertainty of heat  t ransfer due to air m ovem ent  in enclosures that  
heated by solar energy. The solar intensity is not  constant  and periodical. Any 
Air Exterior  
Glazing  
Indoor (The Room)  
Upper Vent  
Lower Vent  Damper A  
Damper B 
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change in solar intensity could cause tem perature fluctuat ions of t he wall 
(Onbasioglu, 2002) . 
4)  The influences of channel width and the dimensions of the inlet  and out let  
openings affect  the convect ion process and hence affect  the overall heat ing 
perform ance (Gan, 2006;  Onbasioglu, 2002) . 
5)  Low aesthet ic value (Jie, 2007) .  
Studies have been carr ied out  to im prove the classical Trom be wall design. The 
im provem ent  can be classified into three aspects, i.e. inlet  and out let  air openings 
cont rol, therm al insulat ion designs, and air channel designs.   
By installing adjustable dam pers at  the glazing and adjustable vents of the 
wall, the classical Trom be wall can be beneficial for winter heat ing and sum m er 
cooling (Gan, 1998;  Jie, 2007) . By referr ing to the Figure 2-1, in winter, Dam per 
B is closed while Dam per A, lower and upper vents are left  open to circulate the 
heated air return to the room . Whereas during sum m er, Dam per A and upper 
vent  are closed. The buoyancy forces generated by the solar heated air between 
the warm  wall and glazing draws room  air from  the lower vent  and the heated air 
is then exhausted to the am bient  through Dam per B. Thus, during sum m er, the 
Trom be wall facilitates room  air m ovem ent  for  sum m er cooling. Alternat ively, in 
the case of Trom be wall that  without  adjustable dam per at  the glazing, the upper 
and lower vents are closed when the outdoor tem perature is lower than the 
indoor (Shen, 2007) . 
I nsulat ion levels of glazing and storage wall influence the surface 
tem peratures and thereby the fluid flow rate. These two therm al insulat ion 
m ethods have their own st rengths for different  clim ate condit ions.  For winter 
heat ing, increasing the therm al resistance of glazing is generally m ore 
advantageous as this reduces the heat  loss through glazing while m aking use of 
conduct ive heat  t ransfer from  the storage wall to the room . Richm an and 
Pressnail (2009)  int roduced a low-e coat ing on a spandrel glass to m inim ize the 
radioact ive losses to the exterior. Gan (1998)  proposed that  using double glazing 
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could increase the flow rate by 11 to 17% . Jie et . al (2007)  int roduced the PV-
Trom be wall concept  that  not  only im prove the aesthet ical aspect  but  also able to 
capture the heats and sim ultaneously reduce the PV cells tem perature. On the 
other hand, insulat ing the interior surface of the storage wall for sum m er cooling 
can avoid excessive overheat ing due to south- facing glazing (Gan, 1998) . 
Matuska and Sourek  (2006)  found that  there was no effect  on indoor com fort  
when sufficient  insulat ion layers were applied on the storage wall.  
I n addit ion, com posite Trom be–Michel wall has also been studied to 
overcom e the heat  loss from  the inside to the outside of building (Shen, 2007) . 
The concept  of com posite Trom be–Michel wall is sim ilar to the t radit ional Trom be 
wall except  there is an insulat ing wall at  the back of the m assive wall (Figure 2-
2) . The therm al energy can be t ransferred from  outside to the interior air layer by 
conduct ion through the m assive wall. Then it  can be t ransferred by convect ion 
while using the therm o-circulat ion phenom enon of air between the m assive wall 
and the insulat ing wall. During non-sunny days, winter or at  nights, the vents in 
the insulat ing wall are closed. Hence, due to greater therm al resistance of this 
design, the therm al flux that  going from  indoor to outdoor is reduced.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2-2. Schem at ic diagram  of com posite Trom be–Michel wall. 
 
Typically, Trom be wall is a sensible heat  storage wall. Another innovat ive 
design of Trom be wall is filling phase change m aterials (PCM)  into the m asonry 
wall to store the latent  heat . For a given am ount  of heat  storage, the phase 
change units require less space and are lighter in weight  com pared to m ass wall 
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(Tyagi, 2007) . Therefore, it  is convenient  for building ret rofit t ing. Studies 
indicated that  concrete-PCM com binat ion Trom be wall can be used to develop low 
energy house as it  is an effect ive energy storage wall (Onishi, 2001;  St r it ih, 
2003) . Nwachukwu and Okonkwo (Nwachukwu, 2008)  had found that  by applying 
a coat ing of superior absorpt ion vigour on the exterior of storage wall could 
enhance the heat  absorpt ion and heat  t ransfer across a Trom be wall. However 
studies on PCM propert ies for Trom be wall are yet  t o be developed to get  the 
opt im um  results.   
Apart  from  that , energy and air m ovem ent  in the channel of a Trom be wall 
are induced by natural convect ion. Thus, the design param eters of Trom be wall 
channel are also factors that  m ight  affect  the convect ion process (Onbasioglu, 
2002) . A param et ric study has shown that  airflow rate was alm ost  unaffected by 
channel width, however airflow rate was increased with the height  of the wall 
(Gan, 1998) .  
 
2 .2 .2  Solar chim ney 
The funct ion of a solar chim ney is to generate airflow through a building, 
convert ing therm al energy into kinet ic energy of air m ovem ent . The driving force 
which cont rols the airflow rate through the solar chim ney is the density difference 
of air at  inlet  and out let  of the chim ney. I t  provides vent ilat ion not  only for  cooling 
but  also heat ing if fan is used to direct  the heated air into the building. When 
solar chim ney is at tached to wall, the working m echanism  is sim ilar to Trom be 
wall. I t  operates as passive heat ing by supplying warm  air that  heated up by the 
solar collector into the room . For cold or m oderate clim ate, when the outdoor 
tem perature is lower than the indoor tem perature, solar chim ney is funct ioned as 
passive cooling where natural vent ilat ion is applied. However for  hot  clim ate, 
when the outdoor tem perature is higher than the indoor, it  operates as therm al 
insulat ion to reduce heat  gain of the room . These three different  m odes are as 
illust rated in Figure 2-3 (Miyazaki, 2006) . The sim plest  and m ost  obvious layout  is 
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to have a vert ical chimney. Nonetheless, this m ay not  be architectural at t ract ive 
in term  of aesthet ics aspect . So a cheaper and less visually obt rusive form at  is to 
lay the collector along the roof slope while for  greater height , a com binat ion of 
both types m ay be used (Harris, 2007;  Ram an, 2001) . 
Figure 2-3. Solar chim ney operat ion m odes (Miyazaki, 2006) . 
 
2 .2 .3  Solar a ir  heater w ith jet  plate  
Jet  im pingem ent  technology is an effect ive tool in cont rolling the fluid flow for  
high energy t ransfer,  which directs a jet  flow from  a nozzle of a given 
configurat ion to a target  surface. Due to the thin therm al and hydrodynam ic 
boundary layers form ed on the im pingem ent  surface, the heat  t ransfer 
coefficients associated with jet  im pingem ent  are large. The convect ive heat  
t ransfer configurat ion is used for  it s high local t ransfer coefficients nearby the 
stagnat ion point . The wall im pinging jet  flows are widely used in engineering 
applicat ions such as turbom achinery, food processing, drying, cooling and heat ing 
(Angiolet t i,  2003;  Joshi, 2003;  Na-pom pet , 2011;  Sagot , 2008) . Som e researches 
on solar air heater have applied this technology to enhance the heat  t ransfer 
between the air and the absorber. Choudhury and Garg (1991)  evaluated the 
therm al perform ance of solar air heaters with a glazed solar collector (Figure 2-4)  
where the m etallic j et  plate was placed in between the absorber and the back 
plate, whereas Belusko et  al. (2008)  exam ined the perform ance of j et  
im pingem ent  in an unglazed roof. Both studies have found that  the jet  designs 
give bet ter therm al efficiency com pared to the convent ional parallel plate.  
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Figure 2-4.  Solar air heater with a glazed solar collector (Choudhury, 1991) .  
 
2 .2 .4  Solar a ir  heater w ith t ranspired plate  
Another façade design that  able to serve as heat ing system  without  addit ional 
heat  storage facilit y is the wall m ade of m etal sheet  with holes that  operates as 
absorber to heat  up the air. The schem at ic diagram  of this type of solar collector 
is as illust rated in Figure 2-5. This collector is known as unglazed perforated-
absorber collector by the Air System  Working Group of I nternat ional Energy 
Agency ( I EA)  Solar Heat ing and Cooling (SHC)  Task 14. Other researchers have 
nam ed it  as unglazed t ranspired solar collector, whereas the Conserval 
Engineering Inc. refers the product  as Solarwall. The m etal cladding is heated by 
solar radiat ion. With the help of vent ilat ion fans, the solar heated air is drawn 
through the holes of the t ranspired m etal sheet . The heated air is then ducted 
into the building via a connect ion to the HVAC intake. This technology has been 
installed on a large number of sites in Canada. Table 2-2 sum m arises som e of the 
case studies perform ance results for space heat ing, and m ore detail descript ions 
and installat ions around the world can be found in references (Cali, 1999;  
SolarWall) . As com pared to Trom be wall that  using glazing, this elim inat ion 
glazing design is able to reduce cost , and it  is suitable for ret rofit t ing.  
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Figure 2-5. Schem at ic diagram  of unglazed t ranspired solar facade. 
The room (Indoor) Exterior (Outdoor) 
Solar radiation 
Metal Cladding 
Fresh air passes 
through ventilation 
holes  
Heated 
air  
Fan  
Building wall 
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Table 2-2. Sum m ary of som e case studies perform ance results of unglazed t ranspired solar wall for space heat ing.  
Case study Collector area and 
type 
Airflow rate 
(m 3/ h/ m 2)  
Tem perature 
r ise 
Efficiency Energy saving Cost  analysis  
( reference year)  
Reference 
Ford Canada  1877m 2;  vert ical wall;  
2%  porosity with 1%  
canopy 
125 12oC 
(Sunny day)  
57%  917kWh/ m 2/ year Cost  of delivered 
energy 
= 25USD/ GJ/ year 
(1990) 
(Cali, 
1999) 
GM, Oshawa 420m 2 gross;  2%  
porosity on wall, 1%  
on canopy 
72 13oC 
(Solar 
radiat ion:  
500W/ m 2)  
 
52%  754 kWh/ m 2/ year Cost  of delivered 
energy 
= 59USD/ GJ/ year 
(1991) 
(Cali, 
1999) 
NREL Waste 
Handling 
Facilit y 
27.9m 2;  2%  porosity N.A N.A 63-68%  N.A N.A (Cali, 
1999) 
Windsor 
Housing 
Authorit y 
335m 2;  corrugated 
dark brown alum inium  
N.A N.A N.A 195,700 kWh/ year 
(est im ated)  
Est im ated Saving:  
4,184 USD/ year 
(2.2 cents/ kWh of 
natural gas)  
(Hollick, 
1996) 
Com bined 
PV/ solarwall 
panel 
Solarwall panel area=  
1.1664m 2;  PV cells 
covered 24%  of 
solarwall surface 
100 N.A (Solar radiat ion:  
600W/ m 2)  
Therm al 
efficiency= 48% ;  
com bined 
efficiency= 51%  
Energy saving=  500-
1,000kWh/ m 2/ year;  
PV power= 18.5W;  est im ated 
50-100kWh/ m 2/ year of 
elect ricit y generated 
N.A (Hollick, 
1998) 
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2 .2 .4 .1  Literature review  on heat  t ransfer coefficient  for t ranspired 
solar  collector  
Due to present  study involves invest igat ion on heat  t ransfer coefficients for the 
t ranspired solar collector, this sect ion is included to review the previous 
researches and to address the research problem  which related to current  study.  
Correlat ions of coefficient  heat  t ransfer between the air and the plate have 
been developed since 1980s. The study carried out  by Sparrow and Carranco 
(Sparrow, 1982)  exam ined the heat  and m ass t ransfer of the plate with different  
holes design by using naphthalene sublim at ion technique. They developed the Nu-
Re-Pr  relat ion for the heat  t ransfer coefficient . However, the pitch- to-diam eter 
rat ios (Pit / d)  in their study are too sm all (d2.5)  com pared to a typical t ranspired 
plate solar collector where the rat io of Pit / d is close to 10 (Kutscher, 1994) . I n 
addit ion, the porosity and the Reynolds num bers in their study were very high 
and hence the correlat ion for the Nusselt  num ber is not  appropriate to be 
ext rapolated for a t ranspired solar collector.  
 Andrews and Bazdidi-Tehrani (Andrews, 1989)  found that  the heat  
t ransfer coefficient  agreed with Sparrow. They developed the Nu correlat ion for 
square arrays of holes and 1.9< Pit / d< 22.  However the m ass flow rate of 
0.1< G< 1.7kgm -2s-1 is very high for air heat ing purposes. Kutsher (Kutscher, 
1992)  has developed an em pirical correlat ion of Nusselt  num ber which is 
appropriate for thin t ranspired plates with porosity less than 2% , low suct ion flow 
rates and t r iangular hole arrays. To-date, this is the only study considering the 
porosity, hole diam eter and crosswind condit ions to reach the em pirical 
correlat ion Nu. The correlat ion covers heat  t ransfers from  the front -of- plate, hole 
and back-of-plate but  excludes the vert ical airflow in the plenum . The author 
ignore heat  t ransfer between the back surface and the vert ical airflow because it  
is believed that  the flow in plenum  has lit t le effect  due to the inject ion effect  on 
the back-of-plate side and the air lam inarizat ion induced by accelerat ion.  The 
num erical results show that  the heat  t ransfer that  occurs at  the front  surface 
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dom inates heat  t ransfer in the hole and on the back surface at  suct ion flow rates 
of 0.02 to 0.07 kgm -2s-1. The crosswind data for the narrow t ransverse spacing 
are correlated as Nu= 2.75[ (Pit / d) -1.2Re0.43+ 0.011PRe(Uw/ vs) 0.48]  with 0.001d P 
d0.05 and 100d Re d200 (Kutscher, 1994) .  
Arulanandam  et .al (Arulanandam , 1999)  study the Nu correlat ion for  
t ranspired plate with circular holes on a square pitch arrangem ent  by using CFD 
(Com putat ional Fluid Dynam ics)  sim ulat ions. The correlat ion of Nu is developed 
with assum pt ions including no-wind condit ions and the exclusion of the effect  of 
the heat  t ransfer on the back-of-plate, too. 
Apart  from  the developm ent  of the heat  t ransfer coefficient  correlat ion, 
Augustus and Kum ar (Augustus, 2007)  use the Nu developed by Kutsher 
(Kutscher, 1992)  in their m athem at ical m odelling to invest igate the t ranspired 
solar collector therm al perform ance. The sim ulat ion study is also based on 
uniform  airflow condit ion. 
The above are the Nu  correlat ions and therm al perform ance analysis that  
applicable to uniform  flow. However, poor flow dist ribut ion occur in large building 
applicat ions and this has been shown by infrared photographs (Dym ond, 1997) .  
The non-uniform  airflow could result  in two possibilit ies effects, e.g. heat  t ransfer 
from  the back-of-plate to the vert ical flow in the plenum  and the energy collected 
by the plate. in Gunnewiek et .al’ study (Gunnewiek, 1996) , results show that  the 
form er effect  is significant  while only m odest  effect  on the lat ter case. The 
invest igat ion has been carried out  by using 2D CFD m odel to study the vert ical 
direct ion airflow in the plenum . The t ranspirat ion of air through the plate is 
m odelled as a process occurring through discrete holes. The collector height  range 
is 3.0 dHd6.0 m , and the plenum  aspect  rat io range is 10 dH/ D d50. The range of 
U-value for  the plate m aterial is 1.0dUo d9.0 Wm -2K-1. This represents the range 
from  a non-select ive surface plate to a select ive surface. The range of volum et ric 
flow rate drawn out  of the top of the plenum  by the fan is given in term s of the 
average suct ion velocity 0.005dvsd0.08m / s. The results show that  different  
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set t ings of param eters yield different  airflow profiles. The nature of the profile 
depends on whether the flow is dom inated by buoyancy or by the forced- flow 
produced by the fan. When the flow is non-uniform , the code predicts that  an 
im portant  am ount  of heat  t ransfer can take place from  the back-of-plate to the 
vert ical air in the plenum .  
A com puter program  has been developed by Dym ond and Kutscher 
(Dym ond, 1997)  to predict  flow uniform ity and efficiency on the basis of pipe 
networks concept  (Figure 2-6) . The studied range of plenum  depth, D is between 
5 and 30cm . A collector with single exit  at  the top center shows that  the face 
velocity in front  of the exit  is the highest  and decreases dram at ically when it  is 
further away from  the exit . This is due to t he areas of the top left  and r ight  
corners of the collector have higher pressure drop and hence result  in flow 
starvat ion. Area where the face velocity is higher shows lower surface 
tem perature because of bet ter heat  t ransferred away from  the collector to the air,  
which also gives higher efficiency.  Though the results show the non-uniform  of 
the airflow over the collector surface is possible, the effects of the non-uniform ity 
flow on the vert ical airflow are not  included in this study sue to the absence of the 
heat  t ransfer correlat ion between the back-of-plate and the vert ical airflow.  
 
Figure 2-6. The pipe network concept  (Dym ond, 1997) .  
 
I n sum m ary, Nu correlat ions have been developed by researchers based 
on uniform  flow dist r ibut ion (Andrews, 1989;  Arulanandam , 1999;  Kutscher, 
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1992;  Sparrow, 1982) . However, research by Dym ond and Kutscher (Dym ond, 
1997)  has shown that  non-uniform ity flow m ight  occur, and Gunnewiek et . al 
(Gunnewiek, 1996)  sim ulated that  for non-uniform  flow, heat  t ransfer from  the 
back-of-plate to the plenum  air could occur if the buoyancy flow is dom inated. 
Both findings indicate that  the effects of the airflow uniform ity on the t ranspired 
plate therm al perform ance are crucial. I f the flow is non-uniform , the air 
tem perature in the plenum  m ight  not  constant  throughout  the plenum  and hence 
the correlat ion developed by Kutshcer (Kutscher, 1992) , which is based on 
uniform  flow m ight  inappropriate to apply in this regards. Furtherm ore, in pract ice 
it  is a challenge to m aintain a very uniform  flow dist r ibut ion. Local pressure drops 
need to be m easured to ensure the uniform ity of the flow dist r ibut ion. I n present  
study, an alternat ive way to establish the heat  t ransfer concept  was developed 
and it  is further discussed in Chapter 4.  
 
2 .2 .5  Solar Roof 
Methods of passive cooling by roof are such as water firm , roof pond, roof garden 
and therm al insulat ion. Solar roof vent ilat ion m ay perform  bet ter than Trom be 
wall design in clim ates where the solar alt itude is large. This is because roof 
collectors provide larger surface area to collect  the solar energy and hence higher 
air exit  tem perature (Awbi, 1998) . Nevertheless, Khedari et  al. (2000)  observed 
that  with only roof solar collector system , there is lit t le potent ial to sat isfy room  
therm al com fort . Addit ional device such as Trom be wall to be used together with 
roof solar collector would provide bet ter cooling effect  especially in hot  clim ate. 
Dim oudi et  al. (2006a, b)  studied the therm al perform ance of the vent ilated roof 
during sum m er and winter. The vent ilated roof com ponent  consisted of reinforced 
concrete slab and insulat ion layer as the typical com ponent  but  with an air gap 
between the insulat ion and the upper prefabricated slab. Results show that  there 
is no clear im provem ent  of the therm al perform ance during the winter period but  
during the sum m er per iod, the building is protected from  the solar gains due to 
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the insulat ion propert ies. On the other hand, Zhai et  al. (2005)  reported that  the 
efficiency of double pass of air gap is able to induce m ore air change rate and 
hence is generally 10%  higher than that  of single pass roof solar collector. Roof-
integrated water solar collector that  m ade of several layers of glass followed by 
water cham ber and m etallic sheet  at  the bot tom  was developed by Juanico (2008)  
and could be used for dom est ic heat ing and cooling system s.  
 
2 .3  Exist ing passive solar  cooling via  evaporat ive effect   
Evaporat ive cooling is the oldest  technique of cooling and m ay be applied in both 
act ive and passive system s. Convent ional m echanical cooling system s that  require 
high energy cost  and harm  the environm ental have prom pted the researchers to 
begin looking back at  the evaporat ive technique and t rying to im prove it s 
efficiency (Henning, 2007a) . Hence it  has been intensively used as evaporat ive 
cooler or heat  exchanger in air- condit ioning system . However, building integrat ion 
of evaporat ive cooling is a potent ial field yet  to be developed.  
 
2 .3 .1  Evaporat ive  cooling 
Am er (2006)  has found that  am ong the passive cooling system s, evaporat ive 
cooling gives the best  cooling effect , followed by solar chim ney, which reduced 
inside air tem perature by 9.6oC and 8.5oC respect ively. Evaporat ive cooling 
process uses the evaporat ion of water to cool an air st ream . Basically water 
absorbs heat  from  the air ( surrounding)  to evaporate into vapour. Thus, reduce 
the tem perature of the air or surrounding. I n Middle East  wind towers were 
developed to scoop the cool wind into the building, which was m ade to pass over 
water cisterns to produce evaporat ive cooling and a feeling of freshness 
(Miyazaki, 2006) . Evaporat ive cooling can be classified into direct  and indirect  
evaporat ing cooling.  
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2 .3 .1 .1  Direct  evaporat ive cooling ( DECC)  
The principle underlying direct  evaporat ive cooling is the conversion of sensible 
heat  to latent  heat . The air is cooled when water in the air steam  is evaporated. 
The water in the air st ream  is supplied and recirculated cont inuously so that  the 
water is rem oved by the air and yield the cooling effect . Som e of t he sensible 
heat  of the air is t ransferred to the water and becom es latent  heat  by evaporat ing 
som e of the water. The latent  heat  follows the water vapor and diffuses into the 
air. Thus, the m oisture of the supply air is increased after the process. During the 
interm ediate seasons in hot  dry clim ates, direct  evaporat ive cooling can offer  
energy conservat ion opportunit ies. However, the increase of m oisture into the air 
st ream  during the process reduces the cooling system  efficiency. Cooling effect  
m ight  not  sufficient  especially during the sum m ert im e and in region with very 
humid clim ate. Therefore, the incom ing air is usually dehumidified by forcing it  
through a desiccant  to im prove the cooling efficiency (Daou, 2006;  Fan, 2007;  
Florides, 2002;  Henning, 2007b) . Joudi and Mehdi (2000)  int roduced com binat ion 
of m em brane air-drying and evaporat ive cooling system s. The m em brane 
const ituted of hollow fibres, i.e. cellulose acetate and polysulfone. The select ive 
m em brane allowed for efficient  separat ion of t he water vapour from  the air. The 
air was pre- t reated (dried)  by passing through the m em brane before entering the 
evaporat ive cooling system  and hence operated in drier air st ream . 
 
2 .3 .1 .2   I ndirect  evaporat ive  cooling ( I EC)  
I EC involves heat  exchange with another air st ream . These two air st ream s are 
separated by a heat  exchanging wall, where one side of the wall is wet  and 
another is dry. The working air passes through the wet  side, while the product  air 
passes through the dry side. The wet  side absorbs heat  from  the dry side by 
water evaporat ion and hence cools the dry side. The wet  air st ream  involves 
latent  heat  while the dry air st ream  involves sensible heat . Therefore, no 
addit ional m oisture is int roduced into the product  air.  
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2 .3 .2  Mater ials for evaporat ive cooling 
Zhao et  al. (2008)  com pared several heat  and m ass exchange m aterials for 
indirect  evaporat ive cooling system . The m aterials included m etals, fibres, 
ceram ics, zeolite and carbon. I t  is found that , though fibre m aterials are relat ively 
cheaper, wick at tained m etal m aterials are the m ost  adequate for evaporat ive 
cooling;  not  only higher therm al conduct ivit y but  also easier t o be cleaned and 
sterilised to avoid bacteria growth. On the other hand, Wanphen & Nagano (2009)  
studied the perform ance of roof m aterials on evaporat ive cooling effect  and the 
results are sum m arised in Fig 2-7. Am ong the studied m aterials, siliceous shale 
which com prises of a high num ber of m esopores is found to have the greatest  
evaporat ion perform ance and it  is the m ost  effect ive m aterial for keeping surface 
m oisture from  vapour adsorpt ion. Due to the high absorpt ion rate, this m aterial is 
able to absorb m ore vapour during night  t im e. The precipitat ion water that  stored 
inside the porous layers of siliceous shale m aterial evaporates and relat ively 
releases m ore latent  heat  to the atm osphere during sunlight  hours. I n cont rast ,  
silica sand, volcanic ash and pebbles yield more sensible heat . Moreover, high 
evaporat ion rate of siliceous shale tends to cool down the surface tem perature.  
As a result , siliceous shale is able to reduce the roof surface tem perature up to 
8.63oC as com pared to m ortar concrete.  
 
Figure 2-7. Perform ance of roof m aterials on evaporat ive cooling effect .  
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2 .3 .3  Building I ntegrat ion of Evaporat ive  Cooling  
2 .3 .3 .1  Roof integrat ion  
One of the building integrat ion applicat ions of evaporat ive cooling is porous roof.  
During periods of precipitat ion, rainwater penet rates through the porous layer and 
is stored within the layer. The porous layer retains a significant  am ount  of 
rainwater, which is released back into the atm osphere via evaporat ion during 
sunlight  hours. When evaporat ion takes place, the surface tem perature of the 
porous layer decreases due to the release of latent  heat . Therefore, heat  flux 
from  the roof slab, which could raise the room  tem perature of the building, would 
also be reduced. When the air is at  high humidity during night  t im e or on cloudy 
days, the porous layer adsorbs m oisture from  the air and cont inues to cool the 
roof m aterials (Wanphen, 2009) . 
Ram an et  al. (2001)  developed solar air heaters for solar passive designs 
that  cooperated with evaporat ion for  sum m er cooling. The system  consisted of 
two solar air heaters with natural flow, i.e. on the roof and the ground. The roof 
air heater acted as an exhaust  fan, vent ing out  the air from  the room  during 
sunshine whereas the air heater on the ground was funct ioned as air heater  
during winter and as an indirect  evaporat ive cooler during sum m er. However, the 
system  perform s well during winter but  not  for sum m er cooling. As a result ,  
m odificat ions were m ade whereby the south wall collector and a roof duct  were 
wet ted on the top side by an evaporat ive cooled surface were const ructed. The 
results show that  the m odified system  is able to give bet ter  therm al com fort  for  
both seasons. On the other hand, Chungloo and Lim m eechokchai (2007)  carried 
out  the studies by spraying water on the roof during part ly and cloudy days under 
hot  and humid clim ate in Thailand. They found that  water spraying on m etal 
ceiling is able to decrease indoor t em perature. When the water is evaporated, the 
surface tem perature of the roof is decreased and hence reduces the indoor 
tem perature. The average am bient  air tem perature during the experim ent  period 
ranged from  33.7 to 35.0oC and the m axim um  tem perature difference between 
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the am bient  and the indoor air tem peratures is 6oC. Furtherm ore, higher solar  
radiat ion and am bient  tem perature gives bet ter  perform ance.  
 Other researchers found that  the reduct ion of heat  flux by evaporat ion of a 
water film  m aintained over a roof has been found that  it  is m ore effect ive than a 
roof pond system  in reducing cooling loads of the buildings (Sodha, 1980) . A 
sim ilar design, evapo- reflect ive roof for  passive cooling for hot  dry clim ates was 
studied by Cheikh and Bouchair (Cheikh, 2004) . The roof was com posed of a 
concrete ceiling and a flat  alum inium  plate separated by an air space part ially 
filled with high therm al capacity rocks placed in a sm all quant it y of water. Results 
show that  this system  m anages to im prove the cooling effect  in buildings and the 
cooling can be enhanced by com bining the system  with night  vent ilat ion. For 
instance, at  the hot test  hour of the day, the cooling roof m anaged to reduce the 
room  air tem perature for about  6.8oC com pared to the bare roof, and further 
reduced for nearly 1oC with night  vent ilat ion.   
 
2 .3 .3 .2  Facades integrat ion 
Giabaklou and Ballinger (1996)  dem onst rated a passive evaporat ive cooling 
system  by natural vent ilat ion which can be installed on the facades, e.g. balcony 
for  m ult i- storey resident ial buildings. The water falls vert ically over filam ents to 
form  as a curtain, while the air flows through this water firm  horizontally and 
hence the evaporat ion. The cooling effect  is able to sat isfy the therm al com fort  of 
the m ajorit y of the building’s occupants (Ghiabaklou, 2003) . Apart  from  that ,  
passive evaporat ive cooling wall that  was developed by He and Hoyano (He, 
2010)  was able to achieve the cooling efficiency at  the m axim um  of 0.7. On the 
other hand, Maerefat  and Haghighi (Maerefat , 2010)  developed a natural 
vent ilat ion system  that  com bined solar chim ney with evaporat ive cooling. The 
evaporat ive cooling effects t ook place in a cooling cavity, where the circulat ing 
water was sprayed at  the top of the wall and hence form ed a thin film  on the wall 
surface. The air that  passing through the cavity is then cooled by direct  
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evaporat ion process. The results show that  this vent ilat ion system  is able to 
im prove the indoor therm al com fort  and it  is suitable for  count r ies with m oderate 
and arid clim ates.  
 
2 .4   Passive solar: Filling the gap of act ive  solar technologies  
Proper design of orientat ion, st ructure, envelope, const ruct ion m aterials of a 
building is im portant  to cont rol the therm al loads from  the solar heat  gain, hence 
reduce the HVAC size, which in turn enhancing the feasibilit y of solar cooling 
technologies. Solar passive features m ight  add 0 to 15%  to design and 
const ruct ion costs (Cooperat ive Extension Service, 2006) . However paying this 
init ial cost  in return is long life energy saving. For instance, the solar H.P. Co-
operat ive Bank building in I ndia dem onst rated that  solar passive designs with 
double glazing are able to reduce the total heat  loss by about  35%  (Chandel, 
2008) .  
Apart  from  energy savings, passive solar designs are building integrated 
whereby facades or roofs are part  of the heat ing or cooling system  com ponents. 
This in turn reduces init ial cost . For instance, the unglazed t ranspired solar facade 
cost  about  7 to 10 USD/ ft 2, plus installat ion (Specht ) ;  whereas a typical act ive 
solar water heater cost  about  134 USD/ ft 2 or 59 USD/ ft 2 after incent ives (Dym ond, 
2007) .  
Another advantage of passive solar designs is the funct ion flexibilit y. 
Designs such as Trom be wall and solar chim ney are able to provide warm  air or 
create cooling effect  depend on the clim ate needs by dam per cont rollers. As 
com pared to the act ive solar therm al technologies, the solar collectors are only 
m eant  for collect ing heat . The heated air or  water is either direct ly used by 
building occupants or to be used as heat  source for  heat ing or cooling system s. 
The com bined heat ing and cooling system s require an addit ional system  that  not  
as sim ple as shift ing the dam per cont rollers.  
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2 .5   Passive solar: Barriers  
Most  of the passive solar technologies are natural air driven system s which are 
relat ively m ore com plex in predict ing and guaranteeing the behaviour in actual 
clim ate condit ions, com pared to the act ive technologies (Abreu, 2011) . The 
building owners hence m ay perceive that  long- term  benefit s are uncertain if the 
addit ional investm ent  is not  reflected in re-sale values ( I EA, 2008) . Therefore,  
passive technologies need to be dem onst rated through com m ercial or public 
buildings to prom ote the technologies and raise awareness of these technologies 
m ore widely.  
 
2 .6   Conclusions: The need of a  com bined heat ing and cooling system   
As pointed out  by Abreu et  al. (2011) , there are great  potent ial of future research 
and developm ent  in solar heat ing and cooling, which include overcom ing the 
barriers of the technologies. Even though a lot  of act ive and passive solar designs 
for heat ing and cooling have been developed, they generally have their own 
lim itat ions. Act ive solar technologies need developm ents of sm aller capacity, 
sim pler, low cost  and m ore m aintenance and operat ional fr iendly system s ( I EA, 
2008) . Whereas passive solar designs m ight  not  sufficient  to provide indoor 
therm al com fort , part icularly regions that  have ext rem e clim ates.  
The research areas that  need to be carried out  to im prove the exist ing 
solar technologies perform ance and m arket  acceptance are the system  efficiency, 
architectural aesthet ic,  and cost  effect iveness aspects. They in fact  have been 
carried out  intensively. Otherwise, research on developm ent  of a com binat ion 
system  could be an alternat ive. Studied done by Probst  et  al. (2007)  suggested 
that  solar collector should be conceived as part  of a const ruct ion system  which is 
providing act ive and passive solar benefit s, flexible enough to interface with the 
other building elem ents and able to adapt  to different  buildings. As illust rated in 
Figure 2-8, com binat ion of heat ing and cooling system s is able to harness the 
solar energy throughout  the year in count r ies with hot  and cold seasons, whereas 
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hybrid of solar act ive and passive technologies would im prove the system  
efficiency and cost  effect iveness. Hence, lim itat ions of the technologies are 
overcom e by each other’s advantages and m aking the overall solar heat ing and 
cooling system  feasible, m ore m arketable and increase the public acceptance.  
Therefore, the aim  of present  research is to develop a com bined heat ing 
and cooling system  that  integrates the act ive and passive solar features. The 
design of present  research adopts the passive solar features in heat ing and 
cooling the air through building facades and cavit ies that  sim ilar to Trom e wall 
design. I n cont rast ,  the act ive features are the low cost  unglazed alum inium  plate 
to be used as the solar collector and fan-driven system  is chosen instead of fully 
natural vent ilat ion.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2-8. Overcom ing the lim itat ions by com bining heat ing and cooling system s, 
and the solar act ive and passive technologies.  
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3 . Methodology 
 
 
3 .1  I nt roduct ion  
This chapter describes the m ethodologies for the research invest igat ions. 
Contents include the general concepts, m odelling and experim ental steps. 
Methods and sensor calibrat ions for  the param eters m easurem ent  are explained, 
too. However, the detailed explanat ions of concept  and m odel equat ions for the 
specific system  design will not  be included unt il the following Chapters, i.e. 4 and 
5.  
 
3 .2  Overview  of m ethodology approach  
The solar façade for  a com bined heat ing and cooling system  is based on the 
concept  of heat ing or cooling the plenum  air through heat  t ransfer (Figure 3-1) , 
whereby the out let  air can be supplied as either warm  or cold air into the building. 
The research developm ent  is as shown in Figure 3-2.  The research invest igat ions 
can be divided into two system s, i.e. the heat ing and the cooling. The 
invest igat ions began with a heat ing system  where two types of plate were used:  
flat  and t ranspired plates. These heat ing system s both consist  of a single plenum 
(Plenum  1 in Figure 3-1)  and a dry sandt ile wall. On the other hand, two different  
designs for the cooling system s were invest igated:  one with a single plenum  and 
the other with two plenum s. Both system s were operated with a wet  sandt ile wall. 
The façade of the form er system  was a flat  plate, while the lat ter  was the 
t ranspired type. For the system  using two plenum s, Plenum  1 was the earlier 
exam ined heat ing system  and the Plenum  2 was m ainly used to cool the air 
supply (Figure 3-1) . All the invest igat ions on the heat ing and cooling system  
perform ance were carried out  by establishing m athem at ical m odels and then by 
conduct ing experim ental exam inat ions.  
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For the cooling system , invest igat ion on flat  plate with single plenum  was 
carried out  experim entally and because of it s adverse results, only sim ulat ion 
study was carried out  for the t ranspired plate with single plenum . This sim ulat ion 
results showed adverse results too. Thus the invest igat ion was then followed by 
cooling system  with two plenum s. Due to the heat ing system  with a t ranspired 
plate and cooling system  with two plenum s were found to have bet ter  
perform ance, they were selected to be the com bined heat ing and cooling system  
for the final invest igat ion. The final invest igat ion aim ed to simulate the system  
perform ance by using London weather condit ions for an office building. Therefore, 
by taking account  that  the UK clim ate needs m ore space heat ing than cooling, 
com binat ion of flat  plate with two plenum s were not  included in this study.   
 
3 .2 .1  The heat ing system s  
The research m ethodologies for the invest igat ion on the heat ing system s 
perform ance are as shown in Figure 3-3. The flat  plate system  started with 
establishm ent  of a m athem at ical m odel and this was followed by experim ents;  
while the t ranspired plate system  started with experim ents to develop the heat  
t ransfer correlat ion and these were adopted into the m athem at ical m odel. Next , 
param eter analyses were carried out  for  both system s and finally the therm al 
perform ances were com pared with each other.    
 
3 .2 .2  The cooling and the com bined system s 
The m ethodology approaches for the cooling system s were the sam e as the 
heat ing system  with flat  plate (Figure 3-2) . The invest igat ions started with flat  
plate collector and single plenum . However, due to this design giving adverse 
results, the system  design was m odified to t ranspired plate with two plenum s.  
This m odified design was also the com bined system  that  was used for the 
econom ical analysis.  
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Figure 3-1. The concept  of the solar facades.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3-2. Developm ent  of a com bined heat ing and cooling system . 
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Figure 3-3. Methodology overviews of heat ing system s with (a)  flat  and (b)  
t ranspired plates. 
 
3 .3 . Developm ent  of m athem at ica l m odel  
Both heat ing and cooling system s share com m on steps in this sect ion. The 
m odels were developed from  the establishm ent  of energy balance equat ions. The 
detail descript ions of the energy balance equat ions are as discussed in Chapters 4 
and 5 for heat ing and cooling respect ively, however the heated and cooled air  
equat ions are as shown below:  
i)  Heated air with flat  plate:  ሶ݉ ܿ௣( ௢ܶ௨௧ െ ௜ܶ௡) = ܫ ן௣ ܣ௣ െ ܳ௖ െ ܳ௥ 
ii)  Heated air with t ranspired plate:  σ ሶ݉ ܿ௣( ௜ܶ െ ௔ܶ) + σ ሶ݉ ܿ௣( ௢ܶ௨௧ െ ௜ܶ) =  ܫ ן௣ ܣ௣ െ ܳ௥௔ௗ,௣ି௦௨௥ 
iii)  Cooled air:                   ሶ݉ ௦ܿ௣,௦൫ ௜ܶ௡,௦ െ ௢ܶ௨௧.௦൯ = ܳ௖௢௡௩,௦.௔௜௥ି௪௔௟௟ 
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The m ain purpose of the m odels was to invest igate the tem perature of the 
plates and air, and hence the system  efficiencies. Therefore, the tem perature 
equat ions were obtained by rewrit ing the energy balance equat ions in a m at rix 
form , and solved by the m at rix inversion m ethod. The m at rix algorithm  was 
carried out  using the MATLAB program m e, the com m ands of which are as 
at tached in Appendix I I .  Figure 3-4 shows the flow chart  of the algorithm 
process, whereby the tem peratures were solved iterat ively. The process started 
with init iat ing the values of the variables i.e. the tem peratures. The determ ined 
tem peratures were then used for repeat ing the calculat ion cycle. This step was 
repeated unt il a convergence was reached, i.e. tem perature difference between 
successive iterat ive was less than 10 -6. Then, the calculated tem peratures were 
subst ituted into the energy balance equat ions. The differences between the left  
and r ight  hand sides of the equat ions should give values less than 10 -3. This step 
was to check the accuracy of both the calculated tem peratures and the m at rix 
equat ions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3-4. Mat rix algorithm  of the m athem at ical m odel. 
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3 .4  Experim ent  set  up  
3 .4 .1  The heat ing system s 
The m ain m aterials of the solar façades were the alum inium  plates and the 
sandt iles, and they are as shown in Figure 3-5. The physical propert ies of the 
alum inium  are as shown in Table 3-1. Although the therm al conduct ivity of 
alum inium  is only about  55%  of copper (Forsythe, 2003) , it  has bet ter  corrosion-
resistant  characterist ic. Table 3-2 shows the corrosions rates of som e selected 
m etals in different  types of atm osphere.   
 
Table 3-1. Physical propert ies of alum inium  (Forsythe, 2003) .  
Density at  
20oC 
(gcm -3)  
Melt ing 
point  
( oC)  
Latent  
heat  of 
fusion  
(calg -1)  
Coefficient  
of linear 
therm al 
expansion  
( oC x 106)  
Therm al 
conduct ivity  
(Wcm -2)  
Modulus of 
elast icit y  
( kgm m -2)  
Tensile 
st rength  
( kgm m -2)  
2.70 660.1 93 22.9 2.18 7250 6.3 
 
Table 3-2. Approxim ate corrosion rates of som e selected m etals in different  
atm osphere (Mat tsson, 2001) . 
Type of 
atm osphere 
Corrosion rate (µm / year)  
Alum inium   Copper  Steel Zinc 
Rural  < 0.1 < 1 5-10 0.5-1 
Marine  0.4-0.6 1-2 10-30 0.5-2 
Urban or 
indust r ial  
~ 1 1-3 10-60 1-10 
 
For the experim ent  set  up, a cham ber was built  inside a laboratory (Figure 3-6) . 
Both flat  and t ranspired plate collectors shared the sam e set  up. Figure 3-7 
illust rates the schem at ic view of the experim ental set  up. The plate was at tached 
with three other solid walls to form  a plenum . Both plates were m ade from  a 
black painted alum inium  sheet  with 2m  in height , 1m  in width, and 0.001m  in 
thickness. The flat  plate was a plate without  hole, while the t ranspired plate had 
holes. The porosity ( rat io of hole area to total surface area)  of the t ranspired 
plate was 0.84% , with a circular hole diam eter of 0.0012m , a pitch distance of 
0.012m  in t riangular geom et ry. Due to the availabilit y const raint  of the plate 
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porosity in the m arket ,  0.84%  is selected based on the just ificat ion of it  falls 
between the study range of previous study (Kutscher, 1994) . The sandt ile wall 
was m ade of eight  sandt ile blocks with dim ensions of 0.25m  x 0.25m  x 0.055m  
for each single block. The therm al conduct ivit y of the sandt ile m aterial is      
1.07Wm -1K-1,  with porosity of 10.7%  and density of 204kgm -3. Whereas the other 
two adjunct ion walls at tached to both alum inium plate and sandt ile wall were 
r igid polyisocyanurate foam  boards with glassfibre 0.07m  in thickness and with a 
conduct ivity of 0.023Wm -1K-1. The dim ensions of openings at  the bot tom  and the 
top of the plenum  were 0.167m  x 1.0m  and 0.23m  x 1.0m  respect ively. I n 
addit ion, two fans were installed at  the air out let ., The rat io of height  to depth of 
the cavity (H/ D)  that  were chosen in studies which had the sim ilar design to 
present  study ranged from  1 to 200 (Gunnewiek, 1996, Gunnewiek, 2002, Gan, 
2006, Zam ora, 2006, Gan, 2011) . Furtherm ore, Zam ora and Kaiser (2009)  found 
that  the m ass flow rate of the air increased with the values of H/ D between 5 to 
10 and reach the m axim um  point  near to 10. Hence, the rat ios of H/ D ranged 
from  6 to 10 were chosen in this study, and the depth of the channel (D)  was 
adjusted accordingly from  0.20m  to 0.30m . In term s of sensors, nine K- type 
calibrated therm ocouples ( see sect ion 3.6.1)  were placed on each alum inium  
plate, the plenum  and the sandt ile wall, as shown in Figure 3-8 and Table 3-3. 
The locat ions of therm ocouples between the wall and the plate ( the plenum )  were 
in line with the therm ocouples on the sandt ile wall.  The therm ocouples were then 
connected to a com puter-cont rolled data logger.  
 
 
 
(a)  (b)  ( c)  
Figure 3-5. Pictures of (a)  the black painted alum inium  t ranspired plate, (b)  the 
front ,  and (c)  side views of the sandt ile.  
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Figure 3-6. Laboratory test  r ig.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3-7. Schem at ic v iew of experim ental set  up. 
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Figure 3-8. Therm ocouples’ locat ion on the plate and sant ile wall. 
 
Table 3-3. Locat ions of t herm ocouples on the plate and sant ile wall.  
Therm ocouple Alum inium  plate (x, y)  Sandt ile wall ( x,y)  
1 (0.12, 1.85)  (0.12, 1.65)  
2 (0.50, 1.85)  (0.50, 1.65)  
3 (0.88, 1.85)  (0.88, 1.65)  
4 (0.12, 1.00)  (0.12, 0.90)  
5 (0.50, 1.00)  (0.50, 0.90)  
6 (0.88, 1.00)  (0.88, 0.90)  
7 (0.12, 0.15)  (0.12, 0.20)  
8 (0.50, 0.15)  (0.50, 0.20)  
9 (0.88, 0.15)  (0.88, 0.20)  
 
The heat ing system  with flat  plate collector drew air from  the opening at  
the bot tom  of the plenum  and delivered the air into the room  through the 
opening at  the top of the plenum . In order to reach a steady state, t em peratures 
were not  recorded unt il two hours after the test  began, when the constant  
tem peratures were achieved. Tem peratures were then taken every m inute for the 
next  30 m inutes. Air velocit ies were m easured by hot  wire anem om eters at  the 
cent reline of the plenum  and at  the out let  of the plenum . Experim ents were 
repeated for heat ing system  with t ranspired plate collector by replacing the flat  
plate. I n this case, the opening at  the bot tom  was closed so that  the air was 
y 1.0m 
(x, y)= (0, 0) 
1.75m 
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4 5 6 
7 8 9 
x 
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drawn through the holes and delivered into the room  through the opening at  the 
top of the plenum . 
 
3 .4 .2  The cooling system s 
The experim ent  set  up and the test ing steps were sim ilar to the heat ing system s 
with. From  the heat ing tests, it  was found that  the plenum  depth of 0.20m  gave 
the best  perform ance for the flat  plate system  while 0.25m  for the t ranspired 
plate (See Chapter 4) .  Thus, the plenum  depths for the cooling system s were 
fixed at  these opt im um distances.  I n addit ion, for the cooling tests, water was 
pum ped from  a tank at  the bot tom  of the plenum  to the sandt ile wall. This was a 
prelim inary step in order t o ensure the wall was saturated with water before the 
experim ents were started. Nonetheless, for the cooling system  with t ranspired 
plate, the experim ent  set  up was m odified from  single plenum  to two plenum s 
and the schem at ic diagram  is as shown in Figure 3-9. The depth of plenum  2 is 
set  t o be 0.20m . The air in the Plenum  1 was ducted out  as exhaust  air at  the top 
whilst  the air in plenum  2 was ducted into the cham ber.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3-9. Schem at ic diagram  of cooling system  with t ranspired plate and two 
plenum s. 
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3 .5 . Param eter  m easurem ents  
3 .5 .1  Air  velocity 
The hotwire anem om eters that  were used in this study are TSI  8455-300-1 as 
shown in Figure 3-10. The m easuring range of the m eters is between 0.13 to 
50.80m s-1 with accuracy of ± 2%  at  operat ing tem perature of 0 t o 93oC. The 
vert ical airflow velocity in the plenum  was m easured at  the cent reline of the 
plenum  with two hotwire anem om eters, i.e. each 0.30m  from  the left  and the 
r ight  of the plenum  sidewalls (Figure 3-11) .  
 
Figure 3-10. The hotwire anem om eter.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3-11. The hotwire anem om eter m easurem ent  posit ions ( front  view) .  
 
3 .5 .2  Mass f low  rate  
The m ass flow rates of the system s were calculated by:  
                                                   ሶ݉ = ݒܣ௖ߩ ,                                            (3-1)  
0.30m 0.30m 
Hotwire 
anemometer 
Hotwire 
anemometer 
Plate 
1.0m 1.0m 
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where v is airflow velocity in the out let  duct  and Ac is the cross sect ion area of the 
duct .   
 
3 .5 .3 . Solar radiat ion intensity 
The solar radiat ion intensity was m easured by using a CMP 6 pyranom eter (Figure 
3-12)  and the specificat ion is as stated in Table 3-4. The value of the intensity 
that  was used for  discussions was the average of intensit ies of eight  points on the 
plate (Figure 3-13) . The radiat ion intensit ies at  each point  were included in 
Appendix I .  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3-12. Pyranom eter for solar radiat ion m easurem ent .  
 
Table 3-4. Specificat ion of the CMP6 pyranom eter.  
Spect ral range 285 to 2800 nm  
Sensit ivit y 12.09 µV/ W/ m ²  
Tem perature dependence of sensit ivit y ( -10 º C to + 40 º C)  <  4 %  
Operat ing tem perature range -40 °C to + 80 °C  
Maxim um  solar irradiance 2000 W/ m ²  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3-13. Measurem ent  points of solar radiat ion intensit ies.  
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3 .5 .4 . Tem peratures  
The value of surfaces and tem peratures that  were used for the discussions in 
future chapters were the m ean tem peratures of nine therm ocouples on each 
surface or in the plenum . They are type-K therm ocouples as shown in Figure 3-
14.   
 
Figure 3-14. Type-K Therm ocouples. 
 
3 .5 .5 . W ater  absorpt ion and porosity studies of the sandt ile  
The water absorpt ion study was carried out  to invest igate the abilit y of the 
sandt ile m aterial in retaining the water. The sandt ile was soaked in water and 
weighted for every 15 m inutes unt il a constant  weigh was achieved, when it  was 
saturated. Figure 3-15 shows that  the sandt ile is saturated with water at  90m in 
with cum ulat ive inflow of about  6.1kgm -2.  Thus, for the sandt ile wall area of 2m 2 
in present  experim ent  set  up would need about  12L of water to reach a saturat ion 
condit ion.  
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Figure 3-15. Water absorpt ion of the sandt ile. 
 
On the other hand, the porosity of the sandt ile was invest igated by using the 
equat ion 3-2. I t  was found that  the porosity of this sandt ile m aterial is about  
10.67% .  
                     ׎ = (1/ ௦ܸ௧) ൣ൫ݓ௦௔௧ െ ݓௗ௥௬൯/ߩ௪௔௧௘௥൧ݔ100% ,                 (3-2)  
where ݓ௦௔௧ and ݓௗ௥௬ are the weighs of the sandt ile when it  is saturated with water 
and dry respect ively, ߩ௪௔௧௘௥ is the water density, and ௦ܸ௧ is the volum e of the 
sandt ile.  
 
3 .6 . Calibrat ions of sensors 
The sensors that  were used in the heat ing and cooling experim ents include 
therm ocouples and hum idity sensors. They were calibrated before the 
experim ents are carried out .  
 
3 .6 .1 . Therm ocouples  
The operat ing tem perature range for  the K- type therm ocouples is -50 to 250  oC. 
They were calibrated with a m ercury therm om eter with accuracy of r0.2oC. The 
range of the calibrat ion is 10 to 70 oC and the average readings are plot ted in 
Figure 3-16. However, due to the tem perature change in Plenum 2 for the cooling 
system  is less than 1oC, six therm ocouples i.e.  T25 to T30 that  were m easuring 
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the air tem perature were calibrated with a standard plat inum  resistance 
therm om eter (PRT)  which gives accuracy of r0.001oC. The TTI -7-R PRT from  
ISOTECH (Figure 3-17)  is a precision therm om eter that  has high accuracy which 
is designed for laboratory and indust r ial tem perature m easurem ent  and 
calibrat ion applicat ions. Table 3-5 describes the specificat ions of the PRT whereas 
Figures 3-18(a)  t o ( f)  show the calibrat ion curves for the therm ocouples.  
 
 
Figure 3-16. Calibrat ion curve of therm ocouples by using m ercury therm om eter 
as a reference.  
 
 
Figure 3-17. The ISOTECH TTI -7-R PRT unit . 
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Table 3-5. Specificat ion of ISOTECH TTI -7-R PRT.  
Resistance m easurem ent  range WRƻ 
Display resolut ion 0.001°C 
Resistance m easurem ent  uncertainty Pƻ#&& 
Tem perature coefficient  ( resistance 
m easurem ent )  
SSPRIUHDGLQJ&Pƻ
°C)  
Long term  stabilit y ( resistance 
m easurem ent )  
±  10ppm  of reading /  year  
Tem perature m easurem ent  uncertainty  Over -  190 to +  660°C ± 0.01°C  
Measurem ent  configurat ion 3 and 4 wire selectable 
Sense current  0.5 m A (DC)  polarit y switchable 
User selectable m easurem ent  display units °C/  °F/  K  
Front  panel connect ion 2 sets, 5 term inals 
I nput  im pedance !0ƻ 
Max com m on and different ial m ode input  
voltage 
± 40VDC, 28Vrm s 
 
 
Figure 3-18. Calibrat ion curves of T25, T26, T27, T28, T29 and T30 by using 
ISOTECH TTI -7-R PRT as a reference. 
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Reference, oC 
T28: y = 1.0207x - 0.708 (R² 
= 0.9997) 
T25: y = 1.0195x - 0.7345 (R² 
= 0.9998) 
T27: y = 1.0104x - 0.5662 
(R² = 0.9997) 
T26: y = 1.0046x - 0.4859 
(R² = 0.9998) 
T30: y = 1.0043x - 0.5587 
(R² = 0.9998) 
T29: y = 1.0119x - 0.6107 
(R² = 0.9999) 
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3 .6 .2 . Hum idity sensors 
Two Vaisala HMP45A sensors (Figure 3-19)  were used in the experim ents, i.e. P1 
and P2. The probes gave outputs of relat ive hum idity ( RH)  and tem perature. The 
technical data for the sensor is as described in Table 3-6. These two probes were 
calibrated separately. The probes together with dry and wet  bulb therm om eters 
were placed in an air-condit ioner. Readings were taken by altering the volum e of 
water intake of the air -condit ioning system . Then, the reference RH values are 
read from  a psychom et r ic chart  by using the dry and wet  bulb tem peratures from  
the therm om eters. The RH and tem perature values from  the probes are 
com pared with the reference RH values and dry bulb therm om eter.  The 
calibrat ion curves of RH and tem perature for  each of the probes are as shown in 
Figures 3-20 and 3-21.  
 
Figure 3-19. Vaisala HMP45A sensor.  
 
Table 3-6. Technical data for Vaisala HMP45A sensor.  
Technical param eters Range 
Operat ing tem perature range, K -313 to 333 
Measurem ent  range for relat ive hum idity, %  0.8 to 100 
Output  scale of relat ive humidity 0 to 100 % RH equals 0 to 1VDC 
Accuracy of relat ive hum idity m easurem ent  ± 2 % RH ( for  0 to 90 % RH)  
± 3 % RH ( for  90 to 100 % RH)  
Measurem ent  range for tem perature, K -312.2 to 333 
Output  scale of tem perature -313 to 333K equals 0 t o 1VDC 
Accuracy of relat ive hum idity m easurem ent  ± 0.2K 
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Figure 3-20. Calibrat ion curves of P1 and P2 RH.  
 
 
Figure 3-21. Calibrat ion curves of P1 and P2 tem perature.  
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3 .7  Experim ental percentage error  
The values of system  efficiency (  ߟ )  (Sect ion 4.2.3.1)  and rat io of heat ing to 
cooling effect iveness ( Exh_C/ Exh_H) (Sect ion 5.5.3.1)  are chosen to validate the 
m athem at ical m odels for the heat ing and cooling system s respect ively. The 
validat ions were done by com paring the results between the sim ulated and the 
m easured.  The average percentage errors of the sensors and inst rum ents can be 
sum m erised in Table 3-7.  
 
Table 3.7. The average percentage errors of the sensors and inst rum ents. 
Param eter (Study range)  Average percentage 
error (% )  
Velocity (0.14-0.69m s-1)  ± 2.0 
Length (0.2-1.0m ) a  ± 0.5 
Air tem perature difference for heat ing system  (2.0-
4.0K) b 
± 13.3 
Tem perature difference for  cooling system  in Plenum  1 
(4-18K) b 
± 3.6 
Air tem perature difference for cooling system  in 
Plenum  2 (0.4-0.7K) c 
± 0.4 
Tem perature difference of (Tp-Ta ) ,  (9.5-30.0K) b ± 2.0 
Tem perature difference of (Tr-Ts ) ,  (1.3-3.0K) d ± 9.3 
Solar radiat ion intensity (307-820Wm -2)  ± 0.2 
aCross sect ion area of the measured velocity. 
bThe error of thermocouple is ± 0.2oC. The percentage error of air  temperature difference=   ఋ( భ்ି మ்)భ்ି మ்  ,  
which the numerator is the total error of ( ଵܶ െ ଶܶ) =  0.2+ 0.2= 0.4oC 
cThe error of thermocouple is ± 0.001oC. The percentage error of air temperature difference=   ఋ( భ்ି మ்)మ்ି మ்  , 
which the numerator is the total error of ( ଶܶ െ ଶܶ) =  0.001+ 0.001= 0.002oC 
dThe errors of thermocouples for  Tr  and Ts are ± 0.2oC and ± 0.001oC respect ively. The percentage 
error of air  temperature difference=   ఋ( భ்ି మ்)మ்ି మ்  , which the numerator is the total error of ( ଶܶ െ ଶܶ) =  
0.2+ 0.001= 0.201oC 
 
According to Nelkon and Ogborn (1962) , the values of percentage error of ߟ and 
(Exh_C/ Exh_H)  can be calculated by using Equat ions 3-3 and 3-4 respect ively:   ߟ = σ ሶ݉ ܿ௣( ௢ܶ௨௧ െ ௔ܶ)/൫ܫܣ௣൯ 
Where ሶ݉ = ݒ כ ܿݎ݋ݏݏ ݏ݁ܿݐ݅݋݊ ܽݎ݁ܽ כ ߩ 
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By neglect ing the errors from  the values of air propert ies and Ap (which were 
m easured by the plate suppliers) ,  the percentage error (m ult iplied by 100)  for the 
heat ing system  is hence:  
                                               
ఋఎఎ = ± ఋ௩௩ ± ఋ( ೚்ೠ೟ି்ೌ )೚்ೠ೟ି்ೌ ט ఋூூ                                  (3-3)  
The m axim um  percentage error of heat ing system  efficiency                     
=  + 2.0+ 0.5+ 13.3+ 0.2= 16.0%  
Thus, the ߟ = ߟ୫ୣୟୱ୳୰ୣୢ ± 16.0% 
For the cooling system , 
ா௫௛_௖ா௫௛_ு = ൫்ೞ,೔೙ି ೞ்,೚ೠ೟൯/൫ ೝ்ି்ೞ,೔೙൯( ೚்ೠ೟ି்ೌ )/൫ ೛்ି ౗்൯     
Hence,                
ఋቀಶೣ೓_೎ಶೣ೓_ಹቁቀಶೣ೓_೎ಶೣ೓_ಹቁ = ± ఋ൫்ೞ,೔೙ି ೞ்,೚ೠ೟൯൫்ೞ,೔೙ି ೞ்,೚ೠ೟൯ ט ఋ൫ ೝ்ି்ೞ,೔೙൯൫ ೝ்ି்ೞ,೔೙൯ ט ఋ( ೚்ೠ೟ି்ೌ )( ೚்ೠ೟ି்ೌ ) ± ఋ൫ ೛்ି ౗்൯൫ ೛்ି ౗்൯                (3-4)  
The m axim um  percentage error of cooling system  = + 0.4+ 9.3+ 3.6+ 2.0= 15.3%  
Thus, the ா௫௛_௖ா௫௛_ு = ቀா௫௛_௖ா௫௛_ுቁ୫ୣୟୱ୳୰ୣୢ ± 15.3% 
 
3 .8 . Heat  t ransfer  at  insulated sandt ile w all  
This sect ion is to verify that  the heat  loss from  the sandt ile wall to the surface of 
the room  is negligible. Figure 3-22 is the diagram  of heat  t ransfer of the wall from  
Tw to Tr. Thickness of sandt ile wall (L1)  and insulat ion layer (L2)  were 0.055 and 
0.070m  respect ively;  and conduct ivity of sandt ile wall (k1)  and insulat ion layer 
(k2)  were 1.07 and 0.023Wm -1K-1 respect ively (Bejan, 1993) . The heat  flux 
equat ion is as follows:   
                                    ݍ௟௢௦௦,௪௔௟௟ି௥௢௢௠ = ௅ܷ( ௪ܶ െ ௥ܶ) ,                                    (3-5)   
where ௅ܷ = 1 (ܮଵ ݇ଵΤ + ܮଶ ݇ଶΤ )Τ      
 
 
 
 
Figure 3-22. Heat  t ransfer diagram  of insulated sandt ile wall. 
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Tem peratures of Tw and Tr were m easured through experim ents and the heat  
losses were calculated. Results show that  for all the experim ents that  were 
carried out , the heat  losses were less than 0.5%  of the total useful energy 
delivered for plenum  depth of 0.20m , 0.25m  and 0.30m  (Figure 3-23) . Thus, heat  
t ransfer at  insulated sandt ile wall is negligible. Therefore, here after , all the 
energy balance equat ions that  involved with insulated sandt ile wall will be ignored 
in the future chapters.   
 
 
Figure 3-23. Percentage of heat  loss to sandt ile wall over total useful energy.  
 
3 .9  Sum m ary 
The general concepts, m odel and experim ent  steps for the heat ing and cooling 
system s are discussed. Methods and sensors calibrat ions for the param eters 
m easurem ent  are also been shown. Furtherm ore the heat  t ransfer at  the sandt ile 
wall with the insulat ion layer has also been proved to be negligible.  
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4 . Solar  façade for  space heat ing 
 
 
4 .1  I nt roduct ion 
Two t ypes of solar façades were selected in this study, i.e. flat  and t ranspired 
plates. Figure 4-1 illust rates the side views of the heat ing system s. The plates 
were m ade of black painted alum inium  sheets. They were used as solar collectors 
that  absorb heat  from  the solar radiat ion. Therm al perform ances of these system s 
were invest igated through m athem at ical m odels and experim ent . The energy 
balance equat ions were established based on steady state one-dim ensional heat  
t ransfer.  I n addit ion, heat  t ransfer m echanism s including the therm al 
perform ance analyses for both designs were discussed separately in the sect ions 
4.2 and 4.3. Besides the therm al perform ances, vert ical flow heat  t ransfer 
between the back-of-plate and the air in the plenum  for the system  with 
t ranspired plate was invest igated, too. Finally in the sect ion 4.4, the therm al 
perform ances between these two designs are com pared.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
                          (a)                                                          (b)  
Figure 4-1. Side views of schem at ic diagram s of heat ing system s with unglazed a)  
flat  and b)  t ranspired plates as solar collector facades.  
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4 .2  Heat  t ransfer  of flat  plate  solar  façade  
4 .2 .1  Assum pt ions of heat ing system  w ith f lat  plate collector  
Som e assum pt ions have been m ade while developing the m athem at ical m odel. 
They are as follows:  
i)  The airflow rate is assum ed to be constant  throughout  the plenum . 
ii)  There is no heat  loss through the sandt ile wall and side walls that  at tached 
with the alum inium  plate (Chapter 3) .  
iii)  All the m easured tem peratures that  were used in the energy balance 
equat ions were assum ed to be the constant  tem peratures after reaching 
the steady stage.  
 
4 .2 .2  Energy balance equat ions for flat  plate collector  
Equat ion 4-1 shows the energy balance equat ions for the system  under a steady 
state and the related param eters are as shown in Figure 4-2:  
                                     ሶ݉ ܿ௣( ௢ܶ௨௧ െ ௜ܶ௡) = ܫ ן௣ ܣ௣ െ ܳ௖ െ ܳ௥                     (4-1)  
The left -hand side of this equat ion represents the useful energy collected. The 
first  term  on the r ight -hand side is the solar energy absorbed by the alum inium 
black plate. The second and third term s are the heat  losses to the surrounding via 
radiat ion and convect ion respect ively. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4-2. Heat  t ransfer of flat  plate solar façade. 
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The f lat  plate: 
The fans-assisted system  draws the am bient  air through the opening at  the 
bot tom  into the plenum . Energy balance equat ion of the plate is as shown in 
Equat ion 4-2.  
                                               ܫ ן௣ ܣ௣ = ܳ௖ + ܳ௙ + ܳ௥                                  (4-2)  
The plenum  air : 
The am bient  air is heated by the back-of-plate while the air is flowing throughout  
the plenum . The energy balance equat ion of the air inside the plenum is shown in 
Equat ion 4-3. 
                                             σ ሶ݉ ܿ௣( ௢ܶ௨௧ െ ௜ܶ௡) = ܳ௙                                    (4-3)  
 
4 .2 .2 .1  Heat  f lux  equat ions 
From  the above equat ions, heat  flux equat ions for  the plate and plenum  can be 
rewrit ten as:   
The f lat  plate: 
                             ܵ = ݄௖൫ ௣ܶ െ ௔ܶ൯ + ݄௙൫ ௣ܶ െ ௙ܶ൯ + ݄௥൫ ௣ܶ െ ௔ܶ൯,                  (4-4)  
where Ta=Tin,  and ܵ = ܫ ן௣ 
 
The plenum  air : 
                                              ܯ( ௢ܶ௨௧ െ ௔ܶ) = ݄௙൫ ௣ܶ െ ௙ܶ൯ ,                   (4-5)  
where ܯ = (σ ሶ݉ ܿ௣)/ܣ௣   ;  Ap=HL; ሶ݉ = ߩ௙ݒ௙ܦܮ ; and ݒ௙ = ௙ܸ௔௡/ܦܮ; Tf=(Tout+Tin)/2 
 
4 .2 .2 .2 . Mean tem perature m at rix  
Equat ions 4-4 and 4-5 can be sim plified to Equat ions 4-6 and 4-7 respect ively, 
and form  a 2x2 m at rix equat ion (4-8)  as follows:  
                                    ൫݄௖ + ݄௙ + ݄௥൯ ௣ܶ െ ݄௙ ௙ܶ = ܵ + ݄௖ ௔ܶ + ݄௥ ௔ܶ         (4-6)  
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                                           ݄௙ ௣ܶ െ ൫݄௙ + 2ܯ൯ ௙ܶ = െ2ܯ ௔ܶ                   (4-7)  
                             ቈ݄௖ + ݄௙ + ݄௥ െ݄௙݄௙ െ൫݄௙ + 2ܯ൯቉ ൤ ௣ܶܶ௙൨ = ൤ܵ + ݄௖ ௔ܶ + ݄௥ ௔ܶ െ2ܯ ௔ܶ ൨        (4-8)  
Hence, rewrite the Equat ion 4-8 by using m at rix inversion m ethod,  
                            ൤ ௣ܶܶ௙൨ = ቈ݄௖ + ݄௙ + ݄௥ െ݄௙݄௙ െ൫݄௙ + 2ܯ൯቉ିଵ ൤ܵ + ݄௖ ௔ܶ + ݄௥ ௔ܶ  െ2ܯ ௔ܶ ൨         (4-9)  
Equat ion 4-9 is then solved by iterat ion m ethod and the iterat ion process is 
cont inued unt il the convergence value is sm aller than 10 -6. 
 
4 .2 .2 .3 . Heat  t ransfer  coeff icients 
The radiat ion heat  t ransfer coeff icient   
The radiat ion coefficient  is given in Equat ion 4-11 where the em issivity (HP)  of 
black paint  is taken as 0.95 ( I ncropera, 2002) . 
                                 ݍ௥ = ݄୰൫ ௣ܶ െ ௔ܶ൯ = VH୮( ௣ܶସ െ ௔ܶସ)                                    (4-10)  
                                   ݄୰ =  VH୮( ௣ܶ + ௔ܶ)( ௣ܶଶ + ௔ܶଶ)                                        (4-11)  
 
The convect ion heat  t ransfer coeff icient  from  the plate to the am bient  
The natural convect ion heat  t ransfer coefficient  from  the plate to the am bient  air 
is as shown in Equat ions 4-12, where for turbulent  flow and Pr values near t o 1.0, 
correlat ion between the average Nuc,flat and the Ra> 109 are given as Equat ion 4-13 
(Jaluria, 2003) :  
                                             ݄௖ = ܰݑ௖,௙௟௔௧  ݇௙/ܪ                            (4-12)  
                                   ܰݑ௖,௙௟௔௧ = ە۔ۓ0.825 + ଴.ଷ଼଻ோ௔భ లൗቈଵାቀబ.రవమುೝ ቁవ భలൗ ቉ఴ మళൗ ۙۗۘ
ଶ
                  (4-13)  
and                                  ܴܽ = 9.807ߚܪଷ൫ ௣ܶ െ ௔ܶ൯/N௙Q௙                  (4-14)  
 
The heat  t ransfer coefficient  from  back- of- plate to the air  in the plenum  
The coefficient  is correlated with the Nuf,flat as follows:   
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                                               ݄௙,௙௟௔௧ = ܰݑ௙,௙௟௔௧݇௙/ܪ                   (4-15)  
Where                                  ܰݑ௙,௙௟௔௧ = 0.664ܴ ௙݁,௙௟௔௧ଵ/ଶ ܲݎଵ/ଷ 
Plenum  geom et ry with air gap dim ension (D)  over 10 cm  and air velocity lower  
than 0.5m s-1, the free convect ion proport ion cannot  be neglected even with fan-
driven forced vent ilat ion. I t  shout  be t reated as m ixed convect ion condit ion, which 
the Ref,flat should consists both from  free and forced convect ions (Equat ion 4-16)  
(Eicker, 2003) .  
                                  ܴ ௙݁,௙௟௔௧ = ටܴ ௙݁௥௘௘ଶ + ܴ ௙݁௢௥௘ௗଶ  ,                                       (4-16)  
where ܴ ௙݁௥௘௘ = ඥܩݎ/2.5 , ܩݎ = ݃ߚܪଷ൫ ௙ܶ െ ൫ ௣ܶ + ௪ܶ൯/2൯/Q௙, and ܴ ௙݁௢௥௖௘ௗ = ݒ௙ߩ௙ܪ/ߤ௙ .       
Due to the fact  that  the m axim um  air velocity for present  study was 0.69m s-1, the 
flows are t reated as lam inar m odes ( Re< 2x105)  for all the operat ion condit ions of 
experim ents. I n addit ion, the air velocity in the plenum was m easured at  D/ 2 and 
hence the m easured velocity was the m aximum  velocity for lam inar flow. The 
m ean plenum  air velocity can be calculated by using Equat ion 4-17. For flow 
between two parallel plates (Nakayam a, 2000) ,  
                                               ݒ௙ = (1/1.5)ݒ௠௔௫                                        (4-17)  
 
Solar radiat ion 
The solar radiat ion intensity that  absorbed by the plate is given as below where 
the absorpt ivit y (Dp)  for black paint  is taken as 0.95 (ASHRAE, 2009) :  
                                                ܵ = ܫߙ௣                                                   (4-18)  
 
System  efficiency 
The efficiency of the heat ing system  is the rat io of the useful energy delivered to 
the total solar energy input  on the plate, and it  is given as:  
                                        ߟ = σ ሶ݉ ܿ௣( ௢ܶ௨௧ െ ௔ܶ)/൫ܫܣ௣൯                             (4-19)  
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Percent  difference   
Let  ݔଵ and ݔଶ be the values taken from  the m odel and experim ent  respect ively, 
and the percent  difference is calculated as:  
                                   ܲ݁ݎܿ݁݊ݐ ݂݂݀݅݁ݎ݁݊ܿ݁ = ቚ ௫భି௫మ
(௫భା௫మ)/ଶቚ ݔ100%                        (4-20)  
 
Physical propert ies of a ir  
The physical propert ies of air are calculated by using linear interpolat ion for air 
propert ies between 300K and 350K ( Incropera, 2002) . ݇௙ = ൫0.0782 ௙ܶ + 2.64൯ × 10ିଷ W/mK 
N௙ = ൫0.14 ௙ܶ െ 18.62൯ × 10ି଺ mଶ/s 
Q௙ = ൫0.0942 ௙ܶ െ 11.822൯ × 10ି଺ mଶ/s 
 ߤ௙ = ൫0.4876 ௙ܶ + 36.72൯ × 10ି଻ Ns/mଶ 
 ߩ௙ = ൫െ0.0047 ௙ܶ + 2.5612൯ kg/mଷ 
 ܿ௣೑ = ൫2 × 10ିହ ௙ܶ + 1.001൯ × 10ଷ J/kgK 
 Pr = 0.72 
 
4 .2 .3 . Results and analysis of f lat  plate collector  
The experim ent  set  up is as described in Chapter 3. The experim ents were carried 
out  with operat ion condit ions as described in Table 4-1.  I n this sect ion, the 
m odelling results are com pared to the experim ents and followed by param et ric 
analysis. Parts of the results are selected for discussions, however the com plete 
sets of m easured data can be found in Appendix I I I -1. 
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Table 4-1 Param eters for the experim ents of flat  plate for  heat ing system . 
Param eter Value/  range 
Solar radiat ion intensity ( I) , Wm -2 300-800 
Volum e airflow rate ( Vfan) , m 3hr -1 67-331 
Plenum  depth ( D) , m  0.20-0.30 
Height  of the flat  plate (H) , m  2.0 
Width of the flat  plate ( L) , m  1.0 
Area of the flat  plate (Ap) , m 2 2.0 
Plate thickness, m  0.001 
 
4 .2 .3 .1  Results com par ison betw een the m odel and experim ent  for  
the f lat  plate  
The purpose in this sect ion is to validate the m athem at ical m odel by com paring 
the results with the experim ent  m easurem ents. Thus, the discussion is focused on 
the differences of tem peratures between the sim ulated and m easured;  and 
argum ents related to param et ric analysis are discussed in next  sect ions.    
 
Com parison over different  solar  radiat ion intensit ies 
Figure 4-3(a) , (b)  and (c)  are tem perature com parisons between the 
m odel and the experim ents for plenum  depths of 0.20m , 0.25m  and 0.30m  
respect ively. The tests were carried out  at  a constant  airflow rate of 200m 3hr -1 
over solar radiat ion intensity ranged from  307 to 820Wm -2. Both the m odelled 
and experim ent  results show the sam e tem perature pat terns of plate and air 
tem peratures. The plate tem perature difference between the m odel and 
m easured ranges from  0.1 to 5.6K with an average value of 3.7K. Whereas for  
the Tf, the tem perature difference ranges from  0.2 to 1.5K with an average value 
of 0.3K. Nonetheless, in term s of system  efficiency (Figure 4-4) , they show close 
results with the m aximum  difference of efficiency at  the point  of 719Wm -2 with 
plenum  depth of 0.25m . The m odelled and m easured efficiencies are 0.17 and 
0.15 respect ively. As the experim ental percentage error is calculated as ± 16%  of 
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the m easured efficiency (Sect ion 3.7) , the m odelled results fall between the 
acceptance range (0.13 to 0.17) .  
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 ( c)  
Figure 4-3. Results com parison between the m odel and experim ents over 
different  solar radiat ion intensit ies for plenum  depths of a)  0.20m , b)  0.25m  and 
c)  0.30m . 
 
 
Figure 4-4. Efficiency com parisons between the m odel and experim ents over 
different  solar radiat ion intensit ies at  Vfan= 200m 3hr -1 
 
Com parison over different  airflow  rates 
Figure 4-5(a) , (b)  and (c)  are tem perature com parisons between the m odel and 
the experim ents for plenum  depths of 0.20m , 0.25m  and 0.30m  respect ively, at  a 
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constant  solar radiat ion intensity of 307Wm -2 over airflow rate ranges from  67 to 
331m 3hr -1. Both the m odel and experim ent  show the sam e tem perature pat terns 
of plate and air. The tem perature difference of Tp between the m odelled and 
m easured ranges from  1 to 4K, with m ost  of them  falls within 3.0-4.0K that  give 
an average value of 3.2K. Whereas for the Tf,  the tem perature difference ranges 
from  0.1 to 1.9K, with m ost  of them  sm aller than 0.4K and give an average value 
of 0.2K.  
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 ( c)  
Figure 4-5. Results com parison between the m odel and experim ents over 
different  airflow rates for plenum  depths of a)  0.020m , b)  0.25m  and c)  0.30m .  
  
Apart  from  the tem perature com parisons, Figure 4-6 shows the efficiency 
com parisons between the m odel and the exper im ents at  a constant  solar radiat ion 
intensity of 307Wm -2.  The m axim um  difference of efficiency values is at     
331m 3hr -1 with plenum  depth of 0.3m  where the m odelled and m easured 
efficiencies are 0.18 and 0.22 respect ively. As the percentage error from  the 
experim ent  is ± 16.0%  (Sect ion 3.7)  of the m easured efficiency, the acceptable 
efficiency ranges from  0.18 to 0.26, which also the m odelled efficiency fall 
between .   
 
4 .2 .3 .2 . Param et ric analysis for  the f lat  plate solar façade  
The param eters that  are included in discussions are the am bient  tem perature, 
solar radiat ion intensity, airflow rate and plenum  depth. All the tem peratures are 
m easured from  experim ents unless m ent ioned.   
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Figure 4-6. Efficiency com parisons between the m odel and experim ents over 
different  airflow rates at  I = 307W2m -2 
 
Effect  of am bient  a ir  t em perature   
The influence of Ta on Tp and Tf is invest igated by studying the pat terns of Tp and 
Tf values com pared to the Ta values. Figure 4-7 shows that  the values of Tf are 
influenced by the Ta where they have the sam e pat terns as Ta, from  low to high 
solar radiat ion intensity. I n cont rast , for Tp the solar radiat ion intensity has 
st ronger effect  than Ta, whereby the values of Tp increase with solar radiat ion 
intensity. On the other hand, under a constant  solar radiat ion intensity both Tp 
and Tf are influenced by the values of Ta over a range of airflow rates (Figure 4-
8) . To further invest igate the Ta effect  on the r ise in air tem perature (Tout-Ta) ,  
Figure 4-9 is plot ted by using the simulat ion results from  the developed m odel.  
The input  param eters are I = 500Wm -2, Vfan= 200m 3hr -1 and Ta= 275 to 300K for  
plenum  depth of 0.20m . I t  is found that  the effect  of Ta can be concluded as 
higher Ta gives higher Tf but  no significant  effect  on overall (Tout-Ta)  due to the 
fact  that  increasing 20K of Ta is only 0.05K of difference in air tem perature 
change. I n fact , it  is also found that  the air tem perature change of (Tout-Ta)  
decreases with Ta, though in very sm all value.  
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( c)  
Figure 4-7. Values of Tp and Tf at  solar radiat ion intensity range from  307 to 
820Wm -2 for plenum  depth of (a)  0.20m , (b)  0.25m  and (c)  0.30m . 
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(b)  
 
( c)  
Figure 4-8. Values of Tp and Tf at  airflow rate range from  100 to 500m 3hr -1 for 
plenum  depth of (a)  0.20m , (b)  0.25m  and (c)  0.30m . 
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Figure 4-9. Effect  of Ta on the tem perature change of (Tout-Ta)  for input  
param eters of I = 500Wm -2, Vfan= 200m 3hr -1 and D= 0.20m   
 
Effect  of solar  radiat ion 
I n order to avoid the m isleading t rends that  could be affected by the values of Ta,  
the effect s of solar radiat ion on plenum  air tem peratures are invest igated by 
plot t ing (Tp-Ta)  and (Tout-Ta)  instead of Tp and Tf. As shown in Figures 4-10 and 4-
11, both Tp and Tf increase with solar radiat ion intensity. When the solar radiat ion 
intensity increases from  307Wm -2 to 820Wm -2,  Tp increases about  27 to 28K but  
only about  2 to 3K rise in air tem perature. This indicates that  heat  t ransfer  
between the flat  plate and the air in the plenum  are poor.  
 
Figure 4-10. Values of (Tp-Ta)  at  various solar radiat ion intensit ies for plenum  
depths of 0.2m , 0.25m  and 0.30m . 
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Figure 4-11. Values of (Tout-Ta)  at  various solar radiat ion intensit ies for  plenum  
depths of 0.2m , 0.25m  and 0.30m . 
 
Effect  of airflow  rate  
Figures 4-12 and 4-13 show that  plate and air tem peratures decrease with airflow 
rate. However, in relat ive to the effect  of solar radiat ion (Figure 4-10) , airflow 
rate does not  have obvious effect  on the Tp (Figure 4-12) . Over the range of 67 to 
331m 3hr -1, values of (Tp-Ta)  drop from  26K to 22K, which give only about  2K of 
tem perature difference in (Tout-Ta) . On the other hand, higher air speed will have 
shorter interact ion t ime of heat  t ransfer with the heated plate.  Results show 
reduct ions of about  1.0 to 1.4K in air tem perature from  low to high airflow rate. 
So, as long as the out let  air m eets the desired m ass flow rate, lower airflow rate 
is preferable in order to obtain higher r ise in air tem perature and avoid energy 
waste of the fan.   
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Figure 4-12. Values of (Tp-Ta)  at  various airflow rates for plenum  depths of 0.2m , 
0.25m  and 0.30m . 
Figure 4-13. Values of (Tout-Ta)  at  various airflow rates for plenum  depths of 
0.2m , 0.25m  and 0.30m . 
 
Effect  of plenum  depth 
Figures 4-11 and 4-13 show that  sm aller gap of the plenum  gives higher r ise in 
air tem perature. However, the r ise in air tem perature show differences of only 
about  0.5K or less as com pared D= 0.20m  to D= 0.30m .  
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4 .3 . Heat  t ransfer  of t ranspired solar  façade 
4 .3 .1 . Assum pt ions of heat ing system  w ith t ranspired plate collector  
Due to the com plicat ion of heat  t ransfer process of the unglazed t ranspired plate, 
som e assum pt ions have been m ade as follows:  
i)  The radiat ion heat  loss over the surface of the t ranspired plate is everywhere 
constant  as this has been proved that  it  has a m odest  effect  on the flow 
dist ribut ion (Gunnewiek, 1996) .  
ii)  There is no heat  loss through the sandt ile wall and side walls that  at tached 
with the alum inium  plate (Chapter 3) .  
iii)  I n addit ion to experim ental tests were carried out  in a close laboratory, the 
convect ion losses to the am bient  are negligible and have been verified by 
previous study (Kutscher, 1994) .  
iv)  No reverse flow over the plate as the face velocit ies in this study are higher 
than 0.0125m s-1 (Gunnewiek, 1996) . 
v)  The tem peratures that  are m easured by the therm ocouples which have the 
sam e height  with the first  row of holes from  the bot tom  are taken as air 
tem peratures reach the plenum  after passing through the holes.  
vi)  The air propert ies m aintain the sam e throughout  the plenum  ( the m axim um 
air tem perature difference between the inlet  and out let  is about  10K in this 
study) . 
 
4 .3 .2 . Energy balance equat ions for t ranspired plate  collector  
Energy balance equat ions are established for two com ponents of the system , i.e. 
unglazed t ranspired plate and the air in the plenum . The heat  t ransfers of the 
system  are as shown in Figure 4-14. 
 
The unglazed t ranspired collector: 
The fans-assisted system  draws the am bient  air through the holes so that  heat , 
which would otherwise be lost  by convect ion, is captured by the airflow into the 
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plenum . Thus, there will have very sm all am ount  of convect ion heat  loss to the 
am bient  which indeed can be neglected (Augustus, 2007, Dym ond, 1997, 
Kutscher, 1993) . Energy balance equat ion on an unglazed t ranspired plate is as 
shown in Equat ion 4-21.  
                              ܫ ן௣ ܣ௣ = ܳ௖௢௡௩,௣ି௔௜௥ + ܳ௖௢௡௩,௕௣ି௔௜௥ + ܳ௥௔ௗ,௣ି௦௨௥                    (4-21)   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4-14. Heat  t ransfers of the unglazed t ranspired solar collector.  
 
The plenum  air : 
The am bient  air which heated by the front  and hole of the t ranspired plate is 
further heated by the back-of-plate when flowing throughout  the plenum . Energy 
balance equat ion of the air in the plenum  is shown in Equat ion 4-22. 
                                     σ ሶ݉ ܿ௣( ௢ܶ௨௧ െ ௜ܶ) = ܳ௖௢௡௩,௕௣ି௔௜௥                                  (4-22)  
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4 .3 .2 .1 . Heat  f lux  and coefficient  of heat  t ransfer for t ranspired plate  
collector  
Convect ion heat  t ransfer from  the front  and hole of t ranspired plate to 
the am bient  air  
The convect ion heat  t ransfer equat ions can be writ ten in term  of m ass flow rate 
and heat  flux as shown in Equat ions 4-23 and 4-24 respect ively.  
                                      ݍ௖௢௡௩,௣ି௔௜௥ = σ ሶ݉ ܿ௣( ௜ܶ െ ௔ܶ)/ܣ௣                                (4-23)  
                                        ݍ௖௢௡௩,௣ି௔௜௥ = ݄௖,௧௥௔௡௦൫ ௣ܶ െ ௜ܶ൯                                 (4-24)  
 
The convect ion coefficient  is defined as Equat ion 4-25 where the Nuc,t rans 
correlat ion is discussed in sect ion 4.3.4.2.  
                                           ݄௖,௧௥௔௡௦ = ܰݑ௖,௧௥௔௡௦ כ ݇௔/݀                                  (4-25)  
 
Convect ion heat  t ransfer  from  the back of the t ranspired plate to the air  
in the plenum  
The coefficient  is shown in Equat ion 4-26 and the Nu f, t rans correlat ion (Equat ion 4-
27)  will be further discussed in the sect ion 4.3.4.3.  
                                         ݍ௖௢௡௩,௕௣ି௔௜௥ = ݄௙,௧௥௔௡௦൫ ௣ܶ െ ௙ܶ൯ ,                             (4-26)  
where ௙ܶ = ( ௜ܶ + ௢ܶ௨௧)/2 
                                           ݄௙,௧௥௔௡௦ = ܰݑ௙,௧௥௔௡௦ כ ݇௙/ܪ                                  (4-27)  
 
Radiat ion heat  t ransfer  from  the front  of t ranspired plate to the 
surrounding  
The radiat ion coefficient  is the sam e as discussed in earlier sect ion (Equat ion 4-
11) . 
 
Solar radiat ion 
The solar radiat ion intensity that  absorbed by the t ranspired plate is given as 
Equat ion 4-18.  
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System  efficiency  
The efficiency of the heat ing system  is given as in Equat ion 4-19. 
 
Heat  exchange effect iveness 
The heat  exchange effect iveness of the solar collector is defined as the rat io of 
the actual tem perature r ise of air to the m axim um  possible tem perature r ise 
(Kutscher, 1994) :  
                                  ߝு௑ = ( ௢ܶ௨௧ െ ௔ܶ)/൫ ௣ܶ െ ௔ܶ൯                               ( 4-28)  
 
4 .3 .3 . Results and param etric analysis of t ranspired plate collector  
The experim ent  set  up is as described in Chapter 3. The experim ents were carried 
out  with operat ion condit ions as described in Table 4-2.  The param et ric analysis 
includes invest igat ions on factors that  would affect  the therm al perform ance of 
the system . In addit ion, vert ical flow heat  t ransfer is also been highlighted within 
the sect ion.  Discussion on the efficiency is also included in this sect ion. Parts of 
the results are selected for discussions, however the com plete sets of m easured 
data can be found in Appendix I I I -2. 
 
4 .3 .3 .1  Param et ric analysis for the t ranspired solar facades   
The m ain param eters of the collector include am bient  air tem perature, suct ion 
m ass flow rate, solar radiat ion intensity, and the plenum  depth.   
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Table 4-2. Param eters for the experim ents of t ranspired plate for heat ing system . 
Param eter Value/  range 
Solar radiat ion intensity, Wm -2 300-800 
Suct ion velocity, m s-1 0.03-0.05a 
Plenum  depth, m  0.20-0.30 
Porosity ( rat io of hole area to t otal surface area) , %  0.84 
Pitch, m  0.012 
Hole diam eter, m  0.0012 
Holes array geom et ry Triangular 
Height  of the t ranspired plate, m  2.0 
Width of the t ranspired plate, m  1.0 
Area of the t ranspired plate, m 2 2.0 
Plate thickness, m  0.001 
a The supply airf low rate=  air  changes per hour *  inter ior  room volume. The requirement  of air 
changes per hour (ACH) for office room is about  2.0h -1 (ASHRAE, 2009) ;  the room volume for the 
heat ing study is 15.7m 3, hence the required m inimum air flow rate and suct ion velocity are 31.4m 3hr -1 
and 0.0044ms-1 respect ively. However to avoid the reverse flow, suct ion velocity should be higher 
than 0.0125ms-1. Thus, the above range was chosen in this study. The total volume air flow rate was 
measured at  the out let  and hence the suct ion velocity is calculated as the measured volume air flow 
rate per plate area (Augustus, 2007) .  
 
Suct ion m ass f low  rate 
Figure 4-15 shows the tem perature r ise for different  depths of the plenum  at  
different  suct ion m ass flow rates with a solar radiat ion intensity of 614Wm -2. The 
tem perature r ise of (Tout-Ta)  is the overall tem perature r ise for the system , which 
is the tem perature difference between the out let  air and the am bient  air. The 
tem perature r ise of (Ti-Ta)  is the tem perature difference between the am bient  air 
and the heated air after passing through the holes (norm al flow) . Whereas the 
(Tout-Ti)  is tem perature change of the vert ical flow from  the bot tom  to the top of 
plenum . The values of (Ti-Ta)  and (Tout-Ti)  decrease with the suct ion m ass flow 
rate. I ncreasing the suct ion m ass flow rate by about  0.02kgs-1m - 2, (Tout-Ta)  
decreases nearly 2 to 4K, while (Ti-Ta)  and (Tout-Ti)  decrease nearly 1-2K.  The 
share of tem perature r ises cont r ibuted from  norm al and vert ical flows are about  
the sam e between 0.03 and 0.05kgs-1m -2 (Figure 4-15)  (The degrees of 
tem perature decrease for  the norm al and vert ical flows are about  the sam e) .  
Nonetheless, results shows that  in term s of percentage, the vert ical flow (Tout-Ti)  
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cont ributes about  38-49%  of the total air tem perature r ise (Tout-Ta) , which 
disagrees with previous study (Kutscher, 1992)  that  ignoring the vert ical direct ion 
of heat  t ransfer in the plenum .     
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( c)  
Figure 4-15. Values and percentages of air tem perature r ise for norm al and 
vert ical airflows for  plenum  depths of (a)  0.20m , (b)  0.25 and (c)  0.30m  with 
various suct ion m ass flow rates and at  constant  solar radiat ion intensity of 
614Wm -2.  
 
Solar radiat ion intensity 
Figure 4-16 shows the tem peratures of the am bient , the plate and the air in the 
plenum  for plenum  depth of 0.20, 0.25 and 0.30m  respect ively, at  a constant  
suct ion m ass flow rate. The values of the tem peratures increase with the solar 
radiat ion intensity and they are influenced by the Ta. For exam ple (Figure 4-16c) , 
due to lower Ta at  600wm -2 the Ti has lower value com pared to Ti at  500wm -2, 
however the total collected energy is higher for  600wm -2. Figure 4-17 shows the 
share of r ise in air tem perature cont r ibuted by the norm al (Ti-Ta)  and vert ical 
(Tout-Ti)  flows. I n t erm s of percentage, vert ical flow cont r ibutes 41%  of t otal 
tem perature r ise at  307Wm -2 and increases to 51%  at  820Wm -2 for  the plenum  
depth of 0.20m .  As for plenum  depth of 0.25 and 0.30m , they increase from  
34%  and 44%  to 58%  and 52%  respect ively. Both plenum  depths with 0.20 and 
0.25m  show that  norm al and vert ical flows cont r ibute equally at  719Wm -2,  
whereas for plenum  depth of 0.30m , this occurs at  614Wm -2. Even at  low solar 
radiat ion intensity, the cont r ibut ions of vert ical flows are above 30%  of the total 
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r ise in tem perature. Hence, the vert ical heat  t ransfer is inappropr iate to be 
ignored. Moreover, the overall rise in tem perature (Tout-Ta)  from  307 to 820Wm -2 
is about  6 to 18K, which approxim ately increases 3K for every increase of 
100Wm -2. Thus, the solar radiat ion intensity plays an im portant  role in the 
therm al perform ance of the system . 
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( c)  
Figure 4-16. Tem peratures of the am bient , the plate and the air in the plenum  for 
plenum  depth of (a)  0.20, (b)  0.25 and (c)  0.30m  at  various solar radiat ion 
intensit ies. 
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(b)  
 
( c)  
Figure 4-17. Values and percentages of r ise in air tem perature for norm al and 
vert ical airflows for  plenum  depths of (a)  0.20m , (b)  0.25 and (c)  0.30m  at  
various solar radiat ion intensit ies.  
 
System  efficiency  
For solar collector applicat ions, system  efficiency is crucial in term s of heat ing 
perform ance. The efficiency for suct ion m ass flow rate between 0.034 to        
0.054 kgs-1m -2 at  solar intensity of 614Wm -2 is as shown in Figures 4-18. Results 
show that  higher suct ion m ass flow rate gives higher system  efficiency. For the 
system  design in this study, the efficiency of t he system  is between 67 to 83%  
which are equivalent  to tem perature r ise of 9-13K. For the pract ical applicat ions, 
operat ing param eters would very m uch depend on the applicat ion purpose of the 
heat ing system . Typical suct ion velocit ies range from  0.01m s-1 for  desiccant  
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regenerat ion to 0.05 m s-1 for preheat ing vent ilat ion air. Since the system  
efficiency is high, applicat ions that  require a lower r ise in air tem perature, the 
solar collector can be painted with variety choices of colours by choosing the 
appropriate absopt ivit y and em issivity values of the plate. I n term s of aesthet ics, 
this is one of the m ost  im portant  aspects for  building integrat ion technologies.   
 
Figure 4-18. System  efficiencies from  experim ent  results at  614Wm -2 of solar 
radiat ion 
 
On the other hand, Figures 4-19 show the eff iciency at  various solar radiat ion 
intensit ies with a constant  suct ion m ass flow rate. The efficiency increases with 
the solar radiat ion intensity, ranging from  68 to 96% . These account  for r ises in 
air tem perature of 4-5K at  307Wm -2 and 16K at  820Wm -2. Thus local weather 
condit ions m ight  affect  the therm al perform ance. However,  count r ies with low 
solar radiat ion availabilit y, the perform ance can be im proved by using lower 
airflow rate and this will be discussed in sect ions 4.4.1 and 4.4.2.  
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Figure 4-19. System  efficiencies from  experim ent  results at  various solar 
intensit ies under a constant  suct ion m ass flow rate of 0.04 kgs-1m -2.  
 
Plenum  depth  
The plenum  depths that  have been studied are 0.20, 0.25 and 0.30m . Their rat ios 
of height  to depth of the plenum  (H/ D)  are 10, 8 and 6.7, respect ively. Figure 4-
20 shows the values of tem perature r ise for vert ical flows over different  solar  
radiat ion intensit ies. Whereas tem perature r ises for vert ical flow over different  
suct ion m ass flow rates are as shown in Figure 4-21. The tem perature r ise of 
vert ical flow is increases with solar radiat ion and decreases with suct ion m ass 
flow rate. Plenum  depth of 0.25m  not  only gives the highest  tem perature r ise for  
both cases but  also higher efficiencies (Figures 18 and 19) . One of the possibilit ies 
for  0.25m  having the best  perform ance is the flow pat tern. I n the plenum , there 
are two types of flows, i.e. buoyant  flow driven by tem perature differences and 
forced flow developed by the fans. The buoyant  flow causes the air flows from  the 
bot tom  to the top while the forced flow draws m ore air at  the top than the 
bot tom . I f the flow dist r ibut ion over the plate is uniform , the forced flow is 
dom inant , and the tendency of the flow in vert ical direct ion is decreased. This is 
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especially when the plenum  depth is narrow (high value of H/ D)  and it  is because 
of high accelerat ion and wall fict ion.  This phenom ena is clearly shown in 
Gunneweik et  al. ’ study when the H/ D is higher than 40 (Gunnewiek, 1996) . I n 
cont rast , if the flow dist r ibut ion is non-uniform , buoyant  flow m ight  take place 
and hence the heat  t ransfer of back-of plate to the air. Also, results from  
Gunnweik et  al. ’ study show higher efficiency when the flow is buoyancy 
dom inated. Therefore, flow throughout  the plenum  depth of 0.25 and 0.30m 
m ight  be dom inated by buoyant  flow while 0.20m  is dom inated by forced flow. I n 
addit ion, 0.25m  m ight  be the opt im um  depth (H/ D= 8)  for the studied range of 
flow rate com pared to 0.30m ;  and when forced flow is dom inant  in 0.20m , the 
perform ance tends to decrease. 
 
Figure 4-20. Air t em perature r ise of vert ical flow in the plenum  for plenum  depth 
of 0.20m , 0.25m  and 0.30m  at  various solar radiat ion intensit ies. 
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Figure 4-21. Air t em perature r ise of vert ical flow in the plenum  for plenum  depth 
of 0.20m , 0.25m  and 0.30m  at  various suct ion m ass flow rates.  
 
 
4 .3 .4 . Nu  corre lat ions for  heat  t ransfer  involves vert ica l f low  
I n this sect ion, the research problem s related to vert ical flow heat  t ransfer are 
addressed and Nu correlat ions are developed for both norm al and vert ical flows in 
respect  to present  plate design.  
 
4 .3 .4 .1 . The lack of non- uniform  heat  t ransfer coeff icient  for t ranspired 
solar  collector  
Literature review on the developm ent  of Nu correlat ions for t ranspired plate is 
detailed in Chapter 2. Following is the sum m ary of the research problem s related 
to vert ical flow.  
There were studies related to Nu correlat ions for j et  plate heat  t ransfer. 
The invest igat ions include influences of num ber of holes (porosity) , diam eter, 
pitch and shape of the hole, and the hole array geom et ry (Andrews G.E., 1986, 
Andrews G.E., 1989, Andrews G.E., 1987, Bazdidi-Tehrani F. , 1994, Dabagh 
A.M., 1990, Hollworth B.R., 1987, Sparrow, 1982) . However, due to the high 
porosity and Re, these em pirical correlat ions are not  appropriate for solar 
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collector applicat ion. Therefore researches on em pirical correlat ions 
(Arulanandam , 1999, Kutscher, 1993, Kutscher, 1994, Kutscher, 1992, Van 
Decker G. W. E., 2001)  for this applicat ion were then carried out , followed by 
studies related to flow dist r ibut ion (Dym ond, 1997, Gunnewiek, 1996) , wind 
effect s (Fleck, 2002)  and conduct ivit y of the plate (Gawlik, 2005) . Nonetheless, 
taking the account  of the porosity, the hole diam eter and the hole array geom et ry 
of present  plate design, the closest  em pirical correlat ion can be applied is the 
Kutscher’s m odel (Kutscher, 1992)  . I n Kutscher’s study, the flow dist r ibut ion was 
m onitored in such condit ion of uniform  flow and hence the effect  of back-of-plate 
heat  t ransfer in the plenum  (vert ical flow)  was ignored. Pressure drop of the air in 
present  study was not  m easured and thus the uniform ity is uncertain. Gunneweik 
and his team  (Gunnewiek, 1996)  had dem onst rated that  the vert ical heat  t ransfer 
is possible if the flow is non-uniform . However, to-date, there is no correlat ions 
that  relate to non-uniform  flow.  I n regard to this, heat  t ransfer coefficients for  
the norm al and vert ical flows are developed in present  work.  
 
4 .3 .4 .2 . Nuc,t rans corre lat ion 
The correlat ion is developed from  the Equat ions 4-23 to 4-25, and Rec,t rans=  
(vsd) / (UQ)  where both Nuc,t rans and Rec,t rans are based on hole diam eter (d)  as the 
characterist ic length and am bient  air propert ies. Figure 4-22 shows the 
correlat ions for plenum  depth of 0.20, 0.25 and 0.30m  respect ively, while Figure 
4-23 shows the average correlat ion of these three distances. The R-squared for  
the individual correlat ions are about  0.91 and the average is 0.93. The constant  
values for the correlat ions are the sam e, i.e. 0.0004, with except ion of the 
plenum  depth of 0.30m  with a constant  value of 0.0005. However, the sm all 
value (0.0001)  of difference is insignificant  and hence the depths of plenum  in 
this study are unlikely to affect  the heat  t ransfer rate from  the plate to the air. 
Thus, the suggested correlat ion for Nuc,t rans is:  
                          ܰݑ௖,௧௥௔௡௦ = 0.0004ܴ݁௖,௧௥௔௡௦ ଵ.ଷଷ   for 260 ൑ ܴ݁௖,௧௥௔௡௦ ൑ 470               (4-29)  
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The heat  t ransfer from  the back-of-plate will be discussed in next  sect ion. 
Nonetheless, even though Kutscher’s study (Kutscher, 1992, Kutscher, 1994)  
found the correlat ion that  includes pitch and hole diam eter, the effects of pitch 
and hole diam eter in the present  study rem ain conservat ive on account  of the fact  
that  one design of hole dist ribut ion has been studied.  
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( c)  
Figure 4-22. Correlat ions of Nuc,t rans and Re c, t rans for plenum  depths of (a)  0.20m , 
(b)  0.25m  and (c)  0.30m . 
 
 
Figure 4-23. Average correlat ion of Nuc,t rans and Rec,t rans.  
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4 .3 .4 .3 . Nu f ,t rans correlat ion 
h f from  experim ents are calculated by using Equat ion 4-22 and 4-26, and 
subst ituted for Equat ion 4-27. Correlat ion of Nu f, t rans and Re f, t rans is then 
developed, where Re
 f, t rans =  (v fdh) / (UQ) . Ref, t rans for the plenum  depth of 0.25 and 
0.30m  are less than 2300. This indicates that  the air in these plenum  depths is in 
lam inar flow m ode. However, plenum  depth with 0.20m  shows turbulent  flow for 
all the operat ion condit ions. Figure 4-24 shows the correlat ion of Nu f, t rans for  
lam inar flow, whereas Figure 4-25 is for turbulent  flow with R-squared of 0.90 
and 0.93 respect ively. The Nu f, t rans correlat ions are suggested to be:  
Lam inar flow:   
                         ܰݑ௙,௅,௧௥௔௡௦ = 0.158ܴ ௙݁,௧௥௔௡௦ ଵ.ଶହ   for 1100 < ܴ ௙݁,௧௥௔௡௦ < 2000             (4-30)  
 
Turbulent  flow:  
                             ܰݑ௙,்,௧௥௔௡௦ = 0.0023ܴ ௙݁,௧௥௔௡௦ଵ.଻  for  ܴ ௙݁,௧௥௔௡௦ ൒ 2300                   (4-31)  
Though the studies show that  plenum  depth affects the flow profile and hence the 
heat  t ransfer rate, it  is inappropriate to define the correlat ion, which involves the 
depth of plenum , because only three distances have been carried out . However, 
the present  study found that  plenum  with H/ Dt 10 would have turbulence profile 
for  the vert ical flow in the plenum . This inform at ion is crucial for designers to 
decide which flow profile would fit  best  for  their purposes.  
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Figure 4-24. Correlat ion of Nu f, t rans and Ref, t rans for lam inar flow. 
 
 
Figure 4-25. Correlat ion of Nu f, t rans and Ref, t rans for turbulent  flow. 
 
 
4 .3 .5 . Developm ent  of m athem at ica l m odelling for t ranspired plate  
heat ing perform ance  
The m odel is developed based on the findings in the previous sect ion. Hence, the 
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subst itut ing Equat ions 4-11, 4-24 and 4-26 for equat ion 4-21, the heat  balance 
equat ion for the unglazed t ranspired collector gives:  ൫݄௖,௧௥௔௡௦ + ݄௙,௧௥௔௡௦ + ݄௥൯ ௣ܶ െ ൫݄௖,௧௥௔௡௦ + ݄௙,௧௥௔௡௦/2൯ ௜ܶ െ ൫݄௙,௧௥௔௡௦/2൯ ௢ܶ௨௧ = ܫ ן௣+ ݄௥ ௔ܶ     (4-32)  
For the plenum  air, subst itut ing Equat ion 4-25 for  Equat ion 4-22 gives:   
                   ௙݄,௧௥௔௡௦ ௣ܶ + ൫ܩܿ௣ െ ݄௙,௧௥௔௡௦/2൯ ௜ܶ െ ൫ܩܿ௣ + ݄௙,௧௥௔௡௦/2൯ ௢ܶ௨௧ = 0               (4-33)  
Where ܩ = σ ሶ݉ /ܣ௣;  and  ௙ܶ = ( ௜ܶ + ௢ܶ௨௧)/ 2 
Finally, Equat ions 4-23 and 4-24 are com bined and give:   
                               ݄௖,௧௥௔௡௦ ௣ܶ െ ൫ܩܿ௣ + ݄௖,௧௥௔௡௦൯ ௜ܶ = െܩܿ௣ ௔ܶ                             (4-34)  
Thus, Equat ions 4-32 to 4-34 can be writ ten in a 3x3 m at rix form :  
൦൫݄௖,௧௥௔௡௦ + ݄௙,௧௥௔௡௦ + ݄௥൯ െ൫݄௖,௧௥௔௡௦ + ݄௙,௧௥௔௡௦/2൯ െ൫݄௙,௧௥௔௡௦/2൯݄௙,௧௥௔௡௦ ൫ܩܿ௣ െ ݄௙,௧௥௔௡௦/2൯ െ൫ܩܿ௣ + ݄௙,௧௥௔௡௦/2൯݄௖,௧௥௔௡௦ െ൫ܩܿ௣ + ݄௖൯ 0 ൪ ቎ ௣ܶܶ௜௢ܶ௨௧቏ = ቎ܫ ן௣+ ݄௥ ௔ܶ0െܩܿ௣ ௔ܶ  ቏     
(4-35)  
 
4 .3 .5 .1 . Com parison of heat  exchange effect iveness betw een m odelling 
and experim ental results 
Due to the Kutscher’s study (Kutscher, 1992)  developed the heat  t ransfer 
coefficient  through heat  exchange effect iveness (ߝு௑)  and hence in this sect ion ߝு௑  
is used for the com parisons purposes. From  Figure 4-26, the values of ߝு௑ which 
are calculated from  both experim ent  and m odel m ethods give close results with 
the highest  percent  difference of 7.9%  for three different  plenum  depths at  
various solar intensit ies and suct ion m ass flow rate values. Whereas sim ulat ion 
results by using Kutscher ’s m odel, are as shown in Figure 4-27. Though 
Kutscher’s study assum ed that  the tem perature of the vert ical flow is constant  
and has the sam e value of the out let  air tem perature, which is cont rast  to present  
study that  the vert ical flow tem perature is increasing gradually throughout  the 
plenum ;  Kutscher’s m odel gives the values of out let  air tem perature that  are 
close to the experim ents. Hence, the results of the heat  exchange effect iveness 
are com parable with the present  study. However, they are only lim ited to solar 
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radiat ion intensity above 400Wm -2 for all different  depths. Moreover, by 
com paring to the experim ent  results, Kutscher ’s m odel gives the percent  
differences as 22% , 14%  and 16%  for D= 0.20m , D= 0.25m  and D= 0.30m  
respect ively, at  307Wm -2. On the other hand, if the m ain concern is the total r ise 
in air tem perature (Tout-Ta) ,  present  m odel is com parable with Kutscher’s.  
Therefore, the sim plified heat  t ransfer concept  and experim ent  m easurem ents can 
be used as alternat ive m ethod to evaluate the therm al perform ance of the 
t ranspired plate solar collector even when the uniform ity of the flow is uncertain. 
Furtherm ore, present  m odel is able to sim ulate the m ean air tem perature in the 
plenum  besides the plate tem perature. This provides an idea of plenum  air 
tem perature when the uniform ity of the flow is not  perfect ly m onitored.   
 
Figure 4-26. Com parison of heat  exchange effect iveness between m odelling and 
experim ent  results. 
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( c)  
Figure 4-27. Com parisons of heat  exchange effect iveness between Kutscher’s 
m odel and experim ent  results for plenum  depths of (a)  0.20m , (b)  0,25m  and (c)  
0.30m . 
 
4 .4 . Therm al perform ance com parison betw een f lat  and t ranspired plates 
I n this sect ion, the therm al perform ances of both flat  and t ranspired plates are 
evaluated by using the m odels that  have been developed. The input  param eters 
for both plates are the sam e, i.e. solar radiat ion intensity, am bient  air 
tem perature, airflow rate, plate area and plenum  depth.  
 
4 .4 .1 . Heat  losses 
As shown in Figure 4-4, great  increase in flat  plate tem peratures are observed 
while increasing the solar radiat ion intensity. However, the values of Tf are just  
slight ly increased.  I n cont rast  to the flat  plate, t ranspired type gives higher r ise 
in air tem perature (Figure 4-28)  though the values of Tp are lower t han the flat  
t ype (Figure 4-29) . This indicates that  the t ranspired plate has bet ter  heat  
t ransfer com pared to the flat  plate. I n order t o further invest igate the heat  losses 
of the plates, Tables 4-3 and 4-4 show the fract ions of heat  fluxes of the plates. 
The useful heat  flux that  delivered by the system  with flat  plate is only about  30%  
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of total solar heat  flux that  been absorb by the plate while for the t ranspired plate 
it  is about  84% . These represent  the total heat  losses for flat  plate is about  70%  
while for t ranspired plate is only 20%  of total energy absorbed.  Figures 4-30 
show the r ises in heat  fluxes of flat  plate when the solar radiat ion intensity is 
increased from  300 to 800Wm -2 at  a constant  airflow rate of 300m 3hr -1. The 
losses to the am bient  are increased and part icularly the q r has the greatest  
increase. As for the q f, t hough it  is increased with the solar radiat ion intensity, the 
am ount  of r ise is sm aller than the losses (sum  of q r and qc) . These explain why 
the values of flat  plate tem perature increase great ly but  only sm all r ise in air 
tem perature. On the other hand, for  t ranspired plate, the r ise in qc and q f are 
greater than the q r (Figure 4-31) . This results in great  increase of qd ( sum  of qc 
and q f) . The heat  losses to am bient  of flat  plate are part ly caused by convect ion 
heat  loss while for t ranspired plate, the am bient  convect ion heat  loss can be 
ignored, whereby m ost  of the heat  which indeed would loss to the am bient  has 
been sucked into the plenum  through the sm all holes. This reduces the total heat  
losses and hence has bet ter heat  t ransfer with t ranspired design.  
The values of tem peratures decrease with airflow rates, where flat  plate 
has higher plate tem perature (Figure 4-32)  and lower air tem perature (Figure 4-
34)  com pared to the t ranspired plate. Though Figure 4-29 shows that  Tout relies 
on the local solar radiat ion availabilit y, it  can be im proved by cont rolling the 
airflow rate. For instance, a heat ing system  with t ranspired plate is installed at  
locat ion with solar radiat ion availabilit y of 500Wm -2 and operated at  airflow rate 
of 200m 3hr -1 (Figure 4-33)  is able to achieve alm ost  the sam e value of Tout at  
locat ion with solar radiat ion intensity of 800Wm -2 that  operates at  300m 3hr -1 
(Figure 4-28) . Thus, lower airflow rate should be used if the heat ing dem and 
requires higher value of Tout especially if the heat ing system s are installed at  
locat ion with low intensity of solar radiat ion.  
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Figure 4-28. Sim ulated Tout  of flat  and t ranspired plates for plenum  depths of 
0.20m , 0.25m  and 0.30m  at  a constant  Vfan of 300m 3hr -1 and Ta=  293K. 
 
 
Figure 4-29. Sim ulated Tp of flat  and t ranspired plates for plenum  depths of 
0.20m , 0.25m  and 0.30m  at  a constant  Vfan of 300m 3hr -1 and Ta=  293K. 
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Table 4-3. Heat  fluxes of flat  plate. 
I , Wm -2 Vfan, m 3hr -1 Ta,  K D, m  S*  
(% )  
q r*  
(% )  
qc*  
(% )  
q f= qd*  
(% )  
300 300 293 0.20 291.7 123.3 79.6 88.7 
    (100)  (42.3)  (27.3)  (30.4)  
800 300 293 0.20 779.0 312.1 222.8 244.1 
    (100)  (40.1)  (28.6)  (31.3)  
300 300 293 0.25 291.7 125.0 80.9 85.7 
    (100)  (42.9)  (27.7)  (29.4)  
800 300 293 0.25 779.0 314.7 224.7 239.6 
    (100)  (40.4)  (28.8)  (30.8)  
300 300 293 0.30 291.7 126.0 81.7 83.9 
    (100)  (43.2)  (28.0)  (28.8)  
800 300 293 0.30 779.0 316.2 225.8 237.0 
    (100)  (40.6)  (29.0)  (30.4)  
*  They are heat  f luxes that  based on Equat ion 4-2 in unit  of Wm -2, where S is the total solar heat f lux 
absorb by the plate, q r is and qc are the losses to ambient  through radiat ion and convect ion 
respect ively. q f is the convect ion of back-of-plate which is also the useful heat  f lux that  delivered by 
this heat ing system.  
 
 
Table 4-4. Heat  fluxes of t ranspired plate.  
I , Wm -2 Vfan, m 3hr -1 Ta,  K D, m  S*  
(% )  
q r*  
(% )  
qc*  
(% )  
q f *  
(% )  
qd *  
(% )  
300 300 293 0.20 291.7 46.6 136.8 108.3 245.1 
    (100)  (16.0)  (46.9)  (37.1)  (84.0)  
800 300 293 0.20 779.0 122.6 337.5 318.9 656.4 
    (100)  (15.7)  (43.3)  (40.9)  (84.3)  
300 300 293 0.25 291.7 43.7 128.8 119.1 247.9 
    (100)  (15.7)  (46.0)  (38.3)  (84.3)  
800 300 293 0.25 779.0 120.0 330.4 328.8 659.2 
    (100)  (16.0)  (44.0)  (39.9)  (84.0)  
300 300 293 0.30 291.7 43.7 128.8 119.1 247.9 
    (100)  (15.0)  (44.2)  (40.8)  (85.0)  
800 300 293 0.30 779.0 119.7 330.4 328.8 659.2 
    (100)  (15.4)  (42.4)  (42.2)  (84.6)  
*  They are heat  f luxes that  based on Equat ion 4-25 in unit  of Wm -2, where S is the total solar heat  f lux 
absorb by the plate, q r is radiat ion heat  loss;  qd is the sum  of qc and q f, also the useful heat  f lux that  
delivered by this heat ing system.  
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Figure 4-30. Heat  fluxes of flat  plate for I = 300 to I = 800Wm -2.  
 
 
Figure 4-31. Heat  fluxes of t ranspired plate for  I = 300 to I = 800Wm -2.  
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Figure 4-32. Sim ulated Tp of flat  and t ranspired plates for plenum  depths of 
0.20m , 0.25m  and 0.30m  at  a I = 500Wm -2 and Ta=  293K. 
 
 
Figure 4-33. Sim ulated Tout of flat  and t ranspired plates for plenum  depths of 
0.20m , 0.25m  and 0.30m  at  a I = 500Wm -2 and Ta=  293K. 
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4 .4 .2 . Efficiency  
The system  efficiencies are plot ted over a range of solar radiat ion (Figure 4-34)  
and over a range of airflow rate (Figure 4-35) . Efficiency is relat ively m ore 
sensit ive to airflow rate than solar radiat ion intensity. From  the lowest  to the 
highest  intensity of solar radiat ion, the efficiencies for both plates are alm ost  
constant  (Figure 4-34) . On the other hand, increasing the airflow rate from  100 to 
500m 3hr -1 would increase the system  efficiencies by about  6%  and 17%  with flat  
and t ranspired plates respect ively (Figure 4-35) . These results show that  the 
therm al perform ance in term s of efficiency is not  hindered by the local solar 
radiat ion availabilit y and can be im proved by cont rolling the airflow rate.  Higher 
efficiency gives higher output  m ass flow rate but  lower r ise in air tem perature.  
Thus, the airflow rate need to be adjusted depend on the heat ing dem and to 
sat isfy the therm al com fort  as well as the air m ass flow rate requirem ents.  
 
 
Figure 4-34. Values of efficiency of flat  and t ranspired plates at  a constant  Vfan=  
300m 3hr -1.  
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Figure 4-35. Values of efficiency of flat  and t ranspired plates at  a constant  I =  
500Wm -2.  
 
4 .5  System  perform ance com parisons of solar  air  heaters  
The system  efficiency of present  system  is com pared to various designs of solar 
air heaters and they are as shown in Table 4-5. Present  design gives the highest  
efficiency am ong all the reported m axim um values of efficiency. Besides the 
benefit  of low convect ion heat  loss to the am bient  of present  design, all the act ive 
solar air heaters are glass covered to form  a channel between the glass and 
absorber for  the air passing through it , whereas present  design is the unglazed 
type, hence gives higher therm al perform ance. Present  design not  only m anages 
to achieve higher system  efficiency, but  also benefit  in term s of system  sim plicit y 
and lower cost  (Chapter 6) . Moreover, because of the high efficiency, it  is m ore 
aesthet ical flexible in choosing the façade colours.  
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Table 4-5. System  efficiency com parisons am ong som e reported solar air heaters. 
Solar air heater  System  
efficiency 
References  
Present  (m axim um ) 0.82  
Transpired solar collector  0.78 (Kutscher, 1993)  
Vert ical flat  plate 0.50 (Hatam i, 2008)  
Flat  plate 0.49 (Gao, 2007)  
Cross-corrugated plate 0.60 (Gao, 2007)  
Single pass with double ducts 070 (Forson, 2003)  
Double pass- finned plate 0.55 (El-Sebaii, 2011)  
Double pass  v-corrugated plate 0.65 (El-Sebaii, 2011)  
Double pass with alum inium  cans 0.70 (Ozgen, 2009)  
Wire-m esh packing 0.46-0.68 
0.80 
(Prasad, 2009)  
(Aldabbagh, 2010)  
Cylindrical absorber with conical 
concent rator  
0.12 (Togrul, 2004)  
 
 
4 .6 . Sum m ary 
I n this chapter the experim ent  results of heat ing system s with flat  and t ranspired 
plate are discussed. Mathem at ical m odels for t he therm al perform ances have also 
been developed. The m ain findings can be sum m arised as follows:  
1)  The heat  t ransfer between the flat  plate and the air in the plenum  are poor, 
e.g. Tp increases about  27 to 28K, but  only about  2 to 3K rise in air 
tem perature when solar radiat ion intensity increases from  307Wm -2 to 
820Wm -2.  
2)  Vert ical flow heat  t ransfer of t ranspired plate accounts for about  40 to 50%  
of t otal useful energy delivered, and thus should not  be ignored.   
3)  Norm al flow Nu correlat ion for t ranspired plate with 0.84%  of porosity with 
t r iangular array of holes and 2m  of height  has been m odified as follows:  ܰݑ௖,௧௥௔௡௦ = 0.0004ܴ݁௖,௧௥௔௡௦ ଵ.ଷଷ   for 260 ൑ ܴ݁௖,௧௥௔௡௦ ൑ 470 
4)  Vert ical flow Nu correlat ion for t ranspired plate with 0.84%  of porosity with 
t r iangular array of holes and 2m  of height  has been developed as follows:    
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Lam inar flow:  ܰݑ௙,௅,௧௥௔௡௦ = 0.158ܴ ௙݁,௧௥௔௡௦ ଵ.ଶହ   for 1100 < ܴ ௙݁,௧௥௔௡௦ < 2000 
Turbulent  flow:   ܰݑ௙,்,௧௥௔௡௦ = 0.0023ܴ ௙݁,௧௥௔௡௦ଵ.଻  for ܴ ௙݁,௧௥௔௡௦ ൒ 2300 
5)  Though present  study has sim plified the heat  t ransfer concept  between the 
back-of-plate and the vert ical airflow, the values of sim ulated heat  exchange 
effect iveness of the system  are close to the previous study m odel. Hence, 
this sim plified m ethod in term s of theoret ical calculat ion and experim ent  
m easurem ents can be used as alternat ive m ethods to evaluate the therm al 
perform ance of t ranspired plate solar collector even when the uniform ity of 
the flow is uncertain. 
6)  Transpired t ype is a bet ter design in term s of heat  t ransfer. For instance, 
system s that  operate at  500Wm -2 of solar radiat ion intensity, 300m 3hr -1 of 
airflow rate and air t em perature of 293K give 3K and 8K in air tem perature 
r ise for  flat  and t ranspired plates respect ively.  
7)  System  efficiency is relat ively m ore sensit ive to airflow rate com pared to 
solar radiat ion intensity. At  various solar radiat ion intensit ies, the efficiencies 
for both plates are alm ost  constant . On the other hand, increasing the 
airflow rate would increase the system  efficiencies for about  6%  and 17%  
with flat  and t ranspired plates respect ively. 
8)  I nstallat ions of these heat ing system s at  locat ion with low solar radiat ion 
intensity, the therm al perform ance in term s of air tem perature r ise can be 
increased by using lower airflow rate.  
9)  Present  design shows the highest  system  efficiency am ong various types of 
solar air heaters.  
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5 . Solar  façade for  space cooling 
 
 
5 .1  I nt roduct ion 
I n view of the system  sim plicit y, the system  designs for space heat ing (Chapter 
4)  were adopted for cooling test  with water flowing over the sandt ile wall. The flat  
and t ranspired plate façades were used to collect  the heat  for water evaporat ion 
on the wet  sandt ile wall. The design is as shown in Figure 5-1. Experim ental 
works were carried out  for the flat  plate façade and due to the fact  that  the 
results showed that  water evaporat ion was too low to provide cooling effect , a 
sim ple sim ulat ion study was carried out  for  the t ranspired plat  with this design. 
Sim ulat ion results showed that  replacing the flat  plate with t ranspired type was 
insufficient  to give the cooling effect , too. I n addit ion, the water evaporat ion 
process increased the air humidity. Thus, the air that  direct ly supply into the 
building m ight  not  suitable for space vent ilat ion, especially in the regions with 
humid clim ate.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                             
Figure 5-1. Schem at ic diagram s of cooling system s with flat  plate as solar 
collector façade. 
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Therefore, the design was hence m odified and the façade was replaced by 
a t ranspired plate as shown in Figure 5-2. This concept  is sim ilar to a counter flow 
heat  exchanger whereby the heat  from  the second plenum  ( flowing from  the 
bot tom )  is absorbed by the water ( flowing from  the top) . The results for single 
plenum  system s are sum m arised, and the m athem at ical m odel, experim ental 
results as well as param et ric analysis are discussed within this chapter.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5-2. Schem at ic diagram s of cooling system s with t ranspired plate as solar 
collector façade. 
 
5 .2 . Results and analysis of cooling system  w ith flat  plate collector  and 
single  plenum  
Parts of the results are selected for  discussions, however the com plete sets of 
m easured data can be found in Appendix I I I -3. Param eters for the experim ents of 
cooling system  with flat  plate collector and single plenum  are as described in 
Table 5-1. 
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Table 5-1 Param eters for the experim ents of cooling system  with flat  plate 
collector and single plenum . 
Param eter Value/  range 
Solar radiat ion intensity, Wm -2 300-800 
Volum e airflow rate, m 3hr -1 67-331 
Plenum  depth, m  0.20 
Height  of the flat  plate, m  2.0 
Width of the flat  plate, m  1.0 
Area of the flat  plate, m 2 2.0 
Plate thickness, m  0.001 
Water flow rate per unit  area of sandt ile wall, kgs-1m -2 0.01 
 
5 .2 .1 . Param et ric analysis cooling system  w ith flat  plate collector and 
single  plenum  
The param eters that  are discussed include am bient  air tem perature, solar  
radiat ion intensity, airflow rate and hum idity.  
 
Effects of am bient  air  and inlet  w ater  tem peratures  
The influence of Ta on Tp has been discussed in the sect ion 4.2.4.2. I n this sect ion 
the discussions involves only the effects of Ta and Tw on the Tf. Figure 5-3 shows 
the effects of Ta and Tw on Tf at  various radiat ion intensit ies. As the values of Tf 
follow the pat terns of Ta and Tw, Tf is either influenced by any of them  or both. 
Sim ilarly, the values of Tf follow the pat terns of Ta and Tw over a range of airflow 
rates (Figure 5-4) . I n order to further invest igate the effect  of Ta and Tw on the 
plenum  air, (Ta-Tout)  is plot ted based on sim ulat ion results from  the corrected 
m odel. To invest igate the effect  of Ta, the input  param eters were I = 500Wm -2, 
Vfan= 200m 3hr -1, RH= 50% , and Ta= 275 to 315K. The input  water tem peratures 
were set  to be 3K lower than Ta. Whereas to invest igate the effect  of Tw, the 
param eters were the sam e as above m ent ioned except  the Ta is set  to be a 
constant  value of 300K and the Tw is ranging from  277 to 310K. The results are 
plot ted in Figure 5-5. Results show that  the values of (Ta-Tout)  are alm ost  constant  
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even though Ta has increased 40K;  whilst  decreasing the tem peratures of the inlet  
water would result  in colder out let  air. Though the pat terns of t em perature r ise in 
Tf follows the pat terns of Ta and Tw, the net  tem perature differences of (Ta-Tout)  
are not  affected by the Ta but  give bet ter cooling effect  with lower tem perature of 
Tw.   
 
(a)  
 
(b)  
Figure 5-3. Effects of Ta and Tw on Tf over a range of solar radiat ion intensity at  
(a)  low and (b)  airflow rates. 
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(a)  
 
 
(b)  
Figure 5-4. Effects of Ta and Tw on Tf over a range of airflow rate at  (a)  low and 
(b)  high solar radiat ion intensit ies.  
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Figure 5-5. The effects of Ta and Tw on (Ta-Tout) . 
 
5 .2 .2 . Cooling perform ance  
The cooling perform ance of the system  is invest igated in term s of t em perature 
difference between the out let  and the am bient  (Ta-Tout) , and cooling efficiency of 
the system .  
 
Tem perature  difference, ( Ta- Tout)  
As shown in Figure 5-6, the values of (Ta-Tout)  are negat ive over t he studied 
ranges of solar radiat ion intensity and airflow rate. The negat ive values indicate 
that  the inlet  air from  the am bient  is not  cooled by the system  and in fact  heat  is 
added into the air and hence, adverse results. The cooling effect  is far to achieve 
when the solar radiat ion intensity is high and the airflow rate is low. Nonetheless, 
further invest igat ion was carried out  to com pare the plenum  air tem perature for  
the system  with dry sandt ile wall. This was done by using the m odel that  has 
been developed in Chapter 4 with the sam e input  param eters as the tests for wet  
sandt ile wall. Figure 5-7 shows the plenum  air tem peratures of the system s with 
dry and wet  sandt ile wall.  The air tem peratures are lower when the wall is wet .  
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Thus, system  with wet  sandt ile wall does rem ove the heat  but  due to the sm all 
am ount  ( relat ive to the total heat  gain of the air)  of heat  rem oval (Figure 5-8) ,  
the cooling effect  is not  significant  enough to produce cold air.  
 
 
Figure 5-6. Values of (Ta-Tout)  at  different  airflow rates solar radiat ion intensit ies. 
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Figure 5-7. Values of plenum  air tem peratures of the system s with dry and wet  sandt ile wall. 
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Figure 5-8. Heat  fluxes of the heat  gain and rem oved by the system  with flat  plat  and single plenum . 
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Cooling eff iciency 
The cooling efficiency is defined as the rat io of evaporat ion cooling capacity to the 
total energy consum pt ion for  the fans and pum p (ܳ௔௨௫) :  
                                     ߟ௖௢௢௟,ଵ ௉௟௘௡௨௠ = ݀ ሶ݉ ௪ܪ௙௚/ܳ௔௨௫                                     (5-1)  
The power applied for the fans are calculated according to the power-airflow rate 
chart  that  provided by the supplier and it  is included in Appendix IV. Whereas the 
water pum p is assum ed to have an efficiency of 0.6 and the approxim ate power 
consum pt ion is calculated from  Equat ion 5-2.  
                                  ௣ܲ௨௠௣ = [ ௪ܸ௔௧௘௥ߩ௪௔௧௘௥݃ܪ/(3.6ݔ10଺)]/ߟ௣௨௠௣                       (5-2)  
Figure 5-9 shows the cooling efficiency of the system . The efficiencies are above 
1.0 with m axim um  close to 10.0. These indicate that  the power consum pt ion for  
the fans and pum ps are a lot  lower than the cooling capacity of the system , 
though the overall cooling effect  of the air is insignificant  (Tout> Ta) .   
 
 
Figure 5-9. Cooling efficiency for system  with flat  plate and single plenum . 
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5 .2 .3 . Evaporat ion effect  
I n Figure 5-10, the posit ive values of (Zout-Zin)  indicate that  the humidity rat ios of 
out let  air have increased throughout  the operat ing process. Hence the water of 
the wet  sandt ile wall is evaporated and m oist  is added into the plenum  air. 
However, the evaporat ion is low and this can be seen in Figure 5-11. For all the 
experim ents that  had been carried out , the m axim um  latent  heat  of evaporat ion 
is only about  23%  and the lowest  is only about  3%  of the total heat  that  absorbed 
by the plate. These sm all am ounts of heat  that  drawn by the water are not  
sufficient  to cool the plenum  air that  heated by the plate.  
 
Figure 5-10. Values of (Zout-Zin)  over different  solar radiat ion intensit ies. 
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Figure 5-11. Values of the rat io of latent  heat  t o energy input  over different  solar 
radiat ion intensit ies. 
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system  design. The input  param eters are as shown in Table 5-2. Figures 5-2 and 
5-3 show the values of (Tout-Ta)  over different  solar radiat ion intensit ies and 
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design without  carrying out  the experim ents.   
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Table 5-2. I nput  param eters of sim ulat ion studies for cooling system  with 
t ranspired plate solar collector and single plenum . 
I , Wm -2 vs, m s-1 Ta,  K Input  water t em perature, K RH, %  
300 0.04 300 283 50 
400 0.04 300 283 50 
500 0.04 300 283 50 
500 0.05 300 283 50 
500 0.06 300 283 50 
500 0.07 300 283 50 
500 0.08 300 283 50 
500 0.09 300 283 50 
500 0.10 300 283 50 
600 0.04 300 283 50 
700 0.04 300 283 50 
800 0.04 300 283 50 
 
 
Figure 5-12. Values of (Ta-Tout)  at  suct ion velocity of 0.04m s-1 over different  solar 
radiat ion intensit ies.  
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Figure 5-13. Values of (Ta-Tout)  solar radiat ion intensity of 500Wm -2 over different  
suct ion velocit ies.  
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5 .5  Heat  t ransfer of cooling system  w ith t ranspired plate and tw o 
plenum s  
5 .5 .1  Assum pt ions of cooling system  w ith t ranspired plate  collector  
Som e assum pt ions have been m ade while developing the m athem at ical m odel 
and they are as m ent ioned in the sect ions 4.3.1. Addit ional assum pt ions are as 
follows:  
i)  The sandt ile wall is saturated with water before the experim ent .  
ii)  70%  of the wet  surface of sandt ile wall is covered by a thin water film . 
iii)  The tem peratures of the water film  and sandt ile wall are the sam e.  
iv)  The areas of plate and sandt ile wall surfaces are taken to be the sam e, i.e.  
Ap=  2m 2.  
v)  The Lewis num ber that  relates heat  and m ass t ransfer is taken as 1.0 
(Maerefat ,  2010)  
vi)  The conduct ion heat  t ransfer of the water resistant  film  on the sandt ile 
wall is negligible due to the thickness is only about  0.0005m .  
vii)  There is no heat  t ransfer between the air and the insulat ion wall at  the 
second plenum .  
 
5 .5 .2  Energy balance equat ions for cooling system  w ith t ranspired plate, 
tw o plenum s and w et  sandt ile w all 
The energy balance equat ions are established and the related param eters are as 
shown in Figure 5-14.  
 
The t ranspired plate: 
The fans-assisted system  draws the am bient  air through the holes into the 
plenum  and heated by the plate:   
                     ܫ ן௣ ܣ௣ = ܳ௖௢௡௩,௣ି௔௜௥ + ܳ௖௢௡௩,௕௣ି௔௜௥ + ܳ௥௔ௗ ,௣ି௦௨௥ + ܳ௥௔ௗ,௣ି௪௔௟௟           (5-3)  
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The Plenum  1 : 
The heated air t ransfers heat  into the water film  and wet  surface of the sandt ile 
wall. The water is then evaporated and m oist  is added to the air. Energy balance 
equat ion of the air in Plenum  1 is shown in Equat ion (5-4) .  
  
σ ሶ݉ ௙ܿ௣,௙ ௜ܶ + σ ሶ݉ ௙߱௜௡ܪ௜௡ + ܳ௖௢௡௩,௕௣ି௔௜௥ + ܳ௅ െ ܳ௪ =σ ሶ݉ ௙ܿ௣,௙ ௢ܶ௨௧ + σ ሶ݉ ௙߱௢௨௧ܪ௢௨௧      (5-4)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5-14. Heat  t ransfer of cooling system  with t ranspired plate solar façade 
and two plenum s. 
 
The w et  sandt ile  w all: 
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the am bient . The water film  and the wet  surface of sandt ile wall absorbed heat  
from  the air in the plenum  and also heat  that  is t ransferred from  the surface of 
water resistant  film  at  the other side of the wall. The energy equat ion balance 
equat ion gives:   
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                 ܳ௥௔ௗ,௣ି௪௔௟௟ + ܳ௪ + ܳ௖௢௡௩,௦.௔௜௥ି௪௔௟௟ െ ܳ௅ = ሶ݉ ௪݀ܪ௪ + ܪ௪݀ ሶ݉ ௪                  (5-5)  
 
The Plenum  2 :  
The air in the Plenum  2 is cooled by the cold surface of the sandt ile wall and 
gives:   
                                      ሶ݉ ௦ܿ௣,௦൫ ௜ܶ௡,௦ െ ௢ܶ௨௧.௦൯ = ܳ௖௢௡௩,௦.௔௜௥ି௪௔௟௟                         (5-6)  
 
5 .5 .2 .1  Heat  f lux  equat ions 
The heat  flux equat ions are as below:   
 
The t ranspired plate:  ܫ ן௣= ݄௖,௧௥௔௡௦൫ ௣ܶ െ ௜ܶ൯ + ݄௙,௧௥௔௡௦൫ ௣ܶ െ ௙ܶ൯ + ݄௥,௧௥௔௡௦ି௦௨௥൫ ௣ܶ െ ௔ܶ൯ + ݄௥,௧௥௔௡௦ି௪௔௟௟൫ ௣ܶ െ ௪ܶ൯ 
(5-7)  
 
The Plenum  1 : 
 
σ௠ሶ ೑௖೛,೑( ೚்ೠ೟ି்೔)஺೛ + σ௠ሶ ೑(ఠ೚ೠ೟ு೚ೠ೟ିఠ೔೙ு೔೙)஺೛ = ௗ௠ሶ ೢு೛ೢ஺೛ + ݄௙,௧௥௔௡௦൫ ௣ܶ െ ௙ܶ൯ െ ݄௪൫ ௙ܶ െ ௪ܶ൯,        (5-8)  
where ௢ܶ௨௧ = 2 ௙ܶ െ ௜ܶ;  and the latent  heat  of vaporisat ion is as expressed in 
Equat ion (5-9) . 
                                                     ܳ௅ = ݀ ሶ݉ ௪ܪ௣௪                                         (5-9)  
The specific enthalpy of water vapour is alm ost  linear funct ion of tem perature 
(Maerefat ,  2010) :  
                                                   ܪ௣௪ = ܿ௣,௩ ௪ܶ + ܪ௙௚                                  (5-10)  
 
The w et  sandt ile  w all: ݄௥,௧௥௔௡௦ି௪௔௟௟൫ ௣ܶ െ ௪ܶ൯ + ݄௪൫ ௙ܶ െ ௪ܶ൯ + ݄௙,௦.௔௜௥ି௪௔௟௟( ௦ܶ െ ௥ܶ) െ ݀ ሶ݉ ௪ܪ௣௪ܣ௣  
                         =
ଶ௠ሶ ೢ൫௖೛,ೢ்ೢ ି௖೛,ೢ்ೢ భ൯஺೛ + ௖೛,ೢ்ೢ ௗ௠ሶ ೢ஺೛   ,                                          (5-11)  
where  ௪ܶ = ( ௪ܶଵ + ௪ܶଶ)/2 and 
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                                          ݄௙,௦.௔௜௥ି௪௔௟௟( ௦ܶ െ ௥ܶ) = ௦ܷ( ௥ܶ െ ௪ܶ)                        (5-12)  
where ௦ܷ = 1/(ܮଵ/݇ு) and for heat  conduct ion takes place in series (Bejan, 2003) ,  
                                            1/݇ு = [(1 െ ׎)/݇ଵ] + (׎/݇௪)                           (5-13)  
 
The Plenum  2 : 
                                     ሶ݉ ௦ܿ௣,௦൫ ௜ܶ௡,௦ െ ௢ܶ௨௧.௦൯ = ݄௙,௦.௔௜௥ି௪௔௟௟( ௦ܶ െ ௥ܶ)                  (5-14)  
 
5 .5 .2 .2  Mean tem perature  m atr ix  
The heat  flux equat ions are then sim plified and rewrit ten into Equat ions 5-15, and 
5-17 to 5-20 respect ively, and form  a 5x5 m at rix Equat ion 5-21 as follows:  ൬݄௖,௧௥௔௡௦ + ݄௙,௧௥௔௡௦ + ݄௥ଵ + ݄௥ଶ െ ௛೎,೟ೝೌ೙ೞమ ஻ ൰ ௣ܶ െ ݄௙,௧௥௔௡௦ ௙ܶ െ ݄௥ଶ ௪ܶ = ܵ + ቀ௛೎,೟ೝೌ೙ೞீ௖೛,ೌ஻ + ݄௥ቁ ௔ܶ,  
(5-15)  
where Equat ion 5-16 is subst ituted for  Ti in Equat ion 5-7, which is sim plified from  
Equat ions 4-26 and 4-27:  
                                           ௜ܶ = ൫݄௖,௧௥௔௡௦/ܤ൯ ௣ܶ + ൫ܩܿ௣,௔/ܤ൯ ௔ܶ ,                      ( 5-16)  
where ܤ = ܩܿ௣,௔ + ݄௖,௧௥௔௡௦ 
 ቀ݄௙,௧௥௔௡௦ + ଶீ௖೛,೑௛೎,೟ೝೌ೙ೞ஻ ቁ ௣ܶ െ ൫2ܩܿ௣,௙ + ݄௙,௧௥௔௡௦ + ݄௪൯ ௙ܶ + ൬ௗ௠ሶ ೢ௖೛,ೡ஺೛ + ݄௪൰ ௪ܶ = ܩ(߱௢௨௧ܪ௢௨௧ െ߱௜௡ܪ௜௡) െ ଶீమ௖೛,ೌ௖೛,೑்ೌ஻ െ ௗ௠ሶ ೢு೑೒஺೛                                                                       (5-17)  
 ݄௥ଶ ௣ܶ + ݄௪ ௙ܶ െ ൬݄௪ + ଶ௠ሶ ೢ௖೛,ೢ஺೛ + ௗ௠ሶ ೢ௖೛,ೡ஺೛ + ௖೛,ೢௗ௠ሶ ೢ஺೛ + ݄௥ଶ + ௅ܷ൰ ௪ܶ = െ ଶ௠ሶ ೢ௖೛,ೢ்ೢ భ஺೛ + ௗ௠ሶ ೢு೑೒஺೛                               
                                                                                                             (5-18)  
 
      ௅ܷ ௪ܶ െ ൫ ௅ܷ + ݄௙,௦.௔௜௥ି௪௔௟௟൯ ௥ܶ + ݄௙,௦.௔௜௥ି௪௔௟௟ ௦ܶ = െ2 ሶ݉ ௪ܿ௣,௪ ௪ܶଵ/ܣ௣ + ݀ ሶ݉ ௪ܪ௙௚/ܣ௣     (5-19)  
 
             െ݄௙,௦.௔௜௥ି௪௔௟௟ ௥ܶ + ൫2 ሶ݉ ௦ܿ௣,௦/ܣ௣ + ݄௙,௦.௔௜௥ି௪௔௟௟൯ ௦ܶ = ൫2 ሶ݉ ௦ܿ௣,௦/ܣ௣൯ ௜ܶ௡,௦              (5-20)  
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                                  ۏێێێ
ۍܣܶ ܤܶܨܶܮܸܶܳܶܶ
ܩܶܯܴܹܶܶܶ     
ܥܶ ܦܶ ܧܶܪܶܰܶܵܶܺܶ
ܬܱܶܶܶܶ
ܻܶ
ܭܷܼܶܲܶܶܶےۑۑۑ
ې
ۏێێ
ێۍ ௣ܶܶ௙ܶ௪ܶ௥ܶ௦ ےۑۑ
ۑې
= ۏێێێ
ۍܣܣܶܤܤܶܥܥܶܦܦܶܧܧܶےۑۑۑ
ې
 ,                  (5-21)  
Where ܣܶ = ݄௖,௧௥௔௡௦ + ݄௙,௧௥௔௡௦ + ݄௥ଵ + ݄௥ଶ െ ݄௖,௧௥௔௡௦ଶ /ܤ;  ܤܶ = െ݄௙,௧௥௔௡௦;  ܥܶ = െ݄௥ଶ;  ܦܶ = 0;  ܧܶ = 0;  ܨܶ = ݄௙,௧௥௔௡௦ + 2ܩܿ௣,௙݄௖,௧௥௔௡௦/ܤ;  ܩܶ = െ൫2ܩܿ௣,௙ + ݄௙,௧௥௔௡௦ + ݄௪൯;  ܪܶ = ݀ ሶ݉ ௪ܿ௣,௩/ܣ௣ + ݄௪;  ܬܶ = 0;  ܭܭ = 0;  ܮܶ = ݄௥ଶ;  ܯܶ = ݄௪;  ܰܶ = െ൬݄௪ + ଶ௠ሶ ೢ௖೛,ೢ஺೛ + ௗ௠ሶ ೢ௖೛,ೡ஺೛ + ௖೛,ೢௗ௠ሶ ೢ஺೛ + ݄௥ଶ + ௅ܷ൰;  ܱܶ = 0;  ܲܶ = 0;  ܳܶ = 0;  ܴܶ = 0;  ܵܶ = ௦ܷ;  ܶܶ = െ൫ ௦ܷ + ݄௙,௦.௔௜௥ି௪௔௟௟൯;  ܷܶ = ݄௙,௦.௔௜௥ି௪௔௟௟;  ܸܶ = 0;  ܹܶ = 0;  ܺܶ = 0;  ܻܶ = െ݄௙,௦.௔௜௥ି௪௔௟௟;  ܼܶ = 2 ሶ݉ ௦ܿ௣,௦/ܣ௣ + ݄௙,௦.௔௜௥ି௪௔௟௟;  ܣܣܶ = ܵ + ൫݄௖,௧௥௔௡௦ܩܿ௣,௔/ܤ + ݄௥൯ ௔ܶ;  ܤܤܶ = ܩ(߱௢௨௧ܪ௢௨௧ െ ߱௜௡ܪ௜௡) െ ଶீమ௖೛,ೌ௖೛,೑்ೌ஻ െ ௗ௠ሶ ೢு೑೒஺೛ ;  ܥܥܶ = െ ଶ௠ሶ ೢ௖೛,ೢ்ೢ భ஺೛ + ௗ௠ሶ ೢு೑೒஺೛ ;  ܦܦܶ = െ2 ሶ݉ ௪ܿ௣,௪ ௪ܶଵ/ܣ௣ + ݀ ሶ݉ ௪ܪ௙௚/ܣ௣;  and ܧܧܶ = ൫2 ሶ݉ ௦ܿ௣,௦/ܣ௣൯ ௜ܶ௡,௦ 
 
Hence, rewrite the Equat ion 5-21 by using m at rix inversion m ethod,  
                                ۏێێ
ێۍ ௣ܶܶ௙ܶ௪ܶ௥ܶ௦ ےۑۑ
ۑې
= ۏێێێ
ۍܣܶ ܤܶܨܶܮܸܶܳܶܶ
ܩܶܯܴܹܶܶܶ     
ܥܶ ܦܶ ܧܶܪܶܰܶܵܶܺܶ
ܬܱܶܶܶܶ
ܻܶ
ܭܷܼܶܲܶܶܶےۑۑۑ
ېିଵ
ۏێێێ
ۍܣܣܶܤܤܶܥܥܶܦܦܶܧܧܶےۑۑۑ
ې
                  (5-22)  
and Equat ion 5-22 is then solved by iterat ion m ethod and the iterat ion process is 
cont inued unt il the convergence value is sm aller than 10 -6. 
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5 .5 .2 .3  Heat  t ransfer  coefficient  equat ions 
The radiat ion heat  t ransfer coefficient , ݄௥,௧௥௔௡௦ି௪௔௟௟ (Equat ion 4-11)  and the 
convect ion heat  t ransfer coefficients, i.e. ݄௖,௧௥௔௡௦ (Equat ion 4-25) ,  ݄௙,௧௥௔௡௦ (Equat ion 
4-27)  and ݄௙,௦.௔௜௥ି௪௔௟௟ (Equat ion 4-15)  and the solar radiat ion, S (Equat ion 4-18)  
are as discussed in sect ion 4.2.2.3. The followings are the rem aining heat  t ransfer 
coefficients that  involved in this system .  
 
Heat  t ransfer  coeff icient  betw een the plenum  air  and the w ater    
The total heat  t ransfer between the plenum  air and water is the sum  of heat  
t ransfer between the plenum  air and the falling film  and also the wet  surface of 
the wall. Due to the uneven surface of the sandt ile wall, it  was observed that  only 
about  70%  of the area of the wall was coverd by water film . The wall is assum ed 
to be saturated with water before experim ent  is started, and so the overall 
coefficient  is defined as:  
                                            ݄௪ = 0.7݄௪ଵ + 0.3݄௪ଶ                                      (5-12)  
Where hw1 is the convect ion heat  t ransfer coefficient  between the plenum  air and 
the falling film , whereas hw2 is the coefficient  between the air and the wet  surface. 
For turbulent  film  ( ሶ݉ /(ߤܪ) > 500) ,  the Reynolds flux (݃௛௘௔௧כ )  is expressed as 
Equat ion 5-24 (Splading, 1963) , where Nuw1 is correlated with ݃௛௘௔௧כ  as Equat ion 5-
25 and thus the hw1 can be calculated through Equat ion 5-26. 
                                  ݃௛௘௔௧כ = 2.156ݔ10ିହܲݎିଶ/ଷ( ሶ݉ ௪ߩଶ݃/ܪ)ଵ/ଷ                        (5-24)  
                                              ܰݑ௪ଵ = ݃௛௘௔௧כ ܪ/൫݇ܿ௣൯                                    (5-25)  
                                                  ݄௪ଵ = ܰݑ௪ଵ݇/ܪ                                       (5-26)  
Heat  t ransfer between the air and the wet  surface (not  covered by water film )  is 
included due to the tem perature different  between the plenum  air and the wet  
surface is above 14K, and thus it  is inappropriate to be ignored. The hw2 has the 
sam e correlat ion as h f, flat (Equat ion 4-15)  with except ion that  the air propert ies 
are evaluated at  the m ean of air and wall tem peratures.  
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Hum idity rat io of out let  a ir  
Equat ion 5-27 is the m ass balance of the air and water, and thus the hum idity 
rat io of the out let  air can be defined as equat ion 5-28. 
                                              ݀ ሶ݉ ௪ = ሶ݉ ௙(߱௢௨௧ െ ߱௜௡)                                  (5-27)  
                                      ߱௢௨௧ = ݄௠ܣ௣(்߱௪ െ ߱௜௡)/ ሶ݉ ௙  + ߱௜௡                          (5-28)  
The m ass flow rate of water that  is evaporated into the air is given as:  
                                             ݀ ሶ݉ ௪ = ݄௠ܣ௣(்߱௪ െ ߱௜௡) ,                              (5-29)  
where ݄௠ = ݄௪/൫ܿ௣ܮ݁൯ 
I n addit ion, for the experim ents, the m easured RH values are converted into air 
humidity rat io by using Equat ion 5-30. 
                                             ௙߱ = 0.622݌/(101325 െ ݌),                             (5-30)  
Where ݌ = ݌ݏ(ܴܪ/100) , and 
      ݌ݏ = ݁ݔ݌(െ6069.94ܶିଵ + 21.24 െ 2.71ݔ10ିଶܶ + 1.67ݔ10ିହܶଶ + 2.43݈݊ܶ)            (5-31)  
     
 
Cooling eff iciency  
The cooling efficiency is defined as the rat io of net  cooling capacity to the total 
power consum pt ion for the fans and pum p (ܳ௔௨௫) :  
                                    ߟ௖௢௢௟,ଶ ௉௟௘௡௨௠௦ = ሶ݉ ௦ܿ௣ೞ൫ ௦ܶ,௜௡ െ ௦ܶ,௢௨௧൯/ܳ௔௨௫                     (5-32)  
The power consum ed by the fans are calculated according to the power-airflow 
rate chart  that  provided by the supplier and it  is included in Appendix IV. Whereas 
the power consum pt ion for  the water pum p calculated from  Equat ion 5-2.  
 
Cooling effect iveness  
The cooling effect iveness is defined as the rat io of actual tem perature drop to the 
m axim um  possible tem perature drop. The lowest  tem perature that  can be 
achieved in Plenum  2 is the tem perature of Tr. Thus the equat ion for the 
effect iveness is as follows:  
                                           ߝு௑,௖௢௢௟ = ൫ ௦ܶ,௜௡ െ ௦ܶ,௢௨௧൯/൫ ௥ܶ െ ௦ܶ,௜௡൯                     (5-33)  
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Therm ophysical propert ies of vapour  a ir  and w ater  
The propert ies of dry air are calculated as discussed in sect ion 4.2.2.3, whereas 
for  the vapour air and water they are as follows (Forsythe, 2003;  I ncropera, 
2002) :  ݇௩ = ൫0.0579 ௙ܶ + 2.417൯ × 10ିଷ W/mK ߤ௩ = ൫0.04 ௙ܶ െ 2.91൯ × 10ି଺ Ns/mଶ 
 ߩ௩ = ൫0.0012 ௙ܶ െ 0.3281൯ kg/mଷ 
 ܿ௣ೡ = ൫1 × 10ିହ ௙ܶଶ െ 0.0048 ௙ܶ + 2.4615൯ × 10ଷ J/kgK ܪ௙௚ = ൫െ2.3571 ௙ܶ + 3144.8൯ × 10ଷ J/kg ܪ௙ = ൫1.9118 ௙ܶ + 1973.6൯ × 10ଷ J/kg ݌ݓ = 1.71.12 ௪ܶ െ 47427 ܲܽ ܿ௣ೢ = ൫3 × 10ିହ ௪ܶଶ െ 0.0195 ௪ܶ + 7.1425൯ × 10ଷ J/kgK ܲݎ௩ = 0.0016 ௙ܶ + 0.377 
 
5 .5 .3     Results and analysis of cooling system  w ith t ranspired plate and 
double plenum  
The experim ent  set  up is as described in Chapter 3, with operat ion condit ions as 
described in Table 5-3. I n this sect ion, the m odelling results are com pared to the 
experim ents and followed by param et ric analysis. Parts of the results are selected 
for discussions, however the com plete sets of m easured data can be found in 
Appendix I I I -4. 
 
5 .5 .3 .1  Results com parison betw een the m odel and experim ent   
The purpose in this sect ion is to validate the m athem at ical m odel by com paring 
the results with the experim ent  m easurem ents. Thus, the discussion is focused on 
the differences of tem peratures between the sim ulated and m easured;  and 
argum ents that  related to param et ric analysis are discussed in next  sect ions.    
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Table 5-3. Param eters for the experim ents of cooling system  with two plenum s. 
Param eter Value/  range 
Solar radiat ion intensity, Wm -2 300-800 
Height  of the t ranspired plate, m  2.0 
Width of the t ranspired plate, m  1.0 
Plate thickness, m  0.001 
Plenum  1:  suct ion air velocity, m s-1 0.04 
Plenum  1:  depth, m  0.25 
Water flow rate per unit  area of sandt ile wall, kgs-1m -2 0.01 
Plenum  2:  volum e airflow rate, m 3hr -1 67-331 
Plenum  2:  depth, m  0.20 
 
Tem peratures com parison betw een the m odel and experim ent  
Figure 5-15 shows tem perature com parisons between the m odel and the 
experim ents over solar  radiat ion intensity ranges from  307 to 820Wm -2, with a 
constant  suct ion m ass flow rate of 0.05kgs-1m -2 (vs= 0.04m s-1)  at  Plenum  1 and 
airflow rate of 67m 3hr -1 at  Plenum  2. On the other hand, Figure 5-18 shows the 
tem perature plots over different  airflow rates at  Plenum  2, under a constant  solar 
radiat ion intensity of 614Wm -2. Both the m odel and experim ent  not  only give the 
sam e pat terns of tem perature plots but  also very close values. The m axim um 
percent  differences between the m odel and the m easured tem peratures for Tp, Tf,  
Tw, Tr and Ts are 2.1% ,  0.7% , 0.1% , 0.3%  and 0.1%   respect ively. I n addit ion, 
the heat  exchange effect iveness (Exh_H)  at  Plenum  1 and cooling effect iveness 
(Exh_C)  at  plenum  2 are calculated from  experim ents and the m odel. The 
com parisons between the rat ios of Exh_C to Exh_H from  these two m ethods are 
as shown in Figure 5-17. They have sim ilar results with m axim um  difference at  
I = 614Wm -2 and Vfan= 331m 3hr -1.  The m odelled and m easured results are 0.08 and 
0.10 respect ively. As the calculated experim ental percentage error for the system  
is 15.3%  (Sect ion 3.7) , the accepted range for the m easured results is 0.08 to 
0.12, where the m odelled results fall between. These results verify the accuracy 
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of the m odel for this cooling system . Hence the m odel will be used for  further 
analysis purposes where appropriate and necessary.   
 
Figure 5-15. Tem perature com parisons between the m odel and the experim ents 
over solar radiat ion intensit ies. 
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Figure 5-16. Values of Tp, Tf and Tw over different  airflow rates at  the Plenum  2, 
under a constant  solar radiat ion intensity of 614Wm -2.  
 
 
Figure 5-17. Com parisons of the rat ios of Exh_C to Exh_H between the m odel and 
experim ent .  
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Com parison of hum idity rat io of out let  air  in Plenum  1  betw een the m odel 
and experim ent   
The hum idity rat ios of the out let  air from  the experim ents are then com pared with 
the results from  the m odel, and they are as shown in Figure 5-18. Most  of the 
m odelled results are approxim ately 20%  higher than the m easured. However, in 
term s of the values of hum idity rat io, this am ount  of difference is only about  
0.003kg/ kg. Moreover, the accuracy of m odel on out let  air hum id rat io can be 
im proved by using the corrected liner correlat ion as shown in the Figure 5-18.  
 
Figure 5-18. Values of out let  air humidity rat io from  the experim ents against  the 
m odelled results.  
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As the heat ing effects of Plenum  1 have been discussed in Chapter 3, this sect ion 
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Due to the operat ion param eters for the experim ents e.g. am bient , water,  
sandt ile wall and Ts, in tem peratures are in the sam e pat terns, the values of Ts,out  
that  also follow these pat terns (Figure 5-19)  need to be further invest igated by 
using the m odelled results. The input  param eters and the m odelled results are as 
shown in Table 5-4 and Figure 5-20 respect ively, whereby M1 to M6, M7 to M12 
and M13 to M18 are to invest igate the effect s of Ta, Tw,in and Ts, in correspondingly.   
 
 
Figure 5-19. Values of Ta, Tf, Tr, Ts, in and Ts,out  over solar radiat ion intensit ies. 
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Table 5-4. I nput  param eters for the m odel test s to invest igate the effects of Ta,  
Tw,in and Ts, in on (Tin,s-Ts,out) .  
Model I , Wm -2 vs, m s-1 
(Plenum  1)  
Vfan, m 3hr -1 
(Plenum  2)  
RH of Ta,  
%  
Ta,  K Tw,in, K Ts, in, K 
M1 500 0.046 67 50 283.0 288.0 295.0 
M2 500 0.046 67  50 288.0 288.0 295.0 
M3 500 0.046 67  50 293.0 288.0 295.0 
M4 500 0.046 67  50 298.0 288.0 295.0 
M5 500 0.046 67  50 303.0 288.0 295.0 
M6 500 0.046 67  50 308.0 288.0 295.0 
M7 500 0.046 67  50 298.0 280.0 295.0 
M8 500 0.046 67  50 298.0 285.0 295.0 
M9 500 0.046 67  50 298.0 290.0 295.0 
M10 500 0.046 67  50 298.0 295.0 295.0 
M11 500 0.046 67  50 298.0 300.0 295.0 
M12 500 0.046 67  50 298.0 305.0 295.0 
M13 500 0.046 67  50 298.0 288.0 288.0 
M14 500 0.046 67  50 298.0 288.0 293.0 
M15 500 0.046 67  50 298.0 288.0 298.0 
M16 500 0.046 67  50 298.0 288.0 303.0 
M17 500 0.046 67  50 298.0 288.0 308.0 
M18 500 0.046 67  50 298.0 288.0 313.0 
 
The am bient  air tem peratures (Ta)  do not  show st rong effect  on the 
tem perature drop of (Ts, in-Ts,out)  (Figure 5-20) . However, the values of (Ts, in-Ts,out)  
decrease with the tem perature of inlet  water (Tw,in) . When the inlet  air 
tem perature of Plenum  2 (Ts, in)  was set  to be the sam e as the Tw,in (M10 and 
M13) , there is alm ost  no change in air tem perature in Plenum  2. Moreover, the 
out let  air tem peratures becom es higher than the inlet  when the values of Tw,in are 
higher than the Ts, in.  This is because the air Plenum  2 is convect ively cooled by 
the back of the sandt ile wall where the water resistant  film  is at tached (Tr) , so 
higher value of Tw,in gives higher Tr, and reduces the cooling effect . The effect  of 
inlet  water tem perature was also observed through experim ents. By using a 
pum p, the water that  collected at  the bot tom  of the sandt ile wall is reused as inlet  
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water without  any cooling step in between. While the water is flowing through the 
sandt ile wall, it  carr ies heat  from  the sandt ile wall and hence the water 
tem perature is increasing from  a cycle to another.  This can be seen in Figure 5-
21, where the m axim um  rise in water t em perature of nearly 5K at  I = 820Wm -2 
was recorded. While in Figure 5-22, the values of (Ts, in-Ts,out)  are com pared 
between the reuse water that  was recycled back to the wall without  any cooling 
step and water tem perature that  was m onitored and m aintained within 2K of 
difference throughout  t he experim ent . When the water is recycled back to the wall 
from  cycle to cycle, Tw is increased, hence the Tr. Figure 2-23 shows the values of 
tem perature difference between Ts and Tr from  the beginning ( t im e= 0m in)  to the 
end of the experim ents ( t im e= 150min)  at  solar radiat ion intensity of 500Wm -2.  
Greater value of (Ts-Tr)  results in greater heat  t ransfer from  the air t o the wall. 
The values of (Ts-Tr)  decrease over the experim ents period when the inlet  water 
tem perature is not  m aintained, whereas the values rem ain constant  if the inlet  
water tem perature is m aintained.  As a result , at  higher solar radiat ion intensit ies, 
i.e. 719 and 820Wm -2, the system  gives adverse effect  whereby the air is heated 
instead of cooled (Figure 5-22) .  I n cont rast , if the water t em perature is 
m aintained, the system  gives greater values of (Ts-Tr)  and hence (Ts, in-Ts,out) ,  so 
even at  higher solar radiat ion intensit ies cooling effects are achievable.  
Apart  from  the effect s of Ta and Tw,in, the effect  of Ts, in on the cooling effect  
has been invest igate through the m odel and it  is as shown in Figure 5-20. Higher 
values of Ts, in give greater values of (Ts, in-Ts,out)  when the values of Tw,in are fixed. 
This is because in such circum stance the tem perature difference between Tr and 
the air is also greater. Therefore, greater am ount  of heat  is t ransferred from  the 
air to the sandt ile wall and cooled the air m ore. This suggests that  the cooling 
effect  is also depended on the tem perature difference between the air and Tr. 
Nonetheless, in order t o achieve the required cooling dem and, water t em perature 
is a crucial factor whereby higher Ts, in needs lower Tw to obtain lower Tr and finally 
lower Ts,out.    
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Figure 5-20. Modelled results of the effect s of Ta, Tw,in and Ts, in on (Tin,s-Ts,out) .  
 
 
Figure 5-21. Measured values of the water tem perature throughout  the 
experim ents without  cooling step. 
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Figure 5-22. Com parison of (Ts, in-Ts,out)  for experim ents with and without  
m aintaining the water t em perature. 
 
 
Figure 5-23. Com parison of (Ts-Tr)  for experim ents with and without  m aintaining 
the water t em perature. 
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5 .5 .3 .3  Cooling perform ance  
The cooling perform ance of the system  is invest igated in term s of cooling 
effect iveness, and cooling efficiency.  
 
Cooling effect iveness 
The air in Plenum  2 is cooled by the sandt ile wall. Hence, the m ore heat  is 
conducted from  the surface of sandt ile wall at  Plenum  2 to Plenum 1, the bet ter  
cooling effect  it  would be. However in this study, this am ount  of heat  is only 
about  25%  of the total enthalpy change of the water on the sandt ile wall. The 
water absorbs m ore heat  from  Plenum  1 than the Plenum  2. As a result , the 
system  dem onst rates low cooling effects, whereby the present  design and 
operat ion condit ions give a m axim um  drop in air tem perature of only 0.7K, even 
though the tem perature difference of (Ts, in-Tr)  is at  least  5K (Figure 5-24) . 
Therefore, the cooling effect iveness of the system  is low, which the m axim um  is 
only approxim ately 11%  (Figure 5-25) , at  307Wm -2 and it  drops gradually to 
6.0%  at  820Wm -2. Furtherm ore, the cooling effect iveness also decreases with the 
airflow rate at  Plenum  2 (Figure 5-26) . Thus, Plenum  2 needs to be m aintained at  
low airflow rate in order to have bet ter cooling effect .   
Despite that , sim ulat ion studies were carried out  to further invest igate the 
cooling effect iveness for larger area of the façade. The studies assum e that  the 
plate and the sandt ile wall are always in the sam e dim ensions, and input  
param eters are Ta= 305K, Tw,in= 293K, vs= 0.046m s-1, Vfan= 500m 3hr -1 per unit  area 
of the plenum  opening.  The sim ulat ion tests were carried out  for plate area 
ranges from  2 to 12m 2.  H was fixed to be 2.0m  and increasing the L accordingly, 
and this step was repeated for a fix L of 1m  and increasing the H accordingly. 
Figure 5-27 shows the sim ulat ion results. Expanding the plate area horizontally 
does not  give obvious effect  on the cooling perform ance, however increasing the 
area vert ically m anages to increase the value of (Ts, in-Ts,out)  gradually. I n this 
case, façade with 12m  height  is able to reduce the air tem perature of nearly 3K, 
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com pared to façade with 2m  height , the tem perature drop is only 1K. This 
inform at ion is crucial for the building designers during the design process. 
However, taller façade m ay result  in the higher installat ion cost  and higher 
auxiliaries’ elect r icit y consum pt ion. The façade need to be proper designed to 
reach the t rade-off between the system  cost  and the net  energy saving. 
A sim ulat ion study on large scale installat ion was carried out . The results 
for  500m 2 installat ion are as show in Figure 5-28. When the am bient  air 
tem perature is 313K, the system  is able to reduce the air tem perature by 10.6K 
which is about  6.6kW of cooling capacity.   
 
Figure 5-24. Measured results of ( Ts, in-Tr)  and (Ts, in-Ts,out) .  
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Figure 5-25. Cooling effect iveness of the system  over different  solar radiat ion 
intensit ies. 
 
Figure 5-26. Cooling effect iveness of the system  over different  airflow rates in 
plenum  2. 
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Figure 5-27. Sim ulat ion results of (Ts, in-Ts,out)  for  expanding the plate areas 
horizontally (H= 2m )  and vert ically (L= 1m ) . 
 
 
Figure 5-28. Sim ulat ion results of large scale installat ion with Ap= 500m 2. 
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Cooling eff iciency  
Further invest igat ion was carried out  to com pare the air t em perature of Plenum  2 
when the sandt ile wall is dry. Figure 5-29 shows the plenum  air tem peratures of 
the system s with dry and wet  sandt ile wall.  The values of the air tem perature 
(Ts)  are higher than the inlet  air tem perature (Ts, in)  when the wall is dry. I n 
cont rast , when the wall is wet , the values of Ts are not  only lower than the values 
of Ts when the wall is dry, but  also lower than the inlet . Hence, system  with dry 
sandt ile wall warm s the air in Plenum  2 and cools the air when the wall is wet . I n 
term s of the am ount  of total heat  that  has been rem oved by the system , it  is the 
sum  of the am ounts that  heat  gain of the air in Plenum  2 when the wall is dry and 
the heat  loss of the air  when the wall is wet . They are as shown in Figure 5-30. 
Whereas in term s of the cooling efficiency, the system  gives greater net  cooling 
capacity than the power required by the auxiliar ies (cooling efficiency > 1.0)  for 
solar radiat ion intensity lower than 719Wm -2. Furtherm ore, it  is also found that  
the cooling efficiency decreases with solar radiat ion intensity but  increase with 
airflow rate.  
 
Figure 5-29. Plenum  air tem peratures of the system s with dry and wet  sandt ile 
wall. 
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Figure 5-30. Heat  fluxes of the heat  gain and rem oved, and values of cooling 
efficiency of the system  with t ranspired plat  and two plenum s. 
 
Energy consum pt ion com parisons of reported cooling system s  
Table 5-5 shows the energy consum pt ion of various types of cooling system s in 
order t o produce 1kW of cooling load. The selected system s are the convent ional 
refr igerators and som e solar cooling technologies. I n addit ion, the values of the 
energy consum pt ion are calculated based on the highest  COP that  have been 
reported and the values only represent  the energy from  fossil fuels and elect r icit y. 
Present  system  shows sim ilar am ount  of energy required to solar indirect  
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(2009)  and Enteria (2009)  respect ively. Though present  design consum es m ore 
energy to produce the sam e am ount  of cooling loads than the convent ional 
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integrated features should be seen as advantages of the system .  
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Table 5-5. Energy consum pt ion com parisons for various types of cooling system s.  
System   Auxiliary energy 
consum pt ion to produce 
1kWh of cooling load* , kWh 
References  
Present   0.52  
Vapour-com pression 
refr igerators with different  
types of refr igerants  
0.25-0.40 (Devot ta, 2001;  
Park, 2007)  
Air-condit ioner with air 
condenser  
0.22 (Haj idavalloo, 
2010)  
Air-condit ioner with 
evaporat ive condenser 
0.16-0.39 (Haj idavalloo, 
2010;  Nasr, 2009)  
Desiccant  integrated 
refr igerator  
0.26 (Elsayed, 2006)  
Evaporat ive cooling with solid 
desiccant  
1.11 (Jain, 1995)  
I ndirect  evaporat ive cooling 0.06-0.5 
0.04 
(Joudi, 2000)  
(El-Dessouky, 
2000)  
Solar -assisted absorpt ion 
cooling  
0.19 (solar fract ion= 0.75)  
0.29 (solar fract ion= 0.80)  
1.50 (solar fract ion= 0.25)  
0.26 (solar fract ion= 0.34)  
0.10 (solar fract ion= 0.74)  
(Nasr, 2009)  
(Eicker, 2009)  
(Casals, 2006)  
(Tsoutsos, 2010)  
(Tsoutsos, 2010)  
Hybrid solar-assisted ej ector 
cooling/ heat ing 
0.20 (Huang, 2010)  
Solar indirect  evaporat ive 
cooling 
0.50 (Bourdoukan, 
2009)  
Solar desiccant  cooling 0.20 
0.58 
0.42 
0.22 
(Bourdoukan, 
2009)  
(Enteria, 2009)  
(Fong, 2010)  
(Eicker, 2010)  
* Represent  energy consumpt ion from non-solar energy.  
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5 .5 .3 .4  W ater  evaporat ion  
Figure 5-31 shows the difference of hum idity rat io of the air in Plenum  1, over a 
range of solar radiat ion intensity. The posit ive values of (Zout-Zin)  indicate that  the 
humidity rat io of out let  air is increased and hence suggest  that  the water of the 
wet  sandt ile wall is evaporated and m oist  is added into the air. I n addit ion, the 
pat tern of the (Zout-Zin)  and Ti follow the value of Ta, whereby higher 
tem peratures give greater values of (Zout-Zin) . At  600Wm -2, the Ta is lower than 
the Ta at  500Wm -2, and hence the (Zout-Zin)  is also lower than that  at  the   
500Wm -2. The total am ount  of the water that  is evaporated ( ௪ܸ௔௧௘௥,௘௩௔)  is 
calculated from  the Equat ion 5-16.  
Although present  invest igat ion on water consum pt ion is not  studied in 
depth, opt im isat ion on water consum pt ion by using sandt ile wall can be done as 
future research. I f the opt im isat ion is able to produce an even wet  surface and no 
addit ional water drops at  the bot tom  of the wall, this would have dual benefit s, 
i.e. power saving in auxiliaries due to no pum p is needed to recycle the water,  
and also because of the water is not  recycled back, cooling step to m aintain the 
inlet  water tem perature can be avoided. Such idea was applied in other 
evaporat ive cooling design by using porous ceram ic (He, 2010) .  
 
Figure 5-31. The difference of hum idity rat io of the air in Plenum  1 over a range 
of solar radiat ion intensity. 
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5 .5 .3 .5  Perform ance analysis under  the condit ion of no solar 
radiat ion  
The sandt ile wall absorbs heat  from  the air in Plenum  1 that  heated by the solar 
radiat ion and so the wall tem perature is increased;  and this reduces the capabilit y 
of cooling in Plenum  2. Thus, further invest igat ion was carried out  t o study the 
cooling perform ance when there is no solar heat  gain. The invest igat ion was 
carried out  by using the m odel and the input  param eters are as shown in Table 5-
6. The tests were repeated for solar radiat ion intensit y of 500Wm -2 and both set  
of results were then com pared.  
 
Table 5-6. I nput  param eters for  the invest igat ion on the cooling perform ance for  
I= 0Wm -2.  
I nput  param eters Value/  Range 
I , Wm -2 0 and 500  
RH 50%  
Ta,  K= Ts, in, K 296 to 304 
Tw,in, K 5K lower than Ta 
vs (Plenum  1) , m s-1 0.046 
Vfan (Plenum  2) , m 3hr -1 67 
H, m  2.0 
L, m  6.0 
 
As shown in Figure 5-32, the sandt ile wall tem peratures ( Tr)  for I= 0Wm -2 
are relat ively lower than I= 500Wm -2, and hence bet ter cooling effect  (greater 
values of ( Ts,in- Ts,out) ) . This indicates that  this system  is applicable at  night . 
Moreover, if the am bient  air tem perature is not  too high, the cooled out let  air 
during the night  m ight  be cold enough to sat isfy the therm al com fort  and air-
condit ioner can be avoided. For instance, the system  is able to cool the air to 
22oC when the am bient  air tem perature is 25oC. Besides, this also suggests that  
the cooling perform ance can be im proved by reducing the solar heat  gain during 
the dayt im e. This can be done by using plate colour with low absorpt ivity . 
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Alternat ively, cont rolled insulat ion curtain can be installed behind the plate and 
used it  during hot  seasons. For buildings that  have high cooling dem and, both 
at tem pts m ight  be needed to reduce m ore heat  gain.  
 
Figure 5-32. Sim ulated values of Tr and (Ts, in-Ts,out)  during the day and night  t im e. 
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1)  Lower tem perature of inlet  water results in colder out let  air. However, the 
system  gives adverse results (Tout>  Ta)  even if the wall is wet ted with chilled 
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2)  Tem perature of the water need to be m aintained from  cycle to cycle t o avoid 
adverse results. 
3)  Lower water t em perature results in bet ter cooling effect .  
4)  The water absorbs m ore heat  from  Plenum  1 than the Plenum  2.  
5)  Expending the plate area vert ically is able to increase the value of (Ts, in-Ts,out) ,  
and hence the cooling effect iveness. While expanding the area horizontally 
does not  have significant  effect  on the cooling effect .  
6)  The cooling efficiency are above 1.0 for solar  radiat ion intensity lower than 
719Wm -2. This indicates that  the cooling capacity is greater than the power 
required for auxiliaries.  
7)  The energy consum pt ion of various types of cooling system s in order to 
produce is com pared with present  design. Present  design needs 0.52W of 
auxiliary power t o generate 1kW of cooling load, which is sim ilar am ount  of 
energy required to som e of the solar indirect  evaporat ive cooling and 
desiccant  cooling system s. Though present  design consum es m ore energy to 
produce the sam e am ount  of cooling loads than the convent ional refr igerators 
and absorpt ion system s, lower installat ion cost  and building integrated 
features should be seen as advantages of the system . 
8)  The system  is applicable during dayt im e and night  t im e. The system  gives 
bet ter  cooling effect  when there is no solar heat  gain.  
I n conclusions, the system  with two plenum s not  only shows bet ter cooling effect  
com pared to system  with single plenum , but  also applicable during the night .  
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 6 . Solar  facade for  the com bined heat ing and cooling 
system  
 
 
6 .1  I nt roduct ion 
The t ranspired solar facade has dem onst rated a bet ter therm al perform ance 
com pared to the flat  plate (Chapter 4) , and it  is able to produce cold air with two 
plenum s (Chapter 5) . Therefore, in this chapter, this design is selected for further 
study in a com bined system  that  can be used throughout  the year during hot  and 
cold days. The scope of the study includes simulat ion of the cooling and heat ing 
perform ances, econom ic analysis and, energy saving, as well as the carbon 
dioxide reduct ion potent ial of the system . The study is carried out  in term s of the 
system  being installed as an office building façade in London.  
 
6 .1 .1  The com bined heat ing and cooling system  w ith controlled dam pers  
The working m echanism s for the heat ing and cooling m odes are as discussed in 
Chapters 4 and 5. This sect ion m ainly discusses the dam per cont rol to shift  from  
one m ode to another. Figure 6-1a and 1b show heat ing and cooling modes of the 
system  respect ively.  
 For the heat ing m ode, Dam pers A, B and D are closed, Fan B is switched 
off,  and the sandt ile wall is dry.  Thus, air is drawn by Fan D through the holes 
and supplied to the building through Dam per C. On the other hand, only Dam per 
C is closed for the cooling m ode, and the sandt ile wall is wet ted with flowing 
water throughout  the operat ing period. At  this t im e, in Plenum  1, the am bient  air 
is drawn by Fan B through the holes on the plate and exhausted through Dam per 
B. The supply air for Plenum  2 can be drawn from  the am bient  ( through Dam per  
A) , from  the return air from  indoors ( through Dam per E)  or be the m ixture of 
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both. The air is then cooled by the wall and ducted to the building through 
Dam per D. 
 
(a)  
 
(b)  
Figure 6-1. (a)  Heat ing and (b)  cooling m odes with cont rolled dam pers. 
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6 .2  Sim ulat ion on real building applicat ion 
6 .2 .1  Building definit ion 
The system  installat ion is assum ed to be the south- facing façade of an office 
building in London. The design and internal gains of the building were adopted 
from  the study of Jenkin and his co-workers (Jenkins, 2008)  for the present  
sim ulat ions. I n the study, the building was designed as a typical rectangular four-
storey office building in an urban environm ent .  The purpose of the study was to 
sim ulate clim ate effects on future UK office heat ing and cooling energy 
consum pt ion. Hence, it  was deem ed appropriate to use the sam e building design 
to invest igate how the system  would aid energy consum pt ion. The building 
characterist ics are detailed in (Jenkins, 2008)  and Figure 6-2 shows only the 
dim ensions of the building. The present  study assum ed that  the solar façade was 
to be installed as a south- facing façade with plate area of 40m 2 (H= 2m , L= 20m ) . 
The installat ion was assum ed to provide heat ing and cooling for a floor area of the 
building. I n addit ion, the study also included equipm ent  intervent ions, light ing, 
occupant  gains and the HVAC system  for a future office scenario. The study 
provided a baseline energy consum pt ion in 2005 and proj ect ed for  the year 2030. 
Therefore, the energy saving in the present  sim ulat ion could be calculated 
according to the findings of the previous research. 
 
Figure 6-2. Diagram  of the building design for present  sim ulat ion with total height  
of 14.8m , length of 40m  and breadth of 25m . 
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6 .2 .2  W eather  data  of London  
The weather data for  London was obtained from  the EnergyPlus Energy 
Sim ulat ion Software’s database (U.S. Departm ent  of Energy) . The data includes 
the m onthly average daily global horizontal irradiance, air tem perature and air 
humidity (Figure 6-3) . According to the weather data on cooling degree days 
(CDD)  with a baseline of 291K, cooling is needed during the m onths of June, July 
and August . Hence, the present  sim ulat ion would take the rem aining m onths as 
cold seasons when heat ing is needed.    
 
 
Figure 6-3. Monthly average global solar irradiances and am bient  tem peratures of 
London (N51o9’)  (W0o10’) .  
 
6 .3  Heat ing and cooling perform ances  
Apart  from  the weather condit ions, other input  param eters for the m odel such as 
suct ion velocity in Plenum  1 and airflow rate in Plenum  2 are 0.042m s-1 and 
2000m 3hr -1 respect ively. I n addit ion, the system  is assum ed to use return air  
from  the room  as the supply air in Plenum  2. As indoor t em perature is m aintained 
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at  294 to 296K (Jenkins, 2008) , the return air is set  to 295K in the present  
sim ulat ion. Whereas, inlet  water tem perature is set  to 285K which is 
approxim ately the tap water tem perature in the UK during the sum m er.  
Figure 6-4 shows the out let  tem peratures and tem perature changes of the 
air throughout  the year. During the cold m onths, the values of r ise in air 
tem perature are low especially during the winter, i.e. Novem ber t o February when 
the am bient  air tem peratures and the solar radiat ion intensit ies are low. 
Consequent ly, the out let  tem peratures of these m onths are below 290K. I n 
cont rast , in the m onth of May, where the out let  tem perature is about  303K, 
higher suct ion velocity m ight  need to be applied to get  a lower air tem perature;  
this depends on the therm al com fort  requirem ent  of the occupants. On the other  
hand, during the sum m er, the air tem perature can be reduced to about  294K. All 
the out let  tem peratures that  are shown here are the tem peratures of the air 
leaving the plenum s. The m ixture of air tem perature after entering the room  is 
beyond the focus of present  study. Nonetheless, even if the warm  or cold air 
entering the room  cannot  m eet  the occupants’ therm al com fort , the system  is 
able to reduce the heat ing or cooling loads of the building by increasing or 
reducing the indoor air t em perature.  
 
Figure 6-4. Out let  tem peratures and tem perature changes of the air throughout  
the year.  
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6 .4  Energy and carbon savings  
The annual heat ing and cooling requirem ents of the building are 30.1kWhm -2 and 
14.3kWhm -2 respect ively. Apart  from  that , the building was assum ed to have two 
units of 147kW non-condensing boilers with load independent  flow and return 
tem peratures of 82oC and 71oC respect ively, for heat ing loads;  two units of 
194kW chillers with 12oC flow and 7oC return tem peratures, for cooling loads 
(Jenkins, 2008) . Present  system  is able to generate warm  or cold air and hence 
reduce the energy requirem ent  in heat ing and cooling for the building, and thus 
the energy savings. Table 6-2 shows the energy and CO2 savings throughout  the 
year with the present  system  installed as one of the floor of the building façade. 
With 2%  of total external wall installed with solar façade, the system  is able to 
m eet  9%  of the building heat ing load and 1%  of the cooling load. This gives an 
annual energy saving as 10877kWh, which is equivalent  to 5874kgCO2 of 
em ission reduct ion. Furtherm ore, if the warm  air in the Plenum  1 is not  exhausted 
but  is used for other heat ing purposes, e.g. desiccant  cooling or heat  recovery, an 
am ount  of 8875kWh/ year can be added into net  energy saving during the hot  
days. Therefore, the energy saving from  the cooling system  can be increased to 
2%  of the cooling requirem ent  of the building.  
 
Table 6-2. Energy and CO2 savings from  present  system . 
Energy and CO2 savings Am ount  
Heat  delivered by the system , kWh/ year 10,401 
Cooling capacity, kWh/ year 476 
Total energy saving per year, kWh 10,877 
CO2 reduct ion during cold days, kg/ year 5,617 
CO2 reduct ion during hot  days, kg/ year 257 
Total CO2 reduct ion per year, kg 5,874 
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6 .5  Econom ic analysis 
A sim ilar system  has been reported to have a lifet im e of 40 years (Cali, 1999) . 
However, the lifet im e of present  system  is assum ed to be 30 years for safe 
judgem ent . The est im ated unit  prices and breakdown costs for the whole system  
installat ion as well as the energy cost  saving are as shown in Table 6-3. The total 
init ial installat ion cost  of present  design is est im ated to be £2,800 which is about  
£70/ m 2.  This installat ion cost  is less than half of the price of the convent ional 
solar act ive glaze-covered flat  plat  air heater (Table 6-4) . Hence, this proves that  
technologies that  integrate passive and act ive solar features are able to reduce 
the init ial cost . Furtherm ore, the total cost  reduct ion m ight  be greater if the cost  
saving in building integrat ion is included.  
 
Table 6-3. I nit ial installat ion and m aintenance costs of the com bined heat ing and 
cooling system . 
 Unit  price, £ Sub- total 
cost , £ 
Alum inium  t ranspired plate1 25/ m 2 800 
Sant iles1 10/ m 2 200 
Auxiliaries1:  
Fans, pum p, dam pers, water tank and 
duct ing 
30/ m 2 1,000 
Others 10/ m 2 400 
Total init ial installat ion  2,800 
Maintenance (per year)  5%  of t otal init ial installat ion 
cost  
140 
Energy cost  saving2 0.06/ kWh 653 
1The unit  pr ices are based on per unit  area of the façade. 
2
 Elect r icity pr ice for non-domest ic sector (Department  of Energy and Climate Change, 2010) . 
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Table 6-4. Com parisons of init ial installat ion cost  of solar glazed-covered flat  plate 
air heater with present  design.  
Solar collector 
applicat ion 
Areas, 
m 2 
Total init ial 
cost , £ 
Cost  per m 2, 
£/ m 2 
References 
Building vent ilat ion 40 2,800 70 Present  
Fruits drying 46 7,500 163 (Sreekum ar, 
2010)  
Solar st ill 2 325 163 (Kum ar, 2009)  
Silk cocoon drying 16 2,000 125 (Singh, 2011)  
 
The payback period is est im ated by using Equat ion 6-2. 
                            ܲܽݕܾܽܿ݇ ݌݁ݎ݅݋݀ = (ூ௡௜௧௜௔௟ ௜௡௦௧௔௟௟௔௧௜௢௡ & ௠௔௜௡௧௘௡௔௡௖௘ ௖௢௦௧௦ )ா௫௣௘௖௧௘ௗ ௥௘௧௨௥௡௦ ௣௘௥ ௬௘௔௥                  (6-1)  
The cost  effect iveness of the system  is determ ined by the expected savings in 
heat ing and cooling costs over the life of the system . By taking into account  that  
m oney has a t im e value and a given am ount  of m oney will be worth less in the 
future than it  is today, the total energy cost  savings and total m aintenance costs 
are reduced to their present  value (PV)  using the present  worth factor at  an 
assum ed discount  rate. I n this study, a discount  rate of 5%  is assum ed. The PV 
can be calculated from  Equat ion (6-3)  (Kreider,  1975) . 
                                ܸܲ = ௔ܲ௡௡{[(1 + ݅௔௡௡)௧ െ 1]/[݅௔௡௡(1 + ݅௔௡௡)௧]} ,                    (6-2)  
where ௔ܲ௡௡ is the constant  annual paym ents, ݅௔௡௡ is the annual discount  rate and t  
is the lifet im e of the system . The payback period calculat ion of the system  
investm ent  is as shown in Table 6-5. The payback period of the com bined heat ing 
and cooling system  for  30 years of lifet im e is less than a year, com pared to other 
solar cooling technologies that  the payback periods are 7 years and above 
(Beccali, 2009;  Huang, 2011;  Tsoutsos 2010).  
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Table 6-5. Payback period of the system  investm ent  with 5%  discount  rate and 30 
year system  lifet im e.   
 Cost ,  £ 
I nit ial investm ent  2,800 
Maintenance in PV 2,152 
Total system  cost  4,952 
Total energy cost  saving in PV 10038 
Payback period 0.5 years 
 
6 .6  Conclusions and recom m endat ions 
I n this chapter, the perform ance of a com bined heat ing and cooling system  has 
been sim ulated based on the weather condit ions of London. The building 
characterist ics and energy consum pt ions of a typical building in an urban 
environm ent  are adopted from  previous research. The installat ion is assum ed to 
be a south- facing façade of the building with an area of 40m 2, providing heat ing 
and cooling for a floor area of the building. Spacing heat ing is needed for m ost  of 
the m onths, however cooling is m ore favourable for the m onths of June, July and 
August . The system  is able to give a m axim um  rise in air tem perature of 5.4K and 
an out let  tem perature of 303K in May. During hot  days, however, the system  is 
able to cool the indoor air by about  1K. I n t erm s of energy saving, while the 
cooling system  is operat ing, it  is suggested that  the warm  air in the Plenum  1 
should be used for  other heat ing purposes e.g. desiccant  cooling or heat  recovery 
to m ake the cooling system  m ore econom ically feasible. A sim ulat ion study of 
previous research shows that  using the t ranspired plate heat ing system  to 
regenerate the desiccant  is possible if the plate area is large (Pesaran, 1994) . I t  is 
est im ated that  present  system  is able to give an annual energy saving of 
10,877kWh, equivalent  to 5,874kgCO2/ year of em ission avoidance. I n term s of 
init ial installat ion cost , the design is est im ated to cost  for about  £70/ m 2 and this 
is cheaper than the convent ional solar flat  plate air heaters which cost  from  
£125/ m 2 to £163/ m 2. Moreover, econom ic analysis found that  the total system  
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cost  is approxim ately £4,952 for  a discount  rate of 5%  and 30 years of lifet im e. 
The payback period for this system  would be less than a year. The auxiliaries cost  
plays as m ajor part  of total installat ion cost  especially in large scale installat ion. 
Therefore, future invest igat ions could be done to obtain higher net  energy saving. 
For instance, the experience from  the project  at  the General Motors Bat tery Plant  
in Canada (Cali, 1999)  shows that  fan system  m odificat ion not  only gives bet ter  
airflow but  also reduces the power consum pt ion of the fans.  I n addit ion, the 
study also pointed out  that  the heat ing façade is able to reduce building heat  loss. 
Hence, if the data on total avoided heat  loss is available, this should be taken into 
considerat ion when calculat ing the energy saving. Heat  loss avoidance could 
reduce the heat ing energy requirem ent  and thus give m ore energy saving and 
shorten the payback period for large scale installat ion.  
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7 . Conclusions 
 
 
7 .1  Overview  of chapter  
This chapter includes the sum m ary and conclusions of the thesis, cont r ibut ions to 
the knowledge and recom m endat ions for future work.  
 
7 .2  Sum m ary and conclusions of the thesis 
Two types of facades, i.e. flat  and t ranspired black painted alum inium  plates were 
used as solar collectors for air heat ing and cooling in buildings. The m ain findings 
regarding the heat ing system s are:  
1)  The t ranspired façade shows bet ter heat  t ransfer com pared to the flat  plate. 
This is m ainly due to the t ranspired design being able to reduce heat  loss and 
hence give bet ter therm al perform ance. For instance, a system  that  operates 
at  500Wm -2 of solar radiat ion intensity, 300m 3hr -1 of airflow rate and with an 
inlet  air tem perature of 293K gives 8K in air tem perature r ise for the 
t ranspired plate, but  only 3K for the flat  plate.  
2)  The system  efficiency for the flat  plate is only about  30% , whereas it  is over  
85%  for the t ranspired plate. Moreover, the t ranspired plate shows the 
highest  system  efficiency am ong various types of solar air heaters.  
3)  System  efficiency is relat ively m ore sensit ive to airflow rate com pared to solar  
radiat ion intensity. At  various solar radiat ion intensit ies, the efficiencies for  
both plates are alm ost  constant . On the other hand, increasing the airflow rate 
from  100 to 500m 3hr -1 would increase the system  efficiencies by about  6%  
and 17%  respect ively, for flat  and t ranspired plates.  
4)  Heat  t ransfer of t ranspired design was analysed in term s of norm al and 
vert ical flows. The vert ical flow heat  t ransfer accounted for about  40 to 50%  
of the total useful energy delivered.  
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5)  Two Nu correlat ions were developed in the present  study, i.e. heat  t ransfer 
coefficients for the norm al and vert ical flows. These correlat ions were 
developed for a t ranspired plate with 0.084%  of porosity, a t r iangular array of 
holes and 2m  of height .  
6)  Norm al flow Nu correlat ion for t ranspired plate was found to be:  ܰݑ௖,௧௥௔௡௦ = 0.0004ܴ݁௖,௧௥௔௡௦ ଵ.ଷଷ   for 260 ൑ ܴ݁௖,௧௥௔௡௦ ൑ 470 
7)  Vert ical flow Nu correlat ion for lam inar and turbulent  flows are as follows:    
Lam inar flow:  ܰݑ௙,௅,௧௥௔௡௦ = 0.158ܴ ௙݁,௧௥௔௡௦ ଵ.ଶହ   for 1100 < ܴ ௙݁,௧௥௔௡௦ < 2000 
Turbulent  flow:   ܰݑ௙,்,௧௥௔௡௦ = 0.0023ܴ ௙݁,௧௥௔௡௦ଵ.଻  for ܴ ௙݁,௧௥௔௡௦ ൒ 2300 
8)  Though the present  study has sim plified the heat  t ransfer concept  between 
the back-of-plate and vert ical airflow, the values of sim ulated heat  exchange 
effect iveness of the system  are close to the previous study m odel. Hence, this 
sim plified m ethod, in term s of theoret ical calculat ion and experim ent  
m easurem ents, can be used as an alternat ive m ethod to evaluate the therm al 
perform ance of t ranspired plate solar collectors, even when the uniform ity of 
the flow is uncertain. 
 
For the cooling system , the air is cooled by the wet  sandt ile wall and the m ain 
findings are:  
1)  A cooling system  with flat  plate façade and single plenum  gives adverse 
results (Tout>  Ta)  even if the wall is wet ted with chilled water  at  a low solar 
radiat ion intensity. Though results show that  the wet -wall system  is able to 
reduce solar gain for the building to cont rol overheat ing, nonetheless due to 
the low evaporat ion effect , the overall cooling effect  is insignificant .  
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2)  Therefore, instead of cooling the air through direct  evaporat ive cooling, the 
design of the system  was m odified from  single to double plenum s, and thus 
ut ilised the wet  surface to cool the air in the second plenum . 
3)  The heat  exchange effect iveness (Exh_H)  at  the heat ing plenum  (Plenum  1)  
and cooling effect iveness (Exh_C)  at  the cooling plenum  (Plenum  2)  were 
calculated from  the experim ental and the m odel results. Thus, the 
m athem at ical m odel for t ranspired façade with two plenum s is verified by 
com paring the rat ios of Exh_C to Exh_H between these two m ethods. They 
have sim ilar results with all the m odelled results fall between the acceptance 
ranges.  
4)  The cooling efficiencies were above 1.0 for  a solar radiat ion intensity lower 
than 719Wm -2. This indicates that  the cooling capacity is greater than the 
power required for auxiliaries.  
5)  The energy consum pt ion of various types of cooling system s were com pared 
with the present  design. The present  design needs 0.52W of auxiliary power to 
generate 1kW of cooling load, which is a sim ilar am ount  of energy required to 
som e of the solar indirect  evaporat ive cooling and desiccant  cooling system s. 
Though the present  design consum es m ore energy to produce the sam e 
am ount  of cooling loads than convent ional refr igerators and absorpt ion 
system s, lower installat ion cost  and building integrated features should be 
seen as advantages of t he system . 
6)  I t  was found that  inlet  water t em perature is the key factor that  influences the 
overall cooling effect . Lower water t em perature results in bet ter cooling effect , 
however the tem perature of the water need to be m aintained from  cycle to 
cycle to avoid adverse results.  
7)  Sim ulat ion results show that  expanding the plate area vert ically will increase 
the cooling effect iveness. While expanding the area horizontally does not  have 
a significant  effect  on the cooling effect .  
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8)  The system  is applicable for both condit ions, i.e. with and without  solar 
radiat ion. I n the evening, the system  gives bet ter cooling effect s com pared to 
the dayt im e, when there is no solar heat  gain. 
 
The t ranspired solar facade has dem onst rated a bet ter therm al perform ance 
com pared to the flat  plate, and it  is able to produce cold dry air with two 
plenum s. Therefore, this design is selected for  use as a com bined system  that  can 
be used throughout  t he year for heat ing and cooling. Sim ulat ion study was 
carried out  based on the weather condit ions of London by assum ing the façade 
was installed on an office building with an area of 40m 2.  The m ain findings are 
sum m arised as follows:  
1)  The system  is able to deliver 10,401kWh/ year of heat ing load and 
476kWh/ year of cooling capacity.  
2)  I n term s of energy saving, while the cooling mode is operat ing, it  is suggested 
that  the warm  air in the heat ing plenum  (Plenum  1)  should be used for other 
heat ing purposes e.g. desiccant  regenerat ion or heat  recovery in order to have 
m ore econom ically feasible investm ent . With that  an addit ional of 
8,875kWh/ year of energy can be saved.  
3)  The yearly energy saving was est im ated as 10,877kWh, which is equivalent  to 
5,874kgCO2/ year of em ission avoidance. 
4)  I n term s of init ial installat ion cost , the design is est im ated to cost  about  
£2,800 in total, or £70/ m 2, and this is only about  half the cost  of a 
convent ional act ive solar flat  plate air  heater. This low cost  investm ent  is 
im portant  to prom ote and raise the awareness of building integrated solar 
technologies. I f the technologies are affordable by the public, this will open 
the m arket  for m ost  incom e groups, and hence lower the price when the 
technologies are m ature.   
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5)  Econom ic analysis found that  the total system  cost  is approxim ately £4,952 
for a discount  rate of 5%  and 30 years of lifet im e. The payback period for 
such a system  would be less than a year.  
 
7 .3  Contr ibut ions  
Followings briefly describe the cont r ibut ions from  the present  research:  
1)  The heat  t ransfer com parison between the flat  and t ranspired plates 
st rengthens our knowledge of the abilit y of t ranspired design to reduce heat  
loss. Though t ranspired design system s have been installed as facades for air 
heat ing since the 1990’s, no experim ent  and sim ulat ion studies had com pared 
the therm al perform ance between these two designs. The present  study has 
dem onst rated the therm al perform ances experim entally and heat  losses have 
been analysed for both designs.  
2)  Most  of the studies on t ranspired solar collectors assum ed that  flow 
dist ribut ion is uniform  and hence the air tem peratures of the norm al and 
vert ical flows are assum ed to be the sam e. One of the reasons for this 
assum pt ion was the lack of knowledge of vert ical flow in the plenum . There 
were som e sim ulat ion studies on vert ical flow but  these had not  yet  been 
verified through experim ent . I n the present  study, the heat  t ransfer for  
t ranspired plate solar collector was analysed through the norm al and vert ical 
flows experim entally. Our experim ental results prove that  the previous 
sim ulat ion study on the non-uniform ity of vert ical flow was correct .  
3)  I nstead of assum ing the flow dist r ibut ion is uniform , the present  study has 
sim plified the heat  t ransfer concept  and the experim ental m easurem ent  
m ethod, giving com pat ible results with the model developed by a previous 
study. Therefore, these can be used as alternat ive m ethods to sim ulate or 
m easure the plenum  air tem perature of a t ranspired solar collector when the 
uniform ity of the flow is uncertain.  
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4)  Two Nu correlat ions, i.e. for  norm al and vert ical heat  t ransfers, have been 
developed for the system  under the condit ion of uncertainty of flow 
dist ribut ion. Though the correlat ions have only been tested for  the present  
plate design (e.g. porosity, geom et rical dist r ibut ion of hole, diam eter of hole 
and plate dim ension) , these findings can serve as a foundat ion for  future 
research on correlat ions that  correlate with plate design param eters.  
5)  Though the cooling effect iveness of the present  design is not  high, this study 
has presented an alternat ive opt ion for  building integrated cooling system s. 
Since the com bined heat ing and cooling system  with two plenum s had not  yet  
been exam ined, the results from  the present  work can be used as reference 
for  future im provem ent .   
6)  The low init ial investm ent  cost  of the system  provides inform at ion that  solar 
technologies can be affordable and could open the m arket  t o different  incom e 
groups and hence prom ote and raise the awareness of such a system .  
7)  I n term s of cont r ibut ion to the academ ic com m unity, the present  study has 
been published in 4 conference proceedings and one review paper in an 
internat ional j ournal (Appendix V) . I n addit ion, this project  has been 
presented during the SET (Early-Stage Research Scient ists, Engineers and 
Technologists)  for Britain event  at  the House of Com m ons on 8 March 2010. 
The project  was one of sixty posters displayed during the Engineering poster 
session and was short listed for the SET for Br itain Award from  hundreds of 
ent r ies which represent  the best  engineering research from  UK Universit ies. 
 
7 .4  Future w ork  
A laboratory scale research on solar façade for heat ing and cooling has been 
const ructed. However, there are a num ber of aspects that  are worthy of further 
invest igat ions to enhance the knowledge of heat  t ransfer, to im prove the system  
perform ance and to ensure the econom ic feasibilit y of such technology. The 
suggest ions for  future work are as follows:   
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1.  Confirm ed by Com putat ional Fluid Dynam ic (CFD)  program m e. The heat  
t ransfer of the system  could be studied by using 2D CFD program m e to have 
bet ter  understanding in heat  dist r ibut ion in the plenum s.  
2.  More precise Nu correlat ions for t ranspired plate. The developed heat  t ransfer  
coefficients for t ranspired plate under the condit ion of uncertainty of flow 
dist ribut ion were not  tested with other plate designs. Further research on 
m ore precise correlat ions with the plate design param eters is needed.   
3.  System  test ing on real buildings. This com bined heat ing and cooling system  
was tested in a laboratory;  outdoor test ing on real building is im portant  to 
provide m ore prom ising results.  
4.  Opt im isat ion of water consum pt ion for cooling m ode. For the cooling system , 
the water consum pt ion in the present  study was not  been opt im ised. The 
abilit y of the sandt ile wall to retain water is an advantage to reduce water 
consum pt ion. At  the opt imum  stage, no pum p or tank would be needed to 
recycle the water, and this hence would avoid the problem  of water 
tem perature r ise, save the power consum pt ion of the pum p, sim plify the 
system  const ruct ion and lower the init ial investm ent  cost .  
5.  Heat  recovery for cooling m ode. During the sum m er, the hot  air from  the 
Plenum  1 can be recovered or used for other heat ing purposes. For instance, 
previous research (Pesaran 1994)  carried out  sim ulat ion study on desiccant  
cooling vent ilat ion integrated with a t ranspired solar collector;  doing this 
would not  only being benefit  in term s of energy saving, thus m aking the 
technology m ore econom ically feasible, but  it  would also im prove the cooling 
effect  by integrat ing passive and solar technologies. Therefore, m ore research 
on integrat ing this system  with other heat ing purposes is needed. 
6.  Enhancing heat  t ransfer in Plenum  2. The heat  t ransfer in Plenum  2 between 
the cold air and the wall is poor. Heat  t ransfer enhancem ent  at tem pts m ight  
im prove the overall cooling effect , for exam ple, through fins, j et  im pingem ent  
cooling or pychrom et ric energy cooler (PEC) .  
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7.  Alternat ive facades. Besides the black painted alum inium  plate, other types of 
panels could be installed as alternat ive opt ions. This would very m uch depend 
on the need for therm al com fort  and the weather condit ions of part icular 
count r ies. Count ries which need m ore heat ing m ight  need to install a 
t ranspired design panel, but  since the heat ing effect iveness is high, the 
flexibilit y in term s of colours is wide. On the other hand, in count r ies that  need 
m ore cooling, the panel could be replaced with a photovoltaic (PV)  panel. This 
would have dual benefits. The air flowing behind the PV panel would cool the 
panel and thus im proving the PV efficiency. Secondly, the elect r icit y generated 
by the PV could be used for the fans and pum ps;  and hence this would reduce 
the auxiliaries energy consum pt ion, CO2 em issions, system  cost , payback 
period and m aking the green technology econom ically feasible.  
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Appendix I : Dist r ibut ion of solar  radiat ion intensit ies 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Point Radiation intensity, Wm-2 
A 316 507 621 730 837 
B 313 512 611 717 820 
C 311 511 614 711 822 
D 314 508 625 737 827 
E 301 493 610 720 825 
F 306 488 622 721 811 
G 296 486 603 708 807 
H 299 491 606 705 809 
Average 307 500 614 719 820 
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Appendix I I : Mat lab Program m e 
 
       I I - 1  Heat ing system  w ith f lat  plate  facade 
    clear all 
        
    T= [320; 300];   
    Tp=320; 
    Tf=300; 
         
    T_S(:,1)=T; 
        
    i=2; 
    for i=2:20 
     
    TAm=290;  
    Tin=TAm; 
    Tout=2*Tf-Tin;   
    Vfan=202/3600; %m3/s 
    I=500; %W/m2 
    H=2; %height of wall, m 
    D=0.25; %width of channel, m 
    L=1; %length of wall,      
    rol_f=(-0.0047*Tf) + 2.5612 ;%kg/m3 
    cp_f=(((2E-5)*Tf) + 1.001)*1E3;%J/kgK 
    nu_f =((0.0942*Tf)-11.822)*1E-6; %m2/s 
    Pr=0.72; 
    M=Vfan*rol_f*cp_f/H*L; 
     
    Tsur=TAm; 
    hr=0.9*(5.67E-8)*(Tp+Tsur)*((Tp^2)+(Tsur^2)); 
  
    TpAm=(Tp+TAm)/2; 
    k_pAm=((0.0782*TpAm)+2.64)*1E-3 ;   
    nu_pAm =((0.0942*TpAm)-11.822)*1E-6; %m2/s 
    alfa_pAm =((0.14*TpAm)-18.62)*1E-6; 
    Ra=9.807*(1/TpAm)*(H^3)*abs(Tp-TAm)/(alfa_pAm*nu_pAm);       
    Nu_c=(0.825+((0.387*Ra^(1/6))/(1+(0.492/Pr)^(9/16))^(8/27)))^2; 
    hc=Nu_c*k_pAm/H; 
     
    Gr=9.807*(1/Tf)*(H^3)*abs(Tf-((Tp+Tf)/2))/nu_f^2; 
    Re_free=(Gr/2.5)^0.5; 
    Re_for=Vfan*H/(nu_f*D*L) 
    Re=((Re_free^2)+(Re_for^2))^0.5; 
    Nu_lam=0.664*(Re^0.5)*(Pr^(1/3))  
    Tpf=(Tp+Tf)/2; 
    k_pf=((0.0782*Tpf)+2.64)*1E-3 ;  
    hf=Nu_lam*k_pf/H; 
             
    S=I*0.95; 
     
    A=[(hr+hc+hf) -hf; hf -(hf+2*M)]; 
    B=[S+hr*TAm+hc*TAm; -2*M*TAm]; 
     
    T=inv(A)*B; 
    T_S(:,i)=T 
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    Tp=T(1,1); 
    Tf=T(2,1);   
    a=(T_S(1,i)-T_S(1,i-1)); 
    b=(T_S(2,i)-T_S(2,i-1)); 
    
     
    Eff=100*Vfan*rol_f*cp_f*(Tout-Tin)/(H*L*I);  
    Exh=(Tout-Tin)/(Tp-Tin)*100; 
    q=M*(Tout-Tin); 
    dT=Tout-TAm 
        
    Qr=hr*(Tp-TAm); 
    Qc=hc*(Tp-TAm); 
    Qf=hf*(Tp-Tf); 
    Qd=M*(Tout-Tin); 
   
    i=i+1; 
     
    end 
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    I I - 2  Heat ing system  w ith t ranspired plate facade 
    clear all 
        
    T= [308; 303; 306];   
    Tp=308; 
    Ti=303; 
    Tout=306; 
         
    T_S(:,1)=T; 
     
    i=2; 
    for i=2:20 
     
    Ta=298.9; 
    I=820; %W/m2 
    vs=0.032; %m/s 
    vf=0.19; %m/s      
    D=0.30; %width of channel, m 
    H=2; %height of wall, m 
    L=1; %length of wall, m 
    d=0.0012; %m 
    P=0.0084;% 
    Tf=(Tout+Ti)/2;     
    rol_a=(-0.0047*Ta) + 2.5612 ;%kg/m3 
    cp_a=(((2E-5)*Ta) + 1.001)*1E3; 
    cp_f=(((2E-5)*Tf) + 1.001)*1E3;%J/kgK      
    G=vs*rol_a 
     
    Tsur=Ta; 
    hr=0.9*(5.67E-8)*(Tp+Tsur)*((Tp^2)+(Tsur^2)) 
     
    nu_a =((0.0942*Ta)-11.822)*1E-6; %m2/s 
    Rec=vs/P*d/nu_a; 
    Nuc=0.0007*(Rec^1.33); 
    k_a=((0.0782*Ta)+2.64)*1E-3 ;  
    hc=Nuc*k_a/d; 
     
    nu_f =((0.0942*Tf)-11.822)*1E-6; %m2/s 
    Ref=vf/P*d/nu_f; 
    Nuf=0.158*(Ref^1.25);%Laminar 
    Nuf=0.0026*Ref^1.7; 
    k_f=((0.0782*Tf)+2.64)*1E-3  ; 
    hf=Nuf*k_f/H 
     
    S=I*0.95; 
     
    A=[(hc+hr+hf) (-hc-hf/2) -hf/2; hf G*cp_f-hf/2 -(G*cp_f+hf/2); hc 
-   (G*cp_a+hc) 0]; 
    B=[S+hr*Ta; 0; -G*cp_a*Ta]; 
        
    T=inv(A)*B 
    T_S(:,i)=T 
    Tp=T(1,1); 
    Ti=T(2,1); 
    Tout=T(3,1);      
    a=(T_S(1,i)-T_S(1,i-1)); 
    b=(T_S(2,i)-T_S(2,i-1)); 
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    c=(T_S(3,i)-T_S(3,i-1)); 
     
    Eff=100*G*cp_f*(Tout-Ta)/I 
    Exh=(Tout-Ta)/(Tp-Ta)*100 
    dT=Tout-Ta 
    q=G*cp_f*(Tout-Ta)*H*L; 
     
    Qr=hr*(Tp-Ta); 
    Qc=hc*(Tp-Ti); 
    Qf=hf*(Tp-Tf); 
    G*cp_a*(Tout-Ta); 
    Q1=Qf+Qc+Qr-S; 
    Q2=G*cp_f*(Tout-Ti)-Qf; 
    Q3=G*cp_a*(Ti-Ta)-Qc; 
       
    i=i+1; 
     
     end 
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         I I - 3  Heat ing system  for t ranspired façade w ith Kutsher’s m odel 
    clear all 
        
    T= [308; 303; 306];   
    Tp=308; 
    Ti=303; 
    Tout=306; 
         
    T_S(:,1)=T; 
     
    i=2; 
    for i=2:20 
     
    Ta=298.9; 
    I=820; %W/m2 
    vs=0.032; %m/s 
    vf=0.19; %m/s 
    D=0.3; %width of channel, m 
    H=2; %height of wall, m 
    L=1; %length of wall, m 
    d=0.0012; %m 
    P=0.0084;% 
    Tf=(Tout+Ti)/2;     
    rol_a=(-0.0047*Ta) + 2.5612 ;%kg/m3 
    cp_a=(((2E-5)*Ta) + 1.001)*1E3; 
    cp_f=(((2E-5)*Tf) + 1.001)*1E3;%J/kgK    
    G=vs*rol_a; 
    Tsur=Ta; 
    hr=0.9*(5.67E-8)*(Tp+Tsur)*((Tp^2)+(Tsur^2)); 
  
    nu_a =((0.0942*Ta)-11.822)*1E-6; %m2/s 
    Rec=vs/P*d/nu_a; 
    Nuc=0.0004*(Rec^1.33); 
    k_a=((0.0782*Ta)+2.64)*1E-3 ;  
    hc=Nuc*k_a/d; 
     
    nu_f =((0.0942*Tf)-11.822)*1E-6; %m2/s 
    Ref=vf/P*d/nu_f; 
    Nuf=0.182*(Ref^1.25);%Laminar 
    %Nuf=0.0026*Ref^1.7; 
    k_f=((0.0782*Tf)+2.64)*1E-3  ; 
    hf=Nuf*k_f/H; 
     
    S=I*0.95; 
     
    A=[(hc+hr) -hc 0; hf G*cp_f-hf/2 -(G*cp_f+hf/2); hc -(G*cp_a+hc) 
0]; 
    B=[S+hr*Ta; 0; -G*cp_a*Ta] 
     
    T=inv(A)*B 
    T_S(:,i)=T 
    Tp=T(1,1); 
    Ti=T(2,1); 
    Tout=T(3,1); 
            
    a=(T_S(1,i)-T_S(1,i-1)); 
    b=(T_S(2,i)-T_S(2,i-1)); 
    c=(T_S(3,i)-T_S(3,i-1)); 
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    Eff=100*G*cp_f*(Tout-Ta)/I 
    Exh=(Tout-Ta)/(Tp-Ta)*100 
    q=G*cp_f*(Tout-Ta) 
     
    Qc=hc*(Tp-Ti); 
    Qr=hr*(Tp-Ta); 
    Qf=hf*(Tp-Tf); 
    Q1=Qc+Qr-S 
    Q2=G*cp_f*(Tout-Ti)-Qf 
    Q3=G*cp_a*(Ti-Ta)-Qc 
       
       
    i=i+1; 
     
     end 
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         I I - 4  Cooling system  w ith f lat  plate  and single  plenum  
    clear all 
        
    T= [339; 299; 295];       
    Tp=339; 
    Tf=299; 
    Tw=295; 
    
    T_S(:,1)=T; 
     
    i=2; 
    for i=2:20 
     
    I=0; %W/m2 
    Ta=293.2;  
    Tw1=285.2; 
    Vfan=100/3600; %m3/s 
    RH=34.6; %% 
    Tin=Ta; 
    Tout=(2*Tf-Tin); 
    Tw2=2*Tw-Tw1; 
    Vwater=1.2/1000/60; 
    H=2; %height of wall, m 
    D=0.20; %width of channel, m 
    L=1; %length of wall, m 
    Ap=H*L; 
    rol_water=-0.2016*Tw + 1057.1; %kg/m3 
    rol_f=(-0.0047*Tf) + 2.5612 ;%kg/m3 
    cp_f=(((2E-5)*Tf) + 1.001)*1E3;%J/kgK 
    Tfw=(Tw+Tf)/2; 
    cp_v=(1E-5*Tfw^2-0.0048*Tfw+2.4615)*1E3; %J/kgK 
    cp_w=(3E-5*Tw^2-0.0195*Tw+7.1425)*1E3;%J/kgK 
    cp_w1=(3E-5*Tw1^2-0.0195*Tw1+7.1425)*1E3;%J/kgK 
    cp_w2=(3E-5*Tw2^2-0.0195*Tw2+7.1425)*1E3;%J/kgK 
    nu_f =((0.0942*Tf)-11.822)*1E-6; %m2/s 
    Pr=0.72 
    mf=Vfan*rol_f; 
    mw1=Vwater*rol_water; %kg/s 
    wet=0.83; %wetability=1.75/2*26.5/28=0.83; 
    Hfg=(-2.3571*Tfw+3144.8)*1E3; %(280-310K), Hw=cp_w*Tw+Hfg;J/kg 
    Hout=(1.9118*Tout+1973.6)*1E3;  %(283-323K),J/kg 
    Hin=(1.9118*Tin+1973.6)*1E3 ; %(283-323K),J/kg    
    ps=exp(-6069.9385*(1/Tin)+21.2409642-2.711193E-2*Tin+1.673952E-
5*Tin^2+2.433502*log(Tin)); 
    p=ps*(RH/100); 
    win=0.622*p/(101325-p) 
     
    Tsur=Ta; 
    hr=0.9*(5.67E-8)*(Tp+Tsur)*((Tp^2)+(Tsur^2)); 
  
    Tpa=(Tp+Ta)/2; 
    k_pa=((0.0782*Tpa)+2.64)*1E-3 ;   
    nu_pa =((0.0942*Tpa)-11.822)*1E-6; %m2/s 
    alfa_pa =((0.14*Tpa)-18.62)*1E-6; 
    Ra=9.807*(1/Tpa)*(H^3)*abs(Tp-Ta)/(alfa_pa*nu_pa);       
    Nu_c=(0.825+((0.387*Ra^(1/6))/(1+(0.492/Pr)^(9/16))^(8/27)))^2; 
    hc=Nu_c*k_pa/H; 
     
    Gr=9.807*(1/Tf)*(H^3)*abs(Tf-((Tp+Tw)/2))/nu_f^2; 
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    Re_free=(Gr/2.5)^0.5; 
    Re_for=Vfan*H/(nu_f*D*L); 
    Re=((Re_free^2)+(Re_for^2))^0.5; 
    Nu_lam=0.664*(Re^0.5)*(Pr^(1/3));  
    Tpf=(Tp+Tf)/2; 
    k_pf=((0.0782*Tpf)+2.64)*1E-3 ;  
    hf=Nu_lam*k_pf/H; 
     
    k_fw=(0.0579*Tfw + 2.417)*1E-3; 
    mu_v=(0.04*Tfw-2.91)*1E-6; %Ns/m2 
    rol_sat=1000; %kg/m3 
    rol_v=0.0012*Tfw - 0.3281; 
    rol_Tw=4E-45*Tw^17; %kg/m3 
    Pr_v=0.0016*Tfw + 0.377; 
    %pw=4.4014*Tw^2-2425.7*Tw+335167; 
    pw= 171.12*Tw - 47427; 
    pw_out= 171.12*Tout - 47427; 
    Rew=mw1/H/mu_v; 
    Le=1; 
    g_heat=2.1565E-5*Pr_v^(-2/3)*(mw1*1000^2*9.81/H)^(1/3);%kg/m2s 
    %Nuw=1.207E-3*H*(rol_v^2*9.8/(mw1/H)/mu_v)^(1/3); 
    Nuw1=g_heat*H/(k_fw/cp_v); 
    hw1=Nuw1*k_fw/H; 
    hw2=Nu*k_fw/H; 
    hw=0.7*hw1+0.3*hw2; 
    hm=hw/cp_f/Le; 
    wTw=0.622*pw/(101325-pw); 
    wout=hm*(wTw-win)*Ap/mf+win 
    dmw=mf*(wout-win) 
    mw=(mw1+(mw1+dmw))/2; 
     
    Hw=cp_w*Tw; 
    Hw1=cp_w1*Tw1; 
    Hw2=cp_w2*(2*Tw-Tw1); 
             
    S=I*0.95; 
        
    A=[(hc+hr+hf) -hf 0; -hf 2*mf*cp_f/Ap+hf+hw -(dmw*cp_v/Ap+hw); 0 
-hw (hw+2*mw*cp_w/Ap+dmw*cp_v/Ap+cp_w*dmw/Ap)]; 
    B=[S+(hc+hr)*Ta; 2*mf*cp_f*Ta/Ap-mf*(wout*Hout-
win*Hin)/Ap+dmw*Hfg/Ap; 2*mw*cp_w*Tw1/Ap-dmw*Hfg/Ap]; 
     
    T=inv(A)*B; 
    T_S(:,i)=T 
    Tp=T(1,1); 
    Tf=T(2,1); 
    Tw=T(3,1);      
    a=(T_S(1,i)-T_S(1,i-1)); 
    b=(T_S(2,i)-T_S(2,i-1)); 
    c=(T_S(3,i)-T_S(3,i-1)); 
     
                
    Qr=hr*(Tp-Ta); 
    Qc=hc*(Tp-Ta); 
    Qf=hf*(Tp-Tf); 
    Qw=hw*(Tf-Tw) 
    Qf-Qw; 
    QL=dmw*(cp_v*Tw+Hfg)/Ap 
    mf*cp_f*(Tin-Tout)/Ap+mf*(win*Hin-wout*Hout)/Ap;         
    Q1=S-Qc-Qr-Qf; 
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    Q2=mf*cp_f*(Tin-Tout)/Ap+mf*(win*Hin-wout*Hout)/Ap+Qf+QL-Qw; 
    Q3=mw*(cp_w*Tw2-cp_w*Tw1)/Ap+dmw*cp_w*Tw/Ap+QL-Qw; 
     
    ps_out=exp(-6069.9385*(1/Tout)+21.2409642-2.711193E-
2*Tout+1.673952E-5*Tout^2+2.433502*log(Tout)); 
    p_out=wout*101352/(0.622+wout); 
    RH_out=p_out*100/ps_out 
     
    q=mf*cp_f*(Tin-Tout); 
    Eff=mf*cp_f*(Tin-Tout)/(H*L*I)*100 ; 
    dT=Tin-Tout 
    dw=wout-win 
     
    i=i+1; 
     
     end 
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      I I - 5  Cooling system  w ith t ranspired plate and single plenum  
    clear all 
        
    T= [327.8; 296.5; 287.6];   
     
    Tp=54.8+273; 
    Tf=19.5+273; 
    Tw=14.6+273; 
    Tr=287; 
    Ts=286; 
    
    T_S(:,1)=T; 
     
    i=2; 
    for i=2:20 
     
    I=500; %W/m2 
    Ta=300;  
    Tw1=283; 
    Vfan=100/3600; %m3/s 
    RH=50; %% 
    vs=0.1; 
    vf=0.20;     
    D2=0.2; 
    d=0.0012; %m 
    P=0.0084;%    
    rol_a=(-0.0047*Ta) + 2.5612 ;%kg/m3 
    cp_a=(((2E-5)*Ta) + 1.001)*1E3;        
    G=vs*rol_a 
    Tw2=2*Tw-Tw1; 
    Tins=298; 
    Vwater=1.4/1000/60; %m3/s 
    H=2; %height of wall, m 
    D=0.25; %width of channel, m 
    L=1; %length of wall, m 
    Ap=H*L; 
    rol_water=-0.2016*Tw + 1057.1; %kg/m3 
    rol_f=(-0.0047*Tf) + 2.5612 ;%kg/m3 
    rol_s=(-0.0047*Ts) + 2.5612 ;%kg/m3 
    cp_f=(((2E-5)*Tf) + 1.001)*1E3;%J/kgK 
    cp_fa=(((2E-5)*Ta) + 1.001)*1E3;%J/kgK 
    cp_fs=(((2E-5)*Ts) + 1.001)*1E3;%J/kgK 
    Tfw=(Tw+Tf)/2; 
    cp_v=(1E-5*Tfw^2-0.0048*Tfw+2.4615)*1E3;%J/kgK 
    cp_w=(3E-5*Tw^2-0.0195*Tw+7.1425)*1E3;%J/kgK 
    cp_w1=(3E-5*Tw1^2-0.0195*Tw1+7.1425)*1E3;%J/kgK 
    cp_w2=(3E-5*Tw2^2-0.0195*Tw2+7.1425)*1E3;%J/kgK 
    nu_f =((0.0942*Tf)-11.822)*1E-6; %m2/s 
    Pr=0.72; 
    mw1=Vwater*rol_water; %kg/s 
    wet=0.83; %wetability=1.75/2*26.5/28=0.83; 
    vf2=Vfan/(L*D2); 
    ms=Vfan*rol_s    
     
    Tsur=Ta; 
    hr1=0.9*(5.67E-8)*(Tp+Tsur)*((Tp^2)+(Tsur^2)); 
    hr2=0; 
     
    nu_a =((0.0942*Ta)-11.822)*1E-6; %m2/s 
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    Rec=vs/P*d/nu_a; 
    Nuc=0.0004*(Rec^1.33); 
    k_a=((0.0782*Ta)+2.64)*1E-3 ;  
    hc=Nuc*k_a/d; 
     
    B=G*cp_fa+hc; 
    Ti=hc/B*Tp+G*cp_fa/B*Ta; 
    Tout=2*Tf-Ti; 
     
    Hfg=(-2.3571*Tfw+3144.8)*1E3 %(280-310K), Hw=cp_w*Tw+Hfg;J/kg 
    Hout=(1.9118*Tout+1973.6)*1E3;  %(283-323K),J/kg 
    Hin=(1.9118*Ti+1973.6)*1E3 ; %(283-323K),J/kg 
         
    ps=exp(-6069.9385*(1/Ti)+21.2409642-2.711193E-2*Ti+1.673952E-
5*Ti^2+2.433502*log(Ti)); 
    p=ps*(RH/100); 
    win=0.622*p/(101325-p); 
    
    Gr=9.807*(1/Tf)*(H^3)*abs(Tf-((Tp+Tw)/2))/nu_f^2; 
    Re_free=(Gr/2.5)^0.5; 
    Re_for=vf*H/(nu_f); 
    Re=((Re_free^2)+(Re_for^2))^0.5; 
    Nu_lam=0.664*(Re^0.5)*(Pr^(1/3)); 
    k_fw=((0.0782*Tfw)+2.64)*1E-3 ;  
    k_s=((0.0782*Ts)+2.64)*1E-3  ; 
    hw2=Nu_lam*k_fw/H; 
     
    nu_s =((0.0942*Ts)-11.822)*1E-6; %m2/s 
    Gr3=9.807*(1/Ts)*(H^3)*abs(Ts-((Tr+Ts)/2))/nu_s^2; 
    Re_free3=(Gr/2.5)^0.5; 
    Re_for3=vf2*H/(nu_s); 
    Re3=((Re_free3^2)+(Re_for3^2))^0.5; 
    Nu_lam3=0.664*(Re3^0.5)*(Pr^(1/3)); 
    hf3=0; 
     
    Ref=vf/P*d/nu_f; 
    Nuf=0.158*(Ref^1.25);%Laminar 
    k_f=((0.0782*Tf)+2.64)*1E-3  ; 
    hf1=Nuf*k_f/H 
     
    k_fw=(0.0579*Tfw + 2.417)*1E-3; 
    mu_v=(0.04*Tfw-2.91)*1E-6; %Ns/m2 
    rol_sat=1000; %kg/m3 
    rol_v=0.0012*Tfw - 0.3281; 
    rol_Tw=4E-45*Tw^17; %kg/m3 
    Pr_v=0.0016*Tfw + 0.377; 
    %pw=4.4014*Tw^2-2425.7*Tw+335167; 
    pw= 171.12*Tw - 47427; 
    pw_out= 171.12*Tout - 47427; 
    Rew=mw1/H/mu_v; 
    Le=1; 
    g_heat=2.1565E-5*Pr_v^(-2/3)*(mw1*1000^2*9.81/H)^(1/3);%kg/m2s 
    %Nuw=1.207E-3*H*(rol_v^2*9.8/(mw1/H)/mu_v)^(1/3); 
    Nuw1=g_heat*H/(k_fw/cp_f); 
    hw1=Nuw1*k_fw/H; 
     
    hw=0.7*hw1+0.3*hw2; 
    hm=hw/cp_f/Le; 
    wTw=0.622*pw/(101325-pw); 
    wout=hm*(wTw-win)/G+win; 
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    dmw=G*(wout-win)*Ap; %Tw2-Tw1 
    mw=(mw1+(mw1+dmw))/2; 
    Hw=cp_w*Tw; 
    Hw1=cp_w1*Tw1; 
    Uw=0; 
     
    S=I*0.95; 
        
    A=[(hc+hr1+hf1+hr2-hc^2/B) -hf1 -hr2; hf1+2*G*cp_f*hc/B -
(2*G*cp_f+hf1+hw) (dmw*cp_v/Ap+hw); hr2 hw -
(hw+2*mw*cp_w/Ap+dmw*cp_v/Ap+cp_w*dmw/Ap+hr2+Uw)]; 
    B=[S+(hc*G*cp_fa/B*Ta+hr1*Ta); G*(wout*Hout-win*Hin)-
2*G^2*cp_f*cp_fa*Ta/B-dmw*Hfg/Ap; -
2*mw*cp_w*Tw1/Ap+dmw*Hfg/Ap]; 
     
    T=inv(A)*B; 
    T_S(:,i)=T 
    Tp=T(1,1); 
    Tf=T(2,1); 
    Tw=T(3,1);       
    a=(T_S(1,i)-T_S(1,i-1)); 
    b=(T_S(2,i)-T_S(2,i-1)); 
    c=(T_S(3,i)-T_S(3,i-1)); 
              
    Qr1=hr1*(Tp-Ta); 
    Qr2=hr2*(Tp-Tw); 
    Qc=hc*(Tp-Ti); 
    Qf1=hf1*(Tp-Tf); 
    Qf3=hf3*(Ts-Tr); 
    Qsand=Uw*(Tr-Tw); 
    Qw=hw*(Tf-Tw); 
    QL=dmw*(cp_v*Tw+Hfg)/Ap; 
    G*cp_f*(Tout-Ti); 
    G*(wout*Hout-win*Hin); 
    dT=Tout-Ta 
    Q1=S-Qc-Qr1-Qf1-Qr2; 
    Q2=G*cp_f*(Tout-Ti)+G*(wout*Hout-win*Hin)-Qf1-QL+Qw; 
    Q3=mw*(cp_w*Tw2-cp_w*Tw1)/Ap+dmw*cp_w*Tw/Ap+QL-Qw-Qr2-Qsand; 
    
    ps_out=exp(-6069.9385*(1/Tout)+21.2409642-2.711193E-
2*Tout+1.673952E-5*Tout^2+2.433502*log(Tout)); 
    p_out=wout*101352/(0.622+wout); 
    RH_out=p_out*100/ps_out; 
  
    i=i+1; 
     end 
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    I I - 6  Cooling system  w ith t ranspired plate and tw o plenum s 
    clear all 
        
    T= [327.8; 296.5; 287.6; 287.0; 286];  
    Tp=54.8+273; 
    Tf=19.5+273; 
    Tw=14.6+273; 
    Tr=287; 
    Ts=286; 
    
    T_S(:,1)=T; 
     
    i=2; 
    for i=2:20 
     
    I=500; %W/m2 
    Ta=300;  
    Tw1=293; 
    Vfan=100/3600; %m3/s 
    RH=50; %% 
    vs=0.042; 
    vf=0.20; 
    Td=(Ta-273)-((100-RH)/5); 
    D2=0.2; 
    d=0.0012; %m 
    P=0.0084;%    
    rol_a=(-0.0047*Ta) + 2.5612 ;%kg/m3 
    cp_a=(((2E-5)*Ta) + 1.001)*1E3;         
    G=vs*rol_a 
    Tw2=2*Tw-Tw1; 
    Tins=298; 
    Vwater=1.4/1000/60; %m3/s 
    H=12; %height of wall, m 
    D=0.25; %width of channel, m 
    L=1; %length of wall, m 
    Ap=H*L; 
    rol_water=-0.2016*Tw + 1057.1; %kg/m3 
    rol_f=(-0.0047*Tf) + 2.5612 ;%kg/m3 
    rol_s=(-0.0047*Ts) + 2.5612 ;%kg/m3 
    cp_f=(((2E-5)*Tf) + 1.001)*1E3;%J/kgK 
    cp_fa=(((2E-5)*Ta) + 1.001)*1E3;%J/kgK 
    cp_fs=(((2E-5)*Ts) + 1.001)*1E3;%J/kgK 
    Tfw=(Tw+Tf)/2; 
    cp_v=(1E-5*Tfw^2-0.0048*Tfw+2.4615)*1E3;%J/kgK 
    cp_w=(3E-5*Tw^2-0.0195*Tw+7.1425)*1E3;%J/kgK 
    cp_w1=(3E-5*Tw1^2-0.0195*Tw1+7.1425)*1E3;%J/kgK 
    cp_w2=(3E-5*Tw2^2-0.0195*Tw2+7.1425)*1E3;%J/kgK 
    nu_f =((0.0942*Tf)-11.822)*1E-6; %m2/s 
    Pr=0.72; 
    mw1=Vwater*rol_water; %kg/s 
    wet=0.83; %wetability=1.75/2*26.5/28=0.83; 
    vf2=Vfan/(L*D2); 
    ms=Vfan*rol_s    
     
    Tsur=Ta; 
    hr1=0.9*(5.67E-8)*(Tp+Tsur)*((Tp^2)+(Tsur^2)); 
    hr2=1.13E-9*(Tp^2+Tw^2)*(Tp+Tw); 
    %Tsky=Ta*(0.741 +0.0062*Td)^0.25; %Paul Berdahl,The thermal 
radiance of clear skies 
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    %hr1=0.9*(5.67E-8)*(Tp+Tsky)*((Tp^2)+(Tsky^2)); 
     
    nu_a =((0.0942*Ta)-11.822)*1E-6; %m2/s 
    Rec=vs/P*d/nu_a; 
    Nuc=0.0004*(Rec^1.33); 
    k_a=((0.0782*Ta)+2.64)*1E-3 ;  
    hc=Nuc*k_a/d; 
     
    B=G*cp_fa+hc; 
    Ti=hc/B*Tp+G*cp_fa/B*Ta; 
    Tout=2*Tf-Ti; 
     
    Hfg=(-2.3571*Tfw+3144.8)*1E3 ;%(280-310K), Hw=cp_w*Tw+Hfg;J/kg 
    Hout=(1.9118*Tout+1973.6)*1E3;  %(283-323K),J/kg 
    Hin=(1.9118*Ti+1973.6)*1E3 ; %(283-323K),J/kg    
    ps=exp(-6069.9385*(1/Ti)+21.2409642-2.711193E-2*Ti+1.673952E-
5*Ti^2+2.433502*log(Ti)); 
    p=ps*(RH/100); 
    win=0.622*p/(101325-p); 
    
    Gr=9.807*(1/Tf)*(H^3)*abs(Tf-((Tp+Tw)/2))/nu_f^2; 
    Re_free=(Gr/2.5)^0.5; 
    Re_for=vf*H/(nu_f); 
    Re=((Re_free^2)+(Re_for^2))^0.5; 
    Nu_lam=0.664*(Re^0.5)*(Pr^(1/3)); 
    k_fw=((0.0782*Tfw)+2.64)*1E-3 ;  
    k_s=((0.0782*Ts)+2.64)*1E-3  ; 
    hw2=Nu_lam*k_fw/H; 
     
    nu_s =((0.0942*Ts)-11.822)*1E-6; %m2/s 
    Gr3=9.807*(1/Ts)*(H^3)*abs(Ts-((Tr+Ts)/2))/nu_s^2; 
    Re_free3=(Gr/2.5)^0.5; 
    Re_for3=vf2*H/(nu_s); 
    Re3=((Re_free3^2)+(Re_for3^2))^0.5; 
    Nu_lam3=0.664*(Re3^0.5)*(Pr^(1/3)); 
    hf3=Nu_lam3*k_s/H; 
     
    Ref=vf/P*d/nu_f; 
    Nuf=0.158*(Ref^1.25);%Laminar 
    %Nuf=0.0026*Ref^1.7; 
    k_f=((0.0782*Tf)+2.64)*1E-3  ; 
    hf1=Nuf*k_f/H; 
         
    k_fw=(0.0579*Tfw + 2.417)*1E-3; 
    mu_v=(0.04*Tfw-2.91)*1E-6; %Ns/m2 
    rol_sat=1000; %kg/m3 
    rol_v=0.0012*Tfw - 0.3281; 
    rol_Tw=4E-45*Tw^17; %kg/m3 
    Pr_v=0.0016*Tfw + 0.377; 
    %pw=4.4014*Tw^2-2425.7*Tw+335167; 
    pw= 171.12*Tw - 47427; 
    pw_out= 171.12*Tout - 47427; 
    Rew=mw1/H/mu_v; 
    Le=1; 
    g_heat=2.1565E-5*Pr_v^(-2/3)*(mw1*1000^2*9.81/H)^(1/3);%kg/m2s 
    Nuw1=g_heat*H/(k_fw/cp_f); 
    hw1=Nuw1*k_fw/H; 
     
    hw=0.7*hw1+0.3*hw2; 
    hm=hw/cp_f/Le; 
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    wTw=0.622*pw/(101325-pw); 
    wout=hm*(wTw-win)/G+win; 
    dmw=G*(wout-win)*Ap; %Tw2-Tw1 
    mw=(mw1+(mw1+dmw))/2; 
    Hw=cp_w*Tw; 
    Hw1=cp_w1*Tw1; 
    Uw=1/(0.055/1.01); 
    S=I*0.95; 
        
    A=[(hc+hr1+hf1+hr2-hc^2/B) -hf1 -hr2 0 0; hf1+2*G*cp_f*hc/B -
(2*G*cp_f+hf1+hw) (dmw*cp_v/Ap+hw) 0 0; hr2 hw -
(hw+2*mw*cp_w/Ap+dmw*cp_v/Ap+cp_w*dmw/Ap+hr2+Uw) Uw 0; 0 0 Uw 
-(Uw+hf3) hf3; 0 0 0 -hf3 2*ms*cp_fs/Ap+hf3]; 
    B=[S+(hc*G*cp_fa/B*Ta+hr1*Ta); G*(wout*Hout-win*Hin)-
2*G^2*cp_f*cp_fa*Ta/B-dmw*Hfg/Ap; -2*mw*cp_w*Tw1/Ap+dmw*Hfg/Ap; 
0; 2*ms*cp_fs/Ap*Tins]; 
     
    T=inv(A)*B; 
    T_S(:,i)=T 
    Tp=T(1,1); 
    Tf=T(2,1); 
    Tw=T(3,1); 
    Tr=T(4,1); 
    Ts=T(5,1);       
    a=(T_S(1,i)-T_S(1,i-1)); 
    b=(T_S(2,i)-T_S(2,i-1)); 
    c=(T_S(3,i)-T_S(3,i-1)); 
    d=(T_S(4,i)-T_S(4,i-1)); 
    e=(T_S(5,i)-T_S(5,i-1)); 
                
    Qr1=hr1*(Tp-Ta); 
    Qr2=hr2*(Tp-Tw); 
    Qc=hc*(Tp-Ti); 
    Qf1=hf1*(Tp-Tf); 
    Qf3=hf3*(Ts-Tr); 
    Qsand=Uw*(Tr-Tw); 
    Qw=hw*(Tf-Tw); 
    QL=dmw*(cp_v*Tw+Hfg)/Ap; 
    G*cp_f*(Tout-Ti); 
    G*(wout*Hout-win*Hin); 
     
    dT=Tout-Ta; 
    Q=G*cp_f*(Tout-Ta)*H*L; 
    Touts=2*Ts-Tins 
    dt=Tins-Touts 
    q=ms*cp_fs*(Tins-Touts); 
    Q1=S-Qc-Qr1-Qf1-Qr2; 
    Q2=G*cp_f*(Tout-Ti)+G*(wout*Hout-win*Hin)-Qf1-QL+Qw; 
    Q3=mw*(cp_w*Tw2-cp_w*Tw1)/Ap+dmw*cp_w*Tw/Ap+QL-Qw-Qr2-Qsand; 
    Q4=Qsand-Qf3; 
    Q5=ms/Ap*cp_fs*(Tins-Touts)-Qf3; 
     
    ps_out=exp(-6069.9385*(1/Tout)+21.2409642-2.711193E-
2*Tout+1.673952E-5*Tout^2+2.433502*log(Tout)); 
    p_out=wout*101352/(0.622+wout); 
    RH_out=p_out*100/ps_out; 
    Exh_c=dt/(Tins-Tr)*100 
     
    i=i+1;     
    end 
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Appendix I I I   
Experim ent  and sim ulat ion results for  heat ing system s 
 
I I I - 1  Heat ing system  w ith f lat  plate  facade 
Experiment results for heating system with flat plate  
I, Wm-2 Vfan, m
3/hr D, m Ta, K Tp, K Tf, K Tw, K Tr, K 
223 67 0.20 296.5 321.4 296.9 296.5 295.9 
223 67 0.20 295.1 315.0 295.4 295.1 294.4 
223 134 0.20 295.7 315.4 295.9 295.6 296.4 
223 202 0.20 295.4 312.2 295.8 295.7 295.9 
223 269 0.20 295.4 312.2 295.8 295.7 295.9 
223 331 0.20 295.3 313.0 295.7 295.3 296.0 
307 67 0.20 297.4 323.2 297.8 297.1 297.0 
307 67 0.20 293.7 319.7 293.9 293.2 293.2 
307 67 0.20 294.7 320.6 295.1 294.5 294.3 
307 134 0.20 296.0 321.4 296.4 295.9 296.5 
307 134 0.20 294.8 319.9 295.1 295.0 294.9 
307 202 0.20 294.9 319.7 295.4 295.4 294.6 
307 202 0.20 295.4 312.2 295.8 295.7 295.9 
307 202 0.20 292.5 317.7 292.6 292.0 292.4 
307 202 0.20 291.3 317.2 291.1 290.3 291.9 
307 269 0.20 296.1 320.0 296.7 296.6 296.4 
307 331 0.20 295.5 318.6 296.1 295.9 296.1 
307 331 0.20 293.6 317.3 293.9 293.6 294.0 
385 202 0.20 296.2 331.0 296.9 296.9 296.6 
385 202 0.20 292.5 326.5 293.0 292.5 293.5 
385 202 0.20 294.9 329.4 295.4 295.3 294.6 
500 202 0.20 295.9 332.8 296.5 296.5 297.2 
500 202 0.20 295.5 332.5 296.0 296.0 295.1 
614 202 0.20 296.2 339.0 297.0 297.1 297.9 
614 202 0.20 295.8 333.4 296.4 296.1 295.8 
719 202 0.20 293.5 341.2 294.4 294.3 294.0 
820 202 0.20 296.5 350.4 297.5 297.5 296.5 
820 202 0.20 293.7 347.2 294.7 294.8 293.7 
820 202 0.20 294.2 346.8 294.9 294.4 293.7 
223 67 0.25 295.3 316.0 295.5 294.9 297.3 
223 67 0.25 296.8 316.8 297.0 296.9 296.3 
223 134 0.25 295.3 316.0 295.5 294.9 297.3 
223 134 0.25 296.8 317.0 297.2 297.2 297.0 
223 202 0.25 295.3 316.0 295.5 294.9 297.3 
223 202 0.25 296.5 314.0 296.9 296.8 296.3 
223 269 0.25 296.8 314.0 296.8 295.9 296.8 
223 269 0.25 296.5 313.8 296.7 296.5 296.5 
223 331 0.25 296.7 314.6 296.9 296.6 297.0 
223 331 0.25 296.1 313.0 296.2 295.9 296.4 
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Simulation results for heating system with flat plate  
307 67 0.25 297.9 323.5 298.5 298.4 297.3 
307 134 0.25 296.9 322.7 297.3 297.4 297.3 
307 202 0.25 297.4 322.8 297.9 298.1 297.1 
307 269 0.25 297.5 322.5 297.8 297.8 297.9 
307 331 0.25 297.3 321.8 297.5 297.4 297.8 
500 202 0.25 297.9 335.6 298.6 298.5 297.9 
614 202 0.25 296.9 340.0 297.6 297.7 296.7 
719 202 0.25 296.4 340.8 297.1 296.8 296.4 
719 202 0.25 296.4 345.1 297.1 296.7 296.3 
820 202 0.25 296.8 349.9 297.7 297.6 296.4 
223 67 0.30 294.5 314.5 294.9 294.9 297.2 
223 67 0.30 294.2 314.1 294.6 295.2 297.5 
223 67 0.30 294.1 313.9 294.5 294.3 297.0 
223 134 0.30 293.7 313.5 294.0 293.7 296.1 
223 134 0.30 292.8 311.9 293.0 292.9 295.5 
223 202 0.30 293.5 312.3 293.7 293.2 295.1 
223 202 0.30 293.5 312.6 293.8 293.7 295.6 
223 202 0.30 295.2 314.0 295.6 295.5 296.8 
223 269 0.30 293.9 312.3 294.2 294.0 295.8 
223 269 0.30 295.7 313.9 296.6 297.7 298.2 
223 269 0.30 294.1 312.5 294.4 294.3 295.8 
223 331 0.30 293.9 312.4 294.1 294.4 295.5 
223 331 0.30 294.3 311.9 294.3 293.7 295.7 
307 67 0.30 293.3 319.3 293.8 294.0 297.3 
307 67 0.30 293.8 318.9 294.0 293.4 296.3 
307 134 0.30 293.7 319.2 294.1 294.4 296.5 
307 134 0.30 294.7 320.0 295.0 294.6 297.1 
307 202 0.30 294.0 318.9 294.6 294.9 296.8 
307 202 0.30 295.0 319.9 295.5 295.3 297.3 
307 269 0.30 293.9 317.8 294.3 294.0 296.0 
307 269 0.30 295.5 319.6 296.0 295.8 297.4 
307 331 0.30 294.6 318.6 295.0 294.8 296.7 
307 331 0.30 295.0 318.2 295.3 294.9 296.6 
307 202 0.30 294.0 318.9 294.6 294.9 296.8 
307 202 0.30 295.0 319.9 295.5 295.3 297.3 
500 202 0.30 294.8 331.5 295.5 295.4 298.2 
500 202 0.30 295.9 331.9 296.7 296.4 298.9 
614 202 0.30 295.5 337.3 296.3 296.5 299.7 
614 202 0.30 296.1 338.1 297.1 296.9 299.7 
719 202 0.30 295.9 342.4 296.9 297.3 300.3 
719 202 0.30 295.9 342.0 296.7 296.3 299.7 
800 202 0.30 296.1 347.5 297.3 297.8 301.1 
I, Wm-2 Vfan, m
3/hr D, m Ta, K Tp, K Tf, K 
223 67 0.20 296.5 313.7 298.1 
223 67 0.20 295.1 312.4 296.7 
223 134 0.20 295.7 312.5 296.6 
223 202 0.20 295.4 311.7 296.0 
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223 269 0.20 295.4 311.2 295.9 
223 331 0.20 295.3 310.7 295.7 
307 67 0.20 297.4 319.9 299.7 
307 67 0.20 293.7 316.4 296.0 
307 67 0.20 294.7 317.3 297.0 
307 134 0.20 296.0 317.9 297.2 
307 134 0.20 294.8 316.8 296.0 
307 202 0.20 294.9 316.3 295.8 
307 202 0.20 295.4 316.3 295.8 
307 202 0.20 292.5 314.1 293.4 
307 202 0.20 291.3 312.9 292.2 
307 269 0.20 296.1 316.9 296.8 
307 331 0.20 295.5 315.7 296.1 
307 331 0.20 293.6 313.9 294.2 
385 202 0.20 296.2 322.0 297.3 
385 202 0.20 292.5 318.5 293.6 
385 202 0.20 294.9 320.8 296.0 
500 202 0.20 295.9 327.9 297.4 
500 202 0.20 295.5 327.5 297.0 
614 202 0.20 296.2 333.9 298.0 
614 202 0.20 295.8 333.5 297.6 
719 202 0.20 293.5 336.5 295.7 
820 202 0.20 296.5 343.9 299.0 
820 202 0.20 293.7 341.4 296.2 
820 202 0.20 294.2 341.9 296.7 
223 67 0.25 295.3 312.7 296.9 
223 67 0.25 296.8 314.1 298.4 
223 134 0.25 295.3 312.2 296.2 
223 134 0.25 296.8 313.7 297.7 
223 202 0.25 295.3 311.9 295.9 
223 202 0.25 296.5 313.0 297.1 
223 269 0.25 296.8 312.9 297.3 
223 269 0.25 296.5 312.7 297.0 
223 331 0.25 296.7 312.5 297.0 
223 331 0.25 296.1 311.9 296.5 
307 67 0.25 297.9 320.4 300.2 
307 134 0.25 296.9 318.9 298.1 
307 202 0.25 297.4 318.9 298.3 
307 269 0.25 297.5 318.6 298.2 
307 331 0.25 297.3 318.0 297.8 
500 202 0.25 297.9 330.0 299.3 
614 202 0.25 296.9 334.9 298.7 
719 202 0.25 296.4 339.5 298.5 
719 202 0.25 296.4 339.5 298.5 
820 202 0.25 296.8 344.5 299.2 
223 67 0.30 294.5 311.9 296.1 
223 67 0.30 294.2 311.6 295.8 
223 67 0.30 294.1 311.5 295.7 
223 134 0.30 293.7 310.8 294.6 
223 134 0.30 292.8 309.9 293.7 
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223 202 0.30 293.5 310.3 294.1 
223 202 0.30 295.2 311.9 295.8 
223 269 0.30 293.9 310.4 294.4 
223 269 0.30 295.7 312.1 296.2 
223 269 0.30 294.1 310.6 294.6 
223 331 0.30 293.9 310.1 294.3 
223 331 0.30 294.3 310.5 294.7 
307 67 0.30 293.3 316.1 295.6 
307 67 0.30 293.8 316.5 296.1 
307 134 0.30 293.7 316.0 295.0 
307 134 0.30 294.7 316.9 295.9 
307 202 0.30 294.0 315.9 294.8 
307 202 0.30 295.0 316.8 295.8 
307 269 0.30 293.9 315.5 294.6 
307 269 0.30 295.5 317.0 296.1 
307 331 0.30 294.6 315.8 295.2 
307 331 0.30 295.0 316.1 295.6 
307 202 0.30 294.0 315.9 294.8 
307 202 0.30 295.0 316.8 295.8 
500 202 0.30 294.8 327.3 296.2 
500 202 0.30 295.9 328.3 297.3 
614 202 0.30 295.5 333.7 297.3 
614 202 0.30 296.1 334.3 297.9 
719 202 0.30 295.9 339.2 298.0 
719 202 0.30 295.9 339.2 298.0 
800 202 0.30 296.1 344.1 298.5 
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I I I - 2  Heat ing system  w ith t ranspired plate facade 
Experiment results for heating system with transpired plate 
I, Wm-2 G, kg/s-m2 vf, m/s D, m Ta, K Tp, K Ti,K Tf, K Tw, K Tr, K 
223 0.051 0.30 0.20 299.3 305.7 301.1 301.7 300.5 299.6 
307 0.049 0.29 0.20 300.2 309.1 302.6 303.8 302.1 300.9 
307 0.054 0.28 0.20 300.7 309.6 303.5 304.5 303.2 301.6 
307 0.052 0.26 0.20 301.3 310.3 303.7 304.9 303.3 302.1 
307 0.050 0.28 0.20 301.9 310.3 304.4 305.4 304.3 302.2 
385 0.047 0.32 0.20 299.6 311.3 302.5 304.4 301.9 300.2 
385 0.052 0.27 0.20 300.0 311.5 304.0 305.4 304.0 301.2 
500 0.052 0.30 0.20 300.5 315.4 305.3 307.5 305.6 301.9 
500 0.049 0.29 0.20 300.2 315.1 304.6 306.9 304.6 301.1 
614 0.062 0.33 0.20 299.2 315.4 304.3 306.4 304.2 301.4 
614 0.058 0.33 0.20 299.8 317.1 305.5 307.9 306.0 301.7 
614 0.047 0.30 0.20 300.1 318.1 306.3 309.1 307.2 301.3 
614 0.052 0.31 0.20 299.5 317.3 305.0 307.6 305.0 301.1 
614 0.062 0.31 0.20 300.6 317.3 306.0 308.3 306.5 303.0 
614 0.047 0.33 0.20 301.2 319.9 306.9 310.1 306.9 302.5 
719 0.049 0.32 0.20 300.0 321.5 306.2 310.1 307.0 301.7 
719 0.052 0.32 0.20 300.5 321.5 306.8 310.5 307.6 301.9 
719 0.049 0.32 0.20 301.1 322.5 307.5 311.4 308.6 302.6 
719 0.049 0.32 0.20 301.1 322.4 308.1 311.8 309.7 303.0 
820 0.053 0.37 0.20 299.6 324.2 306.3 311.3 308.2 301.9 
820 0.048 0.37 0.20 299.6 324.9 306.9 312.0 309.3 301.8 
223 0.039 0.18 0.25 301.0 308.5 303.1 304.4 302.8 301.6 
223 0.050 0.27 0.25 299.6 306.0 301.1 302.0 300.8 300.2 
223 0.048 0.13 0.25 301.3 307.7 303.3 304.0 303.1 301.9 
307 0.040 0.15 0.25 301.8 311.8 304.6 306.5 304.4 302.2 
307 0.052 0.20 0.25 300.2 308.9 303.1 304.2 303.1 301.0 
385 0.040 0.20 0.25 301.7 315.3 306.2 308.6 305.9 302.6 
385 0.050 0.20 0.25 301.5 313.3 305.1 307.1 305.5 302.1 
500 0.040 0.19 0.25 301.8 319.3 307.8 311.1 307.7 302.9 
500 0.050 0.17 0.25 300.8 316.1 305.7 308.2 306.1 301.8 
614 0.062 0.22 0.25 300.9 317.6 306.6 309.1 307.1 303.6 
614 0.052 0.18 0.25 301.4 319.5 307.8 310.8 308.7 303.1 
614 0.046 0.15 0.25 301.9 320.4 307.6 311.3 307.5 303.6 
614 0.039 0.17 0.25 301.4 321.7 308.1 312.5 308.6 303.0 
719 0.039 0.20 0.25 300.9 326.7 307.7 313.8 308.6 303.6 
719 0.039 0.20 0.25 301.0 324.9 309.1 314.6 310.6 303.2 
719 0.051 0.22 0.25 299.2 320.3 305.7 310.0 306.0 300.9 
820 0.046 0.18 0.25 300.7 326.3 308.0 314.0 310.1 303.1 
820 0.038 0.24 0.25 300.4 328.5 308.0 315.3 309.5 303.3 
820 0.053 0.29 0.25 299.1 323.9 305.6 311.2 307.0 301.7 
223 0.039 0.17 0.30 300.2 307.3 302.2 303.4 301.5 300.8 
230 0.040 0.18 0.30 299.8 306.7 301.9 302.9 301.4 300.3 
230 0.042 0.20 0.30 299.1 306.1 301.2 302.2 300.3 299.7 
307 0.039 0.14 0.30 298.9 308.6 301.9 303.5 300.8 299.3 
385 0.037 0.16 0.30 299.3 312.8 303.8 306.2 302.7 300.3 
500 0.038 0.17 0.30 301.3 318.1 307.5 310.5 307.5 302.4 
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Simulation results for heating system with transpired plate by present model 
614 0.037 0.19 0.30 300.3 319.1 306.3 310.4 305.7 302.0 
614 0.051 0.17 0.30 300.4 318.0 307.3 309.8 308.1 302.1 
614 0.043 0.14 0.30 299.5 318.0 306.1 309.3 306.4 301.1 
614 0.061 0.20 0.30 299.9 315.6 305.0 307.1 304.7 302.2 
614 0.056 0.19 0.30 299.8 316.6 305.9 308.2 306.3 302.2 
614 0.051 0.18 0.30 300.0 317.4 306.4 308.9 307.0 301.7 
719 0.035 0.20 0.30 299.9 323.5 308.4 313.5 309.0 301.3 
820 0.033 0.18 0.30 300.1 327.6 308.1 315.0 308.5 303.1 
820 0.036 0.24 0.30 299.0 327.0 308.3 314.9 309.1 302.1 
820 0.036 0.15 0.30 299.7 327.8 309.2 315.9 310.5 302.9 
820 0.037 0.19 0.30 298.9 324.5 307.7 314.7 308.1 301.8 
I, Wm-2 G, kg/s-m2 vf, m/s D, m Ta, K Tp, K Ti,K Tf, K 
307 0.049 0.29 0.20 300.2 309.1 303.0 304.0 
307 0.054 0.28 0.20 300.7 309.2 303.4 304.3 
307 0.052 0.26 0.20 301.3 310.4 304.2 305.1 
307 0.050 0.28 0.20 301.9 310.8 304.7 305.7 
385 0.047 0.32 0.20 299.6 310.5 303.0 304.5 
385 0.052 0.27 0.20 300.0 311.2 303.6 190.9 
500 0.052 0.30 0.20 300.5 314.3 304.9 306.5 
500 0.049 0.29 0.20 300.2 314.6 304.8 306.4 
614 0.062 0.33 0.20 299.2 313.6 304.0 305.6 
614 0.058 0.33 0.20 299.8 315.0 304.7 306.5 
614 0.047 0.30 0.20 300.1 318.0 305.7 307.9 
614 0.052 0.31 0.20 299.5 316.2 304.8 306.8 
614 0.062 0.31 0.20 300.6 315.5 305.5 307.0 
614 0.047 0.33 0.20 301.2 318.3 306.5 308.9 
719 0.049 0.32 0.20 300.0 319.8 306.2 308.8 
719 0.052 0.32 0.20 300.5 319.8 306.6 309.0 
719 0.049 0.32 0.20 301.1 320.9 307.3 309.9 
719 0.049 0.32 0.20 301.1 320.9 307.3 309.9 
820 0.053 0.37 0.20 299.6 319.7 306.0 309.0 
820 0.048 0.37 0.20 299.6 320.8 306.2 309.6 
307 0.040 0.15 0.25 301.8 312.1 304.9 306.2 
307 0.052 0.20 0.25 300.2 308.2 302.7 303.8 
385 0.040 0.20 0.25 301.7 313.2 305.2 307.2 
385 0.050 0.20 0.25 301.5 311.6 304.7 306.1 
500 0.040 0.19 0.25 301.8 317.1 306.4 308.9 
500 0.050 0.17 0.25 300.8 314.8 305.2 306.9 
614 0.062 0.22 0.25 300.9 314.6 305.5 307.2 
614 0.052 0.18 0.25 301.4 318.0 306.7 308.7 
614 0.046 0.15 0.25 301.9 320.9 307.8 309.9 
614 0.039 0.17 0.25 301.4 321.2 307.3 310.3 
719 0.039 0.20 0.25 300.9 322.6 307.4 311.2 
719 0.039 0.20 0.25 301.0 321.8 306.6 310.3 
719 0.051 0.22 0.25 299.2 317.3 304.9 307.7 
820 0.046 0.18 0.25 300.7 324.3 308.0 311.2 
820 0.038 0.24 0.25 300.4 323.7 307.3 312.2 
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Simulation results for heating system with transpired plate by Kutschers model 
820 0.053 0.29 0.25 299.1 317.1 304.9 308.3 
307 0.039 0.14 0.30 298.9 309.6 302.1 303.4 
385 0.037 0.16 0.30 299.3 312.4 303.2 305.2 
500 0.038 0.17 0.30 301.3 317.7 306.2 308.7 
614 0.037 0.19 0.30 300.3 319.9 306.1 309.5 
614 0.051 0.17 0.30 300.4 317.5 305.8 307.8 
614 0.043 0.14 0.30 299.5 319.8 305.7 308.0 
614 0.061 0.20 0.30 299.9 314.3 304.6 306.3 
614 0.056 0.19 0.30 299.8 315.2 304.8 306.7 
614 0.051 0.18 0.30 300.0 316.7 305.3 307.4 
719 0.035 0.20 0.30 299.9 323.0 306.6 311.0 
820 0.033 0.18 0.30 300.1 328.0 308.1 313.1 
820 0.036 0.24 0.30 299.0 323.0 306.0 311.3 
820 0.036 0.15 0.30 299.7 328.6 308.2 312.2 
820 0.037 0.19 0.30 298.9 324.9 306.6 311.1 
I, Wm-2 G, kg/s-m2 vf, m/s D, m Ta, K Tp, K Tout,K 
223 0.051 0.30 0.20 299.3 305.3 302.8 
307 0.049 0.29 0.20 300.2 308.5 305.1 
307 0.054 0.28 0.20 300.7 308.6 305.2 
307 0.052 0.26 0.20 301.3 309.4 306.0 
307 0.050 0.28 0.20 301.9 310.1 306.7 
385 0.047 0.32 0.20 299.6 310.2 306.0 
385 0.052 0.27 0.20 300.0 310.1 305.9 
500 0.052 0.30 0.20 300.5 313.6 308.1 
500 0.049 0.29 0.20 300.2 313.6 308.1 
614 0.062 0.33 0.20 299.2 313.8 307.1 
614 0.058 0.33 0.20 299.8 315.0 308.3 
614 0.047 0.30 0.20 300.1 317.0 310.2 
614 0.052 0.31 0.20 299.5 315.6 308.8 
614 0.062 0.31 0.20 300.6 315.2 308.5 
614 0.047 0.33 0.20 301.2 318.1 311.4 
719 0.049 0.32 0.20 300.0 319.2 311.4 
719 0.052 0.32 0.20 300.5 319.3 311.4 
719 0.049 0.32 0.20 301.1 320.3 312.5 
719 0.049 0.32 0.20 301.1 320.3 312.5 
820 0.053 0.37 0.20 299.6 320.7 311.8 
820 0.048 0.37 0.20 299.6 321.8 312.8 
223 0.039 0.18 0.25 301.0 307.8 305.4 
223 0.050 0.27 0.25 299.6 305.6 303.2 
223 0.048 0.13 0.25 301.3 307.4 304.9 
307 0.040 0.15 0.25 301.8 310.5 307.2 
307 0.052 0.20 0.25 300.2 308.3 304.9 
385 0.040 0.20 0.25 301.7 313.3 309.1 
385 0.050 0.20 0.25 301.5 311.7 307.5 
500 0.040 0.19 0.25 301.8 316.8 311.3 
500 0.050 0.17 0.25 300.8 314.1 308.6 
614 0.062 0.22 0.25 300.9 315.5 308.9 
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614 0.052 0.18 0.25 301.4 317.4 310.8 
614 0.046 0.15 0.25 301.9 319.0 312.3 
614 0.039 0.17 0.25 301.4 320.0 313.4 
719 0.039 0.20 0.25 300.9 323.6 315.9 
719 0.039 0.20 0.25 301.0 322.7 315.0 
719 0.051 0.22 0.25 299.2 318.2 310.3 
820 0.046 0.18 0.25 300.7 323.4 314.5 
820 0.038 0.24 0.25 300.4 325.5 316.7 
820 0.053 0.29 0.25 299.1 320.2 311.3 
223 0.039 0.17 0.30 300.2 307.0 304.6 
307 0.039 0.14 0.30 298.9 308.3 304.9 
385 0.037 0.16 0.30 299.3 311.5 307.2 
500 0.038 0.17 0.30 301.3 316.8 311.3 
614 0.037 0.19 0.30 300.3 319.6 312.9 
614 0.051 0.17 0.30 300.4 316.7 309.9 
614 0.043 0.14 0.30 299.5 317.3 310.6 
614 0.061 0.20 0.30 299.9 314.6 308.0 
614 0.056 0.19 0.30 299.8 315.2 308.5 
614 0.051 0.18 0.30 300.0 316.3 309.5 
719 0.035 0.20 0.30 299.9 323.2 315.4 
820 0.033 0.18 0.30 300.1 327.0 318.2 
820 0.036 0.24 0.30 299.0 325.0 316.1 
820 0.036 0.15 0.30 299.7 325.7 316.8 
820 0.037 0.19 0.30 298.9 324.5 315.6 
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I I I - 3  Cooling system s w ith f lat  plate  and single plenum  
Experiment results for cooling system with flat plate, single plenum and wet sandtile wall  
 
Simulation results for cooling system with flat plate, single plenum and wet sandtile wall  
I, Wm-2 Vfan, m
3/hr D, m RHin, % RHout, % Ta, K Tp, K Tf, K Tw, K 
307 331 0.20 33.8 34.0 288.9 313.8 289.5 285.2 
307 269 0.20 33.8 39.9 289.4 315.1 289.8 285.7 
307 202 0.20 32.9 42.5 289.1 314.2 289.5 286.2 
307 134 0.20 31.5 41.7 290.5 317.8 291.0 287.6 
307 67 0.20 25.2 29.9 290.3 316.8 291.2 287.3 
385 331 0.20 31.8 36.5 291.0 321.4 291.6 287.3 
385 269 0.20 29.7 35.0 291.2 322.1 291.7 287.2 
385 202 0.20 29.8 37.7 290.4 321.5 290.9 287.1 
385 134 0.20 27.6 35.3 290.9 322.9 291.5 287.8 
385 67 0.20 28.2 31.3 291.6 322.7 292.8 288.3 
500 331 0.20 30.0 34.9 291.7 327.8 292.3 287.6 
500 269 0.20 30.9 37.1 291.6 328.0 292.2 288.1 
500 202 0.20 25.7 32.5 291.5 327.8 292.4 287.2 
500 134 0.20 25.9 30.8 291.6 329.0 292.6 287.9 
500 67 0.20 22.8 25.8 292.1 330.4 293.5 288.5 
614 331 0.20 33.6 41.0 292.6 333.5 293.4 288.5 
614 269 0.20 40.7 49.5 292.7 333.9 293.5 289.5 
614 202 0.20 17.4 21.6 291.0 334.4 292.1 286.4 
614 134 0.20 37.7 46.2 293.5 336.1 294.4 290.8 
614 67 0.20 33.3 33.9 294.4 336.4 296.2 291.8 
719 331 0.20 39.1 43.1 293.2 338.2 294.3 289.7 
719 269 0.20 38.1 42.3 293.3 338.5 294.6 290.0 
719 202 0.20 35.6 42.1 293.7 339.3 294.8 290.5 
719 134 0.20 34.2 38.4 294.1 340.4 295.2 291.5 
719 67 0.20 30.5 28.3 294.0 340.5 296.4 292.0 
820 331 0.20 43.6 46.3 292.6 342.9 293.7 289.9 
820 269 0.20 38.5 41.6 292.9 342.9 294.0 289.4 
820 202 0.20 31.7 32.7 293.2 340.5 294.5 289.6 
820 134 0.20 31.6 32.4 291.8 343.0 293.3 289.4 
820 67 0.20 34.6 26.1 293.2 344.6 295.9 291.0 
I, Wm-2 Vfan, m
3/hr D, m RHin, % RHout, % Ta, K Tp, K Tf, K Tw, K 
307 331 0.20 33.8 30.4 288.9 309.6 289.5 285.1 
307 269 0.20 33.8 32.4 289.4 310.7 290.1 285.5 
307 202 0.20 32.9 31.9 289.1 311.1 289.9 285.9 
307 134 0.20 31.5 30.7 290.5 313.0 291.6 287.1 
307 67 0.20 25.2 25.5 290.3 313.5 292.3 286.8 
385 331 0.20 31.8 28.8 291.0 316.0 291.7 286.9 
385 269 0.20 29.7 28.7 291.2 316.9 292.0 286.8 
385 202 0.20 29.8 28.7 290.4 316.8 291.4 286.7 
385 134 0.20 27.6 26.2 290.9 318.0 292.4 287.2 
385 67 0.20 28.2 26.3 291.6 319.4 294.1 287.8 
500 331 0.20 30.0 28.3 291.7 322.8 292.6 287.0 
500 269 0.20 30.9 28.9 291.6 323.4 292.7 287.5 
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500 202 0.20 25.7 24.2 291.5 324.1 292.8 286.7 
500 134 0.20 25.9 23.8 291.6 325.0 293.5 287.4 
500 67 0.20 22.8 21.6 292.1 326.4 295.5 287.7 
614 331 0.20 33.6 30.9 292.6 329.3 293.7 287.9 
614 269 0.20 40.7 35.9 292.7 330.2 294.1 288.9 
614 202 0.20 17.4 16.5 291.0 329.6 292.7 285.9 
614 134 0.20 37.7 32.8 293.5 332.6 295.9 290.0 
614 67 0.20 33.3 26.4 294.4 334.6 298.7 291.0 
719 331 0.20 39.1 34.9 293.2 334.9 294.5 289.1 
719 269 0.20 38.1 33.2 293.3 335.8 294.9 289.3 
719 202 0.20 35.6 30.3 293.7 337.0 295.7 289.8 
719 134 0.20 34.2 28.5 294.1 338.3 297.0 290.7 
719 67 0.20 30.5 23.5 294.0 339.5 299.1 291.1 
820 331 0.20 43.6 37.2 292.6 338.9 294.2 289.3 
820 269 0.20 38.5 32.6 292.9 340.2 294.7 288.8 
820 202 0.20 31.7 26.8 293.2 341.4 295.5 288.8 
820 134 0.20 31.6 25.4 291.8 341.0 295.1 288.7 
820 67 0.20 34.6 23.8 293.2 343.8 299.0 290.2 
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I I I - 4  Cooling system s w ith t ranspired plate and tw o plenum s 
Experiment results for cooling system with transpired plate, two plenums and wet sandtile wall 
 
Simulation results for cooling system with transpired plate, two plenums and wet sandtile wall 
I, Wm-2 G, kg/s-m2 vf, m/s Vfan, m
3/hr D, m RHin, % RHout, % Ta, K Ts,in, K Tw,in, K Tp, K Ti,K Tf, K Tw, K Tr, K Ts, K 
307 0.053 0.18 82 0.25 43.6 30.0 296.7 293.1 284.7 306.2 296.1 298.9 286.2 290.2 292.7 
307 0.053 0.17 67 0.25 26.7 20.2 296.8 292.9 284.8 306.5 295.6 298.6 286.2 290.2 292.6 
385 0.053 0.17 77 0.25 42.2 26.1 297.7 294.2 285.9 309.6 297.6 301.3 287.2 291.2 293.8 
385 0.052 0.15 86 0.25 25.4 16.6 297.6 293.2 284.9 309.8 296.2 300.2 286.2 290.2 292.8 
500 0.052 0.16 86 0.25 35.6 19.2 299.5 294.3 286.6 314.5 298.7 303.2 288.0 292.0 294.0 
614 0.052 0.22 72 0.25 30.6 14.5 299.1 293.8 286.3 316.8 298.6 304.1 287.6 291.6 293.5 
614 0.053 0.18 86 0.25 32.9 14.8 297.8 292.9 286.1 316.7 297.7 303.6 287.3 291.3 292.7 
614 0.052 0.23 139 0.25 29.3 13.7 297.4 292.8 285.2 317.1 297.7 303.7 287.0 291.0 292.6 
614 0.053 0.22 202 0.25 28.7 13.2 296.5 291.9 285.6 316.7 296.9 303.2 286.6 290.6 291.7 
614 0.052 0.21 274 0.25 28.5 13.6 297.7 293.4 286.4 317.3 297.6 304.4 287.3 291.3 293.2 
614 0.053 0.21 317 0.25 25.7 12.6 297.5 292.6 284.4 316.5 296.9 302.5 286.1 290.1 292.3 
614 0.052 0.28 331 0.25 25.9 12.8 297.1 293.1 285.8 317.3 297.4 304.1 287.2 291.2 292.9 
719 0.053 0.22 110 0.25 42.5 17.6 296.1 293.4 286.5 321.2 299.3 306.3 287.8 291.8 293.1 
719 0.052 0.16 82 0.25 27.9 12.7 298.0 293.4 286.1 321.6 298.5 305.6 287.2 291.2 293.1 
820 0.053 0.24 77 0.25 43.3 15.4 296.9 293.5 286.5 325.5 299.6 308.0 287.7 291.7 293.3 
820 0.054 0.23 82 0.25 25.1 10.4 296.2 292.6 285.2 326.1 298.3 306.4 286.5 290.5 292.3 
I, Wm-2 G, kg/s-m2 vf, m/s Vfan, m
3/hr D, m RHin, % RHout, % Ta, K Ts,in, K Tw,in, K Tp, K Ti,K Tf, K Tw, K Tr, K Ts, K 
307 0.053 0.18 82 0.25 43.6 39.7 296.7 293.1 284.7 304.7 299.3 300.0 285.2 285.8 292.8 
307 0.053 0.17 67 0.25 26.7 24.9 296.8 292.9 284.8 304.9 299.4 300.2 285.0 285.6 292.2 
385 0.053 0.17 77 0.25 42.2 37.7 297.7 294.2 285.9 308.1 301.0 302.0 286.4 287.0 293.9 
385 0.052 0.15 86 0.25 25.4 23.2 297.6 293.2 284.9 308.6 301.1 302.0 285.2 285.8 292.9 
500 0.052 0.16 86 0.25 35.6 31.0 299.5 294.3 286.6 313.3 303.9 305.1 287.0 287.1 294.1 
614 0.052 0.22 72 0.25 30.6 24.7 299.1 293.8 286.3 314.1 303.9 305.8 286.7 287.3 293.5 
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Experiment results for system with transpired plate, two plenums and dry sandtile wall 
 
 
 
614 0.053 0.18 86 0.25 32.9 27.4 297.8 292.9 286.1 313.8 302.9 304.6 286.6 287.4 292.7 
614 0.052 0.23 139 0.25 29.3 23.3 297.4 292.8 285.2 312.3 302.1 304.3 285.7 286.8 292.6 
614 0.053 0.22 202 0.25 28.7 23.1 296.5 291.9 285.6 311.4 301.3 303.3 286.0 287.0 291.8 
614 0.052 0.21 274 0.25 28.5 23.1 297.7 293.4 286.4 313.0 302.6 304.5 286.8 288.0 293.3 
614 0.053 0.21 317 0.25 25.7 20.9 297.5 292.6 284.4 312.7 302.4 304.3 284.8 285.4 292.3 
614 0.052 0.28 331 0.25 25.9 20.2 297.1 293.1 285.8 310.8 301.4 303.8 286.2 287.5 292.9 
719 0.053 0.22 110 0.25 42.5 32.5 296.1 293.4 286.5 313.6 301.7 304.1 287.0 287.5 293.2 
719 0.052 0.16 82 0.25 27.9 22.8 298.0 293.4 286.1 317.8 304.3 306.2 286.5 287.0 293.2 
820 0.053 0.24 77 0.25 43.3 31.8 296.9 293.5 286.5 315.9 303.0 305.7 287.1 287.6 293.3 
820 0.054 0.23 82 0.25 25.1 18.8 296.2 292.6 285.2 315.6 302.4 305.1 285.5 286.1 292.3 
I, Wm-2 G, kg/s-m2 vf, m/s Vfan, m
3/hr D, m RHin, % RHout, % Ta, K Ts,in, K Tp, K Ti,K Tf, K Tw, K Tr, K Ts, K 
307 0.054 0.11 77 0.25 24.7 13.5 296.3 293.1 307.6 297.9 301.5 299.9 298.1 293.2 
385 0.053 0.12 82 0.25 22.8 11.5 296.7 293.1 310.9 298.1 302.3 298.0 296.5 293.2 
500 0.051 0.12 77 0.25 21.1 10.1 297.5 294.6 316.4 301.0 305.6 300.9 298.5 294.7 
614 0.052 0.14 86 0.25 25.1 9.6 297.8 293.3 318.4 299.6 305.7 297.9 296.0 293.3 
614 0.051 0.16 139 0.25 23.4 8.4 297.4 294.1 319.0 301.5 307.4 302.1 299.1 294.1 
614 0.052 0.17 211 0.25 22.2 8.7 297.2 294.1 319.7 300.6 305.8 300.4 297.6 294.1 
614 0.052 0.14 289 0.25 22.1 8.4 297.0 294.0 319.6 300.6 306.8 300.9 297.6 294.0 
614 0.052 0.14 321 0.25 21.6 8.2 297.4 294.4 320.2 301.3 307.8 302.4 298.7 294.5 
719 0.051 0.16 77 0.25 22.3 7.9 298.1 294.5 323.6 301.2 308.0 299.9 297.3 294.6 
820 0.053 0.19 82 0.25 23.8 6.8 297.9 294.8 329.7 302.5 311.3 303.5 299.5 295.1 
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I, Wm-2 G, kg/s-m2 vf, m/s Vfan, m
3/hr D, m RHin, % Ta, K Ts,in, K Tp, K Ti,K Tf, K Tw, K Tr, K Ts, K 
307 0.054 0.11 77 0.25 24.7 296.3 293.1 304.9 299.3 300.3 297.9 297.6 293.2 
385 0.053 0.12 82 0.25 22.8 296.7 293.1 308.2 301.0 302.2 299.7 299.3 294.4 
500 0.051 0.12 77 0.25 21.1 297.5 294.6 311.9 303.4 305.2 301.8 301.3 294.5 
614 0.052 0.14 86 0.25 25.1 297.8 293.3 314.3 303.9 306.1 302.4 301.8 294.1 
614 0.051 0.16 139 0.25 23.4 297.4 294.1 313.9 303.0 304.8 300.7 300.1 293.1 
614 0.052 0.17 211 0.25 22.2 297.2 294.1 312.5 302.2 304.5 300.1 299.5 292.9 
614 0.052 0.14 289 0.25 22.1 297.0 294.0 311.6 301.3 303.5 298.8 298.1 292.0 
614 0.052 0.14 321 0.25 21.6 297.4 294.4 311.0 301.5 304.1 299.6 298.9 293.2 
719 0.051 0.16 77 0.25 22.3 298.1 294.5 318.0 304.4 306.4 302.4 301.8 293.7 
820 0.053 0.19 82 0.25 23.8 297.9 294.8 315.8 302.5 305.4 301.5 300.9 292.9 
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